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GENERAL INFORMATION

REGISTRATION
Concourse
  Wednesday, 5pm–9pm
  Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 8am–4pm
Registration includes a Program, a copy of the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter, which contains Program changes and the Agenda for the Annual Business Meeting, and a badge which is required for admission to all sessions. Students who register at reduced rates must confirm student status with appropriate identification.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION will operate the same hours as registration.

ABSTRACTS of the papers presented at the meeting may be purchased at the registration or at the membership desks.

ALL PROGRAM CHANGES including additions, revisions, and cancellations received after September 15 are printed in the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter.

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
Conrad M Arensberg chairs the annual business meeting of the Association on Friday at 9pm in the International Ballroom Center. All Members are urged to attend.

EXHIBITS
Exhibit Hall
  Thursday through Saturday, 9am–6pm

HOSPITALITY CENTER
Dupont
  Thursday–Sunday, 9am–10pm
Hosted by the Society for Medical Anthropology to provide an opportunity for discussion about medical anthropology, graduate programs and sources of funding.

INFORMATION AND MESSAGE CENTER
Concourse
  Wednesday, 5pm–9pm, Thursday through Sunday, 8am–6pm
To reach the center, dial the Washington Hilton main number, 202/483-3000.

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES AND PUBLICATIONS
Concourse
  Wednesday, 5pm–9pm, Thursday through Saturday, 8am–4pm, Sunday, 8am–noon

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
The Resolutions Committee will be available for consultation in the Kalorama room on Thursday, 2pm–4pm, and on Friday, 10am–noon in the Grant room.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
Edison
  Thursday and Friday
Information about NSF programs supporting research and education, on both predoctoral and postdoctoral levels, as well as publication, facilities, conferences, and aid to systematic collections, in cultural anthropology, physical anthropology and
information about programs of the National Institute of Mental Health will be provided by Marlene Dobkin de Rios, Chief, Special Programs Section, Research Manpower.

Joy Evans and Patty Shimizu from the National Endowment for the Humanities will also be available to discuss NEH research grants, fellowships and other programs supporting anthropological activities.

OPEN RECEPTION
Cashiered bar and dance

*International Ballroom East*

Thursday, 10:30 pm

PLACEMENT SERVICE
The Position-Open Boards will be open to all Association members without Placement Service registration. Employers who list positions and applicants who would like to join the year-round Placement Service should register in the Exhibit Hall, Wednesday, 5-8 pm; Thursday through Saturday, 8 am-7 pm; Sunday, 8 am-5 pm. Workshops focusing on specific areas of nonacademic employment are scheduled Thursday and Saturday. See session numbers 106, 127, 302, 328, 337, 350, and 364 for details.

INFORMATION/REGISTRATION—Exhibit Hall
POSITION-OPEN BOARDS—Exhibit Hall
MESSAGE CENTER—Exhibit Hall
INTERVIEWS—Exhibit Hall

PRESS ROOM

*Bancroft*

Thursday through Sunday, 9 am-6 pm

Copies of papers delivered to the press room or to registration staff should carry the following statement: "Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes of reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author."

RECORDING SESSIONS
To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and of the organizer of the session to be recorded. There should be no publication of such recorded material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

SESSION SMOKING BAN
By action of the Council, smoking during sessions will be banned in smaller meeting rooms, with smoking and nonsmoking sections in larger rooms. Smoking will be permitted in the Ballrooms, Conservatory, Jefferson East and West, Lincoln East and West, and in the Thoroughbred. The smoking sections are located to the left as you enter these rooms. Your cooperation will be appreciated.
WASHINGTON HILTON MEETING ROOMS DIRECTORY

CONCOURSE LEVEL
- Cabinet
- Exhibit Hall
- Georgetown East/West
- Hemisphere
- International Ballroom East/Center/West
- Jefferson East/West
- Lincoln East/West
- Military
- Monroe East/West
- Thoroughbred

TERRACE LEVEL
- Adams
- Bancroft
- Caucus
- Chevy Chase
- Conservatory
- Dupont
- Edison
- Farragut
- Grant
- Hamilton
- Independence
- Jackson
- Kalorama
- Map
- State
Program of the 79th Annual Meeting

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 3

1

8:00-4:30

CONFERENCE ON THE USES OF ANTHROPOLOGY (Committee on Anthropology as a Profession) Georgetown East/West

Workshop 1—The Department of Anthropology in University Setting
  Facilitators: ELIZABETH M EDDY (Florida), T PATRICK CULBERT (Arizona)

Workshop 2—Quick and Dirty? Short-term Assessment of Program Results
  Facilitators: ANTHONY C BARCLAY, JR (Development Alternatives, Inc), TWIG JOHNSON (Intl Development Cooperation Agency)

Workshop 3—Problems Affecting Collaborative Team Approaches
  Facilitators: SOLON T KIMBALL (Florida), ALICE L MORTON (USICA)

Workshop 4—Answers from Anthropology: Differences in Individual Networks in Organizational Systems
  Facilitators: F L W RICHARDSON (Virginia), LEONARD R SAYLES (Columbia)

Workshop 5—Archaeological Impact Assessment
  Facilitator: WILLIAM M GARDNER (Catholic)

Workshop 6—Museums in Contemporary Communities
  Facilitators: HERMANN BLEIBTREU (Mus of Northern Arizona), PATRICK T HOULIHAN (NY State Mus-Albany)

Workshop 7—Uses of Non-verbal Communication Observation
  Facilitators: MARTHA DAVIS (Inst for Nonverbal Communication Res), ELIOT D CHAPPLE (Rockland Res Inst)

Workshop 8—Social Impact Assessment: Opportunities and Definitions
  Facilitators: WILLIAM MILLSAP (SW Texas), JOHN VAN WILLIGEN (Kentucky), STANLEY WEST (Argonne Lab), MARK FLEISHER (Washington State), BARBARA SIBLEY (Dalton, Dalton, Newport)

Workshop 9—Evaluating Applied Anthropology Projects: A Mexican Case Three Decades Later
  Facilitators: WILLIAM L PARTRIDGE (Southern California), FERNANDO CAMARA (INAH)

2

8:45-4:30

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP—NATIONAL POLICY RESEARCH: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS (Council on Anthropology and Education's Committee on Ethnographic Evaluation) Conservatory
  Chair: JEANNE M FULGINITI (West Hartford Public Schools)
  Participants:
  RAY RIST (Cornell) Use of Qualitative Methods in Multi-site Research—Youthwork National Policy Study
  DAVID FETTERMAN (RMC Res Corp) Ethnographic Evaluation of Alternative High School for Drop-outs—The Career Intern Program
  ELAINE SIMON (Private Industries Res Council) Secondary Analysis of Ethnographic Data Addressing Policy Questions
  MEREDITH LUDWIG (Evaluation Technologies) Evaluability Assessment—Implications for Policy Research
  THOMAS G CARROLL (NIE) Practices and Processes of Federal Funding for Policy Research
  LYNN GREGORY (Temple) The Usefulness of Case Studies for Practitioners—A Comparison of Academic and Practitioner Perspectives
EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Chevy Chase
9:00  Meeting of the Committee on External Relations

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Chevy Chase
1:00  Meeting of the Administrative Advisory Committee

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Chevy Chase
6:00  Meeting of the Committee on Scientific Communications

AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  Farragut
6:00  Meeting of the Executive Board

AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST  Edison
6:00  Meeting of the Editorial Board

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  Hamilton
6:00  Meeting of the Board of Directors

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Kalorama
6:00  Meeting of the Executive Committee

THURSDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4

SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY  Jackson
8:00  Meeting of the Executive Committee

PLENARY SESSION

ANTHROPOLOGY, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, AND HERITAGE CONSERVATION  International Ballroom West
Organized under the auspices of the 1980 Program Editorial Board and sponsored by Anthropologists in Environmental Planning
Organizers: RICHARD N LERNER (Corps of Engineers) and ELLEN M ROSENBERG (W Connecticut State)
Chair: RICHARD N LERNER (Corps of Engineers)

8:30  RICHARD N LERNER (Corps of Engineers) Introduction
9:05  MARC D RUCKER (Corps of Engineers) and STEPHANIE H RODEFFER (IAS-Atlanta) Defining Historical Data and Resources In Federal Preservation Planning: A Case Study
9:55  Break
10:10  LYNN ARNOLD ROBBINS (W Washington) Cultural Preservation and Energy Developments: Navaho and Skagit River Tribes
10:35  Discussant: LORETTA NEUMANN (House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs)
11:00  Discussant: DAVID F HALES (Department of the Interior)
11:25  Discussion and Comments
12:00
102 PLENARY SESSION
TECHNOLOGY AND THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN CULTURE  International Ballroom Center
Organized under the auspices of the 1980 Program Editorial Board
Organizers: THEODORE A WERTIME (Smithsonian) and MARK N COHEN (SUNY-Plattsburgh)
Chair: H RUSSELL BERNARD (Florida)
PART I: HUMANS AGAINST THE LARGER ENVIRONMENT OF EARTH
9:00 THEODORE A WERTIME (Smithsonian) Technology, Welcome or Unwelcome Guest
9:25 EUGENE S FERGUSON (Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation) The Nature of Technologic Invention
9:50 Discussion
10:05 Break
PART II: CLIMATE DEMOGRAPHY AND HUNGER: THE REVOLUTIONS IN FOOD SUPPLY AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
10:20 MARK N COHEN (SUNY-Plattsburgh) Post-Pleistocene Cultural Evolution as a Response to Population Pressure
10:45 BRIAN C HESSE (Alabama-Birmingham) Animal Domestication and Oscillating Climates: Case Studies From the Zagros and the Andes
11:10 BENNET BRONSON (Field Mus of Nat Hist) Domestication and the Social Origins of Technologic Innovation
11:35- Discussion
12:00

103 PLENARY SESSION
ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIAL POLICY: WHAT IS IT AND WHERE ARE WE?  International Ballroom East
Organized under the auspices of the 1980 Program Editorial Board
Organizers: JAN BRUKMAN (Wenner-Gren) and CAROL B STACK (Duke)
9:00- Panelists: MICHAEL AGAR (California-Berkeley), DONALD CALLAWAY (Navajo Health Authority), PETER HAINER (Curry), MICHAEL HAMMOND (Archaeological Res Consultants, Inc), JOSEPH HARDING (Southern Regional Education Board), SUE-ELLEN JACOBS (Washington), WILLETT KEMPTON (California-Berkeley), CAROL MACLENNAN (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration), JOHN OGBU (Delaware), ALEX STEPICK (Duke), JACK WEATHERFORD (Duke)

104 EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Chevy Chase
9:00 Executive session

105 ASSOCIATION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGISTS RESEARCH BULLETIN  Farragut
9:00 Meeting of the Editorial Board

106 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Grant
9:00- Leader: MARLENE DOBKin DE RIOS (NIMH)
11:00 The professional identity of medical anthropologists is explored in this workshop along with job responsibilities and work settings, interdisciplinary skills worth acquiring and their use in health-related, social-problem areas. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Exhibit Hall.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4

107 BLACK PERSPECTIVES IN CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGY  (CAE 12:00-
Committee on Blacks in Education)  Cabinet
1:30 Informal discussion  
Chair: DONA RICHARDS (Hunter)

108 EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY (CAE Ad Hoc Committee on Educational Technology) Independence  
12:00- Organizing meeting  
Chair: RICHARD ZIMMER (Sonoma State)

109 SECOND INCOME FOR ACADEMICS—TAX, LEGAL, ETHICAL AND BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS Georgetown West  
12:00- Panel discussion on the opportunities and problems involved in consulting, writing, and other outside work for persons employed by universities and others. Contractual, tax, ethical and business considerations and their options will be addressed.  
Chair: MICHAEL A SCHUCHAT (AAA Counsel)  
Participants: MAX BOYARSKY (Boyarsky & Wasser), JEFFREY W KNAPP (Gottesman & Schuchat), DAVID W FRANTZ (Attorney at Law), ROBERT D GROSSMAN JR (Grossman & Flask)

110 THE FUTURE OF THE COMMITTEE ON ETHICS Lincoln West  
12:00- Panel discussion on the future role and function of the COE.  
1:30 Chair: JAMES N HILL (California-Los Angeles)  
Participants: JAMES N HILL (California-Los Angeles) LOUISE M ROBBINS (North Carolina-Greensboro), ASEN BALIKCI (Montreal), SUE-ELLEN JACOBS (Washington), JUNE MACKLIN (Connecticut), BENJAMIN D PAUL (Stanford), JAMES W VANSTONE (Field Mus Nat Hist)

111 THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S ANTHROPOLOGY CAUCUS Grant  
12:00- Business meeting  
1:30 Chair: CHRISTINE BRITTLE SMITH (NWAC)

112 NIMH RESEARCH AND RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAMS OF INTEREST TO ANTHROPOLOGISTS Jefferson West  
12:00- Panel discussion on reviewing research grants for anthropologists, research priorities at NIMH, the Small Grants Program, pre- and post-doctoral fellowships, and the Research Scientist and Research Scientist Development Programs.  
Chairs: MARLENE D DE RIOS (NIMH), LEN LASH (NIMH)  
Participants: JOEL GOLDSTEIN (NIMH), JOYCE LAZAR (NIMH), MARLENE D DE RIOS (NIMH), ELLEN STOVER (NIMH), LEN LASH (NIMH)

113 JEWISH ETHNOLOGY NETWORK (Jewish Folklore and Ethnology Section of the American Folklore Society) Hamilton  
12:00- Business meeting  
1:30 Chair: CAROL S HOLZBERG (Massachusetts-Amherst)

114 MARXISM AND AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY (Council for Marxist Anthropology) Adams  
12:00- Informal discussion  
Organizer: D HAKKEN (SUNY-Utica)  
Chairs: C KEIL (SUNY-Buffalo), L KENNEDY (SUNY-Buffalo)

116 AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY State  
12:00- Business meeting  
1:30 Chair: RICHARD SALISBURY (McGill)

117 WORK IN PROGRESS ON WOMEN IN SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY (CAE Committee on Women in Schools and Society) Kalorama  
12:00- Informal discussion  
Chair: THELMA COOK (British Columbia)
AGENCIES AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS: A DIALOGUE ON POLICY, CULTURE, AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION (Joint CAE/SfAA Policy Committee on Culture and Bilingual Education and CAE Committee on Spanish-Speaking Concerns in Education) Caucus
Panel discussion on policy issues related to the cultural dimensions of bilingual education. Key agency personnel present policy perspectives and educational anthropologists discuss the potential contributions of anthropology to shaping and interpreting bilingual education policy.
Organizers: MARGARET A GIBSON (California State-Sacramento), STEVEN F ARVIZU (California State-Sacramento)
Chair: COURTNEY CAZDEN (Harvard)
Participants: JOSUE GONZALEZ (US Ofc of Educ), SHIRLEY MCCUNE (US Ofc of Educ), JACK KLEINMANN (Natl Educ Assn), HARRY PACHON (Ofc of the Hon Edward R Roybal), STEVEN F ARVIZU (California State-Sacramento), JUDITH GUSKIN (Wisconsin-Parkside), FREDERICK ERICKSON (Michigan State)

ANTHROPOLOGICAL FILM RESEARCH INSTITUTE Farragut
Meeting of the Board of Directors
12:00

12th ANNUAL MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON
La Fonda Restaurant, 1639 R Street, NW
12:00-2:00
Attendance is by subscription. For more information, see staff at advance registration desk by 10am Thursday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 pm will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
Organizer: SHEILA COSMINSKY (Rutgers)
1—Evaluating Health Care Programs
Coordinator: BARBARA PILLSBURY (AID)
2—Traditional Healing and Biomedical Systems: Articulation, Coexistence, Cooptation or Extinction
Coordinators: JOAN KOSS (California State-Hayward), IRA HARRISON (Tennessee)
3—Health Policy Research: Method and Theory
Coordinator: SETHA LOW (Pennsylvania)
4—Mid-Life Health Crises: Anthropological Perspectives
Coordinator: MARCHA FLINT (Montclair State)
5—Deinstitutionalizing the Chronic Psychiatric Patient: Cultural and Ethical Issues
Coordinator: NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (Harvard)
6—Role Development for Practicing Anthropologists in Hospitals
Coordinator: MARGARET BOONE (Georgetown)
7—The Child In the Health Care System
Coordinator: MYRA BLUEBOND-LANGNER (Rutgers)
8—Anthropology In Family Medicine
Coordinators: MARGARET LOCK (McGill), RHODA HALPERIN (Cincinnati)
9—Reassessing Culture-Bound Psychiatric Syndromes
Coordinators: BARBARA LEX (Harvard Med Sch), DAVID LANDY (Massachusetts-Boston)
10—Drugs and Society
Coordinators: DAVID FEINGOLD (Inst for the Study of Human Issues), KAREN KERNER (Inst for the Study of Human Issues)

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION CAE Suite
1:30-2:30
Business meeting of the Committee on Blacks in Education
Chair: DAVID J HODGES (Hunter)

PLENARY SESSION
TECHNOLOGY AND THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN CULTURE (con't) International Ballroom Center
Organized under the auspices of the 1980 Program Editorial Board
Organizers: THEODORE A WERTIME (Smithsonian), MARK N COHEN (SUNY-Plattsburgh)
Chair: THEODORE A WERTIME (Smithsonian)

PART III: A WORLD SETTING FOR TECHNOLOGIC INNOVATION: ARE DIFFUSION AND INDEPENDENT INVENTION IN OPPOSITION?
1:30 JAMES D MUHL Y (Pennsylvania) Southwest vs Southeast Asia: The Question of Origins
1:55 BETTY J MEGGERS (Smithsonian) Diffusion and Adaptation: The Significance of Similarities
2:20 Discussion
2:40 Break

PART IV: ENERGY, ENTROPY, AND SOCIETY: LESLIE WHITE REVISITED
2:50 HENRY RUTZ (Hamilton) Competing Efficiencies in Cultural Evolution
3:15 BERTRAM MORRIS (Colorado) Dilemmas of Technology
3:40 Discussion
4:00 Break

PART V: TECHNOLOGIES IN COLLISION: A ROUND TABLE
4:10 RICHARD W BULLIET (Columbia) Social Change and the Technology of Camel Use
4:25 PAULA C WAPNISH HESSE (Smithsonian) The Dromedary and Overland Transport In the Ancient Levant: A Case of Late Blooming Technology
4:40- 5:00 Discussion

PLENARY SESSION

SOCIOBIOLOGY: AS THE DUST SETTLES  International Ballroom East
Organized under the auspices of the 1980 Program Editorial Board
Organizer: JEROME H BARKOW (Dalhousie)
Chair: JEROME H BARKOW (Dalhousie)
1:30 JEROME H BARKOW (Dalhousie) Introduction
1:40 WILLIAM IRONS (Northwestern) Adaptation, Maladaptation, and Human Behavior
2:10 WILLIAM H DURHAM (Stanford) Models of Interaction Between Human Biology and Culture
2:40 JEROME H BARKOW (Dalhousie) Altruism Among the Migilli (Koro) of Nigeria
3:10 Break
3:30 NICHOLAS E BLURTON JONES (London) How Does Evolutionary Theory Stimulate Research on Behavior?
4:00 DANIEL G FREEDMAN (Chicago) Group vs Individual Selection Revisited: Practical Implications for Research
4:30- 5:00 Discussion

PLENARY SESSION

PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY: THE WASHINGTON OPTION  International Ballroom West
Organized under the auspices of the 1980 Program Editorial Board
Organizer: RICHARD SINKIN (Texas-Austin)
2:00 PART I: THE POLICY PERSPECTIVE
Chair: RICHARD SINKIN (Texas-Austin)
Panelists: BELA C MADAY (American), ALEXANDER SHAKOW (AID)
3:00 PART II: THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Chair: BEATRICE HACKETT (NEH)
Panelists: GEORGE ROTH (Bureau of Indian Affairs), The Appropriateness of Anthropologists Working Within and For the System; ROBERT WERGE (USDA), Redefining 'Field' as a Bureaucrat; CAROL MACLENNAN (DOT), The Culture of Policy: Anthropologists as Bureaucrats; ALICE MORTON
(AID), The Utility of the Anthropologist's Perspective for Participatory Development; RICHARD SINKIN (Texas-Austin), The IPA Mobility Program

PART III: THE PRIVATE SECTOR
Chair: KIRK L GRAY (Westat, Inc)

125 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  CAE Suite
3:00-4:00  Business meeting of the Committee on Women in Schools and Society
Chair: THELMA COOK (British Columbia)

126 UNITED STATES ASSOCIATION OF PHILIPPINE ANTHROPOLOGISTS
Farragut
3:00  Meeting of the Executive Board

NEW COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL ARCHEOLOGY (Natl Park Service)  Hamilton
3:00  Informal discussion
Chair: D H SCOVILL (Dept of the Interior)

127 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH  Grant
3:00-5:00  Leaders: RALPH M GARRUTO (Natl Inst of Neurological and Communicative Disorders, and Stroke), CHRIS C PLATO (Natl Inst on Aging)
Available opportunities for biomedical research in the private and governmental sectors will be considered, along with an examination of the role and function of the anthropologist in a research biomedical setting, the importance of formal academic and on-the-job training outside of anthropology, and interaction with members of the biomedical community. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Exhibit Hall.

128 CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY  Hamilton
5:00  Meeting of the Executive Committee

129 EVALUATION FORUM (CAE Committee on Ethnographic Approaches to Evaluation)  Kalorama
5:30-7:00  Evaluation
Informal discussion
Chair: STEVE SHERLOCK

130 THE WORKPLACE HUSTLE: SEXUAL HARASSMENT ON THE JOB (CAE Committee on Mass Media in Education)  Monroe East
5:30-7:00  A half-hour documentary film depicting the problems women face while working due to sexual harassment by their supervisors.
Chair: WOODROW W CLARK (Clark Communications Inc)

131 LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP  Cabinet
5:30-7:00  Business meeting and informal discussion on problems of research in Latin America.
Chairs: ROBERT VAN KEMPER (Southern Methodist), LUISE MARGOLIES (Central de Venezuela)

NEW MIDDLE EAST RESEARCH GROUP IN ANTHROPOLOGY  Lincoln West
5:30-7:00  Business meeting
Chair: ROGER JOSEPH (California State-Fullerton)
ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
5:30-  Business Meeting  
7:00  Chair: RALPH BOLTON (Pomona)

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN MUSEUMS ASSOCIATION  
Military  
5:30-  Panel discussion on handling of sacred Native American objects and the future role of anthropologists in the collection of sacred materials.  
7:00  Chair: RICHARD HILL (MAIMA)  
Participants: GEORGE HORSECAPTURE (Plains Indian Mus), DUANE KING (Mus of the Cherokee Indian)

UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT TRENDS  
AAA Advisory Panel on Enrollment of Undergraduates  
5:30-  Informal discussion to share ideas and methods on ways to maintain enrollments at undergraduate levels, and to develop a network of anthropologists interested in the problem.  
7:00  Chair: ERNEST L SCHUSKY (Southern Illinois)  
Participants: THELMA BAKER (Pennsylvania State), D BRUCE DICKSON (Texas A & M)

MONTANA ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH  
Georgetown West  
5:30-  Organizing meeting  
7:00  Organizer: LESLIE BROWN RIGG (AMARU IV)  
Chairs: ROBERT MURPHY (Columbia), ANNA LOU DEHAVENON (AMARU IV)

COMMITTEE ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
Hemisphere  
5:30-  Business meeting  
7:00  Chair: CHRISTINE S WILSON (California-San Francisco)

ALCOHOL AND DRUG RESEARCH GROUP  
Adams  
5:30-  Organizing meeting  
7:00  Organizers: LINDA BENNETT (George Washington), GENEVIEVE AMES (California-San Francisco)  
Chair: MIRIAM B RODIN (Illinois Med Ctr)  
Participants: MICHAEL AGAR (Language Behav Res Lab) JAMES SCHAEFER (Minnesota)

ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND GERONTOLOGY  
Caucus  
5:30-  Business meeting  
7:00  Chair: CHRISTINE FRY (Loyola)

CLINICAL ANTHROPOLOGY, A CURRENT APPRAISAL  
Committee on Clinical Anthropology, Society for Applied Anthropology  
Independence  
5:30-  Panel discussion on the findings of the committee's survey of clinical anthropology  
7:00  Organizer: DEMITRI B SHIMKIN (Illinois)  
Chair: PEGGY GOLDE (Menlo Park, Illinois)  
Participants: PEGGY GOLDE (Menlo Park, Illinois), DEMITRI B SHIMKIN (Illinois), DENNIS FRATE (Mississippi), LEONARD BORMAN (Northwestern), HOPE L ISAACS (SUNY-Buffalo)

ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY GROUP FOR AGRARIAN SYSTEMS  
Monroe West  
5:30-  Business meeting  
7:00  Chair: OLGA STAVRAKIS (Dev Res Service)

EASTERN EUROPEAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP  
Grant  
5:30-  Informal discussion
7:00 Chairs: WILLIAM LOCKWOOD (Michigan), MITCHELL S RATNER (American)

142 THE STATE AND DIRECTION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY
5:30- (Association of Third World Anthropologists) Georgetown East
7:00 Informal discussion
Chairs: STEFAN GOODWIN (Morgan State), MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

143 COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY State
5:30- Informal discussion
7:00 Organizer: CAROLE E HILL (Georgia State)
Chair: JANE BUIKSTRA (Northwestern)

144 PANEL ON FUTURES RESEARCH, CULTURAL INDICATORS, AND THE ANTHROPOLOGIST'S ROLE IN THE POLICY PROCESS (Society for Applied Anthropology and Council on Anthropology and Education) Jefferson West
Panel discussion on contributions anthropologists can make toward enlightening the policy-making and evaluating process with respect to anticipating culture change and establishing "cultural indicators" parallel to economic and social indicators already in use.
Chair: ROBERT B TEXTOR (Stanford)
Participants: CHARLIE ROSE (Congressman, North Carolina), WILLIAM SMITH (US Commissioner of Educ), CHRISTOPHER DEDE (Houston), WARD GOODENOUGH (Pennsylvania), BEATRICE MILLER (Wisconsin-Madison), ROBERT MILLER (Wisconsin-Madison), JOHN M ROBERTS (Pittsburgh), CHARLES F URBANOWICZ (California State-Chico)

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 4

146 SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Chevy Chase
6:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors

147 AMERICAN ETHNOLOGIST Farragut
6:00 Meeting of the Editorial Board

148 RECEPTION FOR NEW MEMBERS La Fonda Restaurant, 1639 R Street, NW
6:00- Present and past members of the Association welcome new members and members attending their first annual meeting. Directions are available at the Message and Information Center.
7:00

149 FILM SCREENINGS (Society for the Anthropology of Visual Communication) International Ballroom East
Organizer: ROBERT AIBEL (Drexel)
6:00- DEAR FRIENDS (Dana Hodgdon)
6:15- RICKY AND ROCKY (Jeff Kraines, Tom Palazzolo)
6:30- A FAMILY WEDDING (Steve Feld, Shari Robertson)
6:30- A WEDDING IN THE FAMILY (Debra Franco)
7:00- WE GET MARRIED TWICE (Miriam Weinstein)
7:25- REFLECTIONS (Tim White)
7:50- 8:45

150 LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP Cabinet
7:00 No-Host Cash Bar. An opportunity to meet several Latin American anthropologists invited by LAAG.
THURSDAY PM, DECEMBER 4–FRIDAY AM, DECEMBER 5

151 ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY GROUP FOR AGRARIAN SYSTEMS
7:00 Monroe West
No-Host Cash Bar

152 ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY Map
7:00 No-Host Cash Bar

153 PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS International Ballroom Center
9:00 Introduction: PAUL J BOHANNAN (California-Santa Barbara)
Address: The Recovery of Holism
CONRAD M ARENSBERG (Columbia)

154 OPEN RECEPTION International Ballroom East
10:30 Cashiered bar and dance

FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 5

200 QUAKER BREAKFAST Hamilton
7:30- Informal discussion
9:00 Chairs: FRITZ HAFER (Idaho State), JOHN SINGLETON (Pittsburgh)

201 ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK AND TRADE State
Chair: MICHAEL ORBACH (California-Santa Cruz)
8:00 ELLEN GREENBERGER and LAURENCE D STEINBERG (California-Irvine)
Adolescents in the Workplace: Socialization of In-School Youth in an Out-of-School Setting
8:20 LAURIE MAILLOUX (USAID) Implications of Labor Management on the Policy Directions of the Agency for International Development
8:40 MIRIAM WELLS (California-Davis) and JACOB CLIMO (Michigan State)
Parallel Process in the World System: Intermediate Agencies and Local Factionalism in the US and Mexico
9:00 HERBERT APPLEBAUM (SUNY-Buffalo) Construction Workers as an Occupational Community: Some Theoretical Considerations
9:40 Among Small-Scale Fishermen in Northwestern Costa Rica

202 NATIVE AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES ON THE ANTHROPOLOGIST'S ROLE IN SOVEREIGNTY TREATY AND LAND RIGHTS QUESTIONS (Council for Marxist Anthropology) Lincoln West
Organizers: OREN LYONS (SUNY-Buffalo), ELIZABETH KENNEDY (SUNY-Buffalo)
Chair: OREN LYONS (SUNY-Buffalo)
8:00 OREN LYONS (SUNY-Buffalo) The Spiritual Basis of Culture and Politics
8:20 VINE DELORIA (Arizona) Law and Natural Resources: The Native American Experience
8:40 RICHARD HILL (Native American Center for the Living Arts) The Repatriation of Native American Sacred Objects
9:00 JOHN MOHAWK (Akwesasne Notes) Native Rights and the Ethics of Social Science
9:20 Discussant: TIM COULTER (Indian Law Resource Center)

203 ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GOVERNMENT REGULATION International Ballroom East
Organizers: CAROL MACLENNAN (DOT), KATHERINE NEWMAN (California-Berkeley)
Chairs: CAROL MACLENNAN (DOT), KATHERINE NEWMAN (California-Berkeley)
8:00  THOMAS STANTON (FTC) The Ethnography of Government-Industry Relations: The Federal Trade Commission and Its Environment

8:20  CAROL MACLENNAN (DOT) “Passive Restraints”: The Political Culture of Automotive Regulation

8:40  KATHERINE NEWMAN (California-Berkeley) and DAVID SERBER (Stanford) Dependence and Deference: A Formal Organizations Model of Regulatory Agency Behavior

9:00  LAURA NADER (California-Berkeley) The Many Faces of Regulation

9:20-  Discussants: MICHAEL AGAR (Houston), WILLIAM DRAYTON (EPA)

9:50

204  HOUSEHOLD CYCLES AND DOMESTIC POLITICS  Jefferson West

Chair: DARREL L. MILLER (William & Mary)

8:00  ANTHONY T CARTER (Rochester) Household Histories

8:20  ANN GOETTING (Western Kentucky) The Relative Strength of the Husband-Wife and Parent-Child Dyads in Remarriage: A Test of the HSU Model

8:40  DENNIS B McGILVRAY (Cornell) The Matrilocal Household System of Eastern Sri Lanka

9:00  MARC J SWARTZ and AUDREY R SWARTZ (California-San Diego) Implicit Power Sources: Nuclear Family Politics in Cross-Cultural Perspective

9:20  PHILIP L RITTER (Stanford) Kosraen Divorce

9:40-  Discussion

9:55

205  NEW PERSPECTIVES ON ADDRESS AND PERSONAL REFERENCE  Caucus

Organizers: BAMBI B SCHIEFFELIN (Pennsylvania), JOEL SHERZER (Texas)

Chair: BAMBI B SCHIEFFELIN (Pennsylvania)

8:00  RICHARD BAUMAN (Texas) The “Plain Language” of the 17th Century Quakers: A Case Study in Principled Impoliteness

8:20  BAMBI B SCHIEFFELIN and STEVEN FELD (Pennsylvania) Sociolinguistic Dimensions of Kaluli Naming

8:40  JOEL SHERZER (Texas) Talk About Tu and Vous

9:00  JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis) Address as Magic and Rhetoric: Praise-naming in West Africa

9:20  VIRGINIA GUILFORD (CUNY-Grad Center) The Deictic Function of Kin Terms in Oksapmin

9:40-  Discussants: SUSAN BEAN (Yale), ERVING GOFFMAN (Pennsylvania)

10:00

206  ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN’S WORK: A CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE  Monroe West

Organizers: SONIA PATTEN (Minnesota), DEBORAH FINK (Iowa State)

Chair: SONIA PATTEN (Minnesota)

8:00  JOANNE POEHLMAN (Mount Mary) Women and Work on Guam

8:20  KAREN FOG OLWIG (Copenhagen) Women’s Networks and Wage Employment in the West Indies

8:40  SONIA PATTEN (Minnesota) Women’s Work Organizations in Southeastern Ghana: Unions, Coops, and Companies

9:00  DEBORAH FINK (Iowa State) Women and the Secondary Workforce in Denmark

9:20  M L BURTON, DOUGLAS R WHITE (California-Irvine), MALCOLM DOW (California-Los Angeles) Sexual Division of Labor and Agriculture

9:40-  Discussion

10:00

207  SEXUAL MEANINGS: EXAMINATIONS OF GENDER IDEOLOGY  International Ballroom West

Chair: KATHRYN MARCH (Cornell)
8:00  F ALLAN HANSON (Kansas) The Polluting Female: Maori Evidence to the Contrary
8:20  JOHN T KIRKPATRICK (Chicago) Are Male and Female Genders in Marquesan Culture?
8:40  GILBERT H HERDT (Stanford) Symbolic and Behavioral Attachments in Sambia Ritualized Homosexuality
9:00  ROBERT C BRUMBAUGH (SUNY-Stony Brook) Psychological Models and a "Secret Cult"
9:20  SEYMOUR PARKER and HILDA PARKER (Utah) Women and Family on the Israeli Kibbutz
9:40-  GEORGE R SAUNDERS (Lawrence) Cultural Paradox: Male and Female in Mediterranean Europe
10:00 THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF TRIBES  Hemisphere
Organizer: JONATHAN HAAS (Denver)
Chair: JONATHAN HAAS (Denver)
8:00  JONATHAN HAAS (Denver) Troubles With Tribes: An Archaeological Approach to an Anthropological Problem
8:20  FRANK J FINDLOW and NEIL J GOLDBERG (Columbia) New Methods for the Measurement of Prehistoric Political Organization
8:40  DAVID P BRAUN (S Illinois-Carbondale) and STEPHEN E PLOG (Virginia) Tribalization in Prehistoric North America
9:00 Break
9:15  SARAH M NELSON (Denver) Early Korean Tribes: An Independent Case
9:35  JEROME A VOSS (Michigan State) Tribal Emergence During the Neolithic of Northwestern Europe
10:15 Discussants: GERTRUDE T DOLE (American Mus of Nat Hist), ELMAN SERVICE (California-Santa Barbara), and RONALD COHEN (Northwestern)
10:45

209 PREHISTORY OF MESOAMERICA  Military
Chair: CHARLES C KOLB (Behrend)
8:00  W R ADAMS (Pennsylvania) Toward a Blocultural Explanation of the Dietary Shift of the Lowland Maya
8:20  J W FOX (Baylor) Political Mythology: The Eastern Frontier of Mesoamerica
8:40  PHIL C WEIGAND (SUNY-Stony Brook) and MICHAEL SPENCE (Western Ontario) The Obsidian Mining Complex at La Joya, Jalsico, Mexico
9:00  MARILYN GOLDSTEIN (Long Island) and CAROL MEYER (Metropolitan Mus) Mezcala Temple Models: Their Form and Function
9:20 Break
9:35  JAMES L BREWBAKER (Hawaii) Maize Viruses and the Classic Maya Collapse
9:55  S L CLINE (California-Los Angeles) Land Tenure and Land Inheritance in Late 16th Century Culhuacan
10:15  KENNETH HIRTH (Kentucky), PATRICIA URBAN (Pennsylvania), VITO VELIZ (INAH), and GEORGE HASEMANN (INAH) Regional Settlement Patterns in the Cajon Region, Department of Comayagua, Honduras
10:35 Discussion
11:00

210 INTERACTIONS OF BIOLOGY AND CULTURE IN HUMAN EVOLUTION  Thoroughbred
Organizer: WILLIAM H DURHAM (Stanford)
Chair: WILLIAM H DURHAM (Stanford)
8:00  WILLIAM H DURHAM (Stanford) The Theory of Coevolution
8:20  P RICHERSON and R BOYD (California-Davis) Does Cultural Evolution Maximize Inclusive Fitness?
8:40  H RONALD PULLIAM (Northern Arizona) Residence Patterns and Cultural Transmission
9:00  D T CAMPBELL (Syracuse) The Two Distinct Routes Beyond Kin-Selection to Ultraconsalilty: Implications for the Human Social Sciences
9:20  B WINTERHALDER (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Optimal Foraging Studies and Open Behavioral Programs
9:40  Break
9:55  K HAWKES (Utah) Aché Hunting and Gathering: A Test of Optimal Foraging and Some Implications
10:15  S KATZ (Pennsylvania) Blo-cultural Evolution and the Human Food Chain
10:45- Discussants: E A SMITH (Washington) and RICHARD D ALEXANDER
11:30  (Michigan)

211  POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION (Council on Anthropology and Education) Georgetown West
Organizer: MARIETTA SARAVIA-SHORE (Teachers College-Columbia) Chair: HENRY TORRES-TRUEBA (San Diego State)
8:00  BLANCA ROSA RODRIGUEZ (American Inst for Res) and HENRY TORRES-TRUEBA (San Diego State) Language Use of Bilinguals: Policy Implications for Bilingual Education
8:20  PEDRO PEDRAZA and ALICIA POUSADA (CUNY) Bilingualism In and Out of Schools
8:40  ROBERT L CARRASCO (Harvard) A Case Study of the Sociolinguistic Repertoire of a Bilingual Child: Cultural Aspects of Communication in the Classroom
9:00  ABDIL ABEL MALDONADO-GUZMAN (Harvard) An Ethnographic Study of Differential Treatment of Children in Bilingual Classrooms
9:20  Break
9:35  CATHIE JORDAN (Kamehameha Early Education Program, Hawaii) ROLAND G THART (Hawaii), LYNN BAIRD and LARRY LOGANVILL (Kamehameka Early Education Program, Hawaii) “Coming Home to School”: Culturally Compatible Classroom Practices
9:55  STEVEN F ARVIZU (California State-Sacramento) Comparative Ethnography of Exemplary Bilingual Programs
10:15  MARIETTA SARAVIA-SHORE (Teachers College-Columbia) Bilingual Program Evaluation Policy: Implications from Ethnographic Research
10:35  LUIS MOLL (California-San Diego) The Ethnographic Study of Bilingual Classrooms
10:55- Discussion
11:30  (Michigan)

212  INFECTIOUS DISEASE: BIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL INTERACTIONS
Georgetown East
Organizer: JANA E HESSER (Case Western) Chair: JANA E HESSER (Case Western)
8:00  G J ARMELAGOS and B R LEVIN (Massachusetts) The Impact of Infectious Disease on Post-Neolithic Human Evolution
8:20  FRANCIS L BLACK (Yale) Genetic Correlates of Enhanced Measles Susceptibility In Amazon Indians
8:40  JOHN BLANGERO (Case Western) The P Blood Group System: Genetic Adaptation to Helminthic Zoonoses
9:00  DAVID READ BARKER (Public Policy Communications, Inc) Cultural Factors In Schistomiasis Infection
9:20  Break
9:35  BARUCH S BLUMBERG (Institute for Cancer Research, Philadelphia) Hepatitis B Infection and Human Behavior
9:55  ELIZABETH R DICKIE (Illinois-Urbana) and CYNTYA MERTEN (Temple) Ethnography and Immunology In the Natural History of an Infectious Disease
10:15 LINNEA B KLEE (California-San Francisco) Medical History and Anthropology: Cultural Components of Disease in Nineteenth-Century America
10:35 JAMES V NEEL (Michigan) Disease in Amerindians
10:55-11:30 Discussants: FRANK B LIVINGSTON (Michigan), FRANK P ARAUJO (Washington State)

213 REVOLUTIONS AND REBELLIONS IN AFGHANISTAN I (Middle East Research Group) Jefferson East
Organizers: ROBERT CANFIELD (Washington, St Louis), M NAZIF SHAHRANI (Nevada-Reno)
Chair: ROBERT CANFIELD (Washington, St Louis)
8:30 RICHARD TAPPER (London) Ethnicity and Class: Dimensions of Intergroup Conflict in Afghanistan
8:50 M NAZIF SHAHRANI (Nevada-Reno) Causes and Context of Differential Reactions in Badakhshan to the Saur Revolution
9:10 AUDREY C SHALINSKY (Northern Illinois) Homeland Lost and Regained?—The Conflicted Allegiances of Central Asian Emigrants in Afghanistan
9:30 HUGH BEATTIE (London) Effects of the Saur Revolution in the Nahrin Area of Northern Afghanistan
9:50 Break
10:05 M S NOORZOY (Alberta) Alternative Afghan Economic Systems
10:25 BAHRAM TAVAKOLIAN (Denison) Shelkhanzal Nomads and the Afghan State: A Study of Indigenous Authority and Foreign Rule
10:45 M JAMIL HANIFI (Northern Illinois) Tribalism, Regionalism, and Leftist Elitism: An Anthropological Analysis of Colonial Activity in Afghanistan
11:05-11:30 Discussants: THEODORE ELIOT (Tufts), LOUIS DUPREE (Pennsylvania State)

214 MEXICAN URBAN HOUSEHOLD ECONOMIES: A THEORETICAL AND COMPARATIVE EXAMINATION (Latin American Anthropology Group) Lincoln East
Organizer: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport)
Chair: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport)
8:30 ROBERT V KEMPER (Southern Methodist) Obstacles and Opportunities: Household Economics of Tzintzuntzan Migrants in Mexico City
8:50 ANYA PETERSON ROYCE (Indiana) Household Economics: The Balance Between Long-Term and Short-Term Investments in Juchitan, Oaxaca
9:10 MICHAEL HIGGINS and ALEX STEPICK (Northern Colorado) Urban Poor Household Economics: The Production of Exchange Value or Use Value? An Ethnographic Case from the City of Oaxaca
9:30 PHILIP S LEWIS (Cornell) Playing the Middle Class Game in Merida
9:50 Break
10:00 JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport) Integrating Political Economic Theory and Anthropological Research Perspectives in the Study of Informal Economics
10:40 ARTHUR D MURPHY (Georgia) and HENRY A SELBY (Texas-Austin) A Comparison of Resource Utilization Patterns by Mexican Urban Households
11:00 LAUREL BOSSEN (Pittsburgh) The Urban Household as Economic Agent: Examining Theories of Economic Change in Latin America
11:20 Discussion
11:30 Break

215 ANTHROPOLOGICAL DEMOGRAPHY: PERSPECTIVES ON DEMOGRAPHIC PROCESSES IN HISTORIC AND PREHISTORIC HUMAN GROUPS Map
Organizer: ANN M PALKOVICH (Maryland)
Chair: ANN M PALKOVICH (Maryland)
8:30 E A HAMMEL, SHEILA JOHANSSON, and CAREN GINSBERG (California-Berkeley) Child Sex Ratios in American History
8:50 ALAN SWEDLUND (Massachusetts) Historical Demography of the Connecticut River Valley
9:10 PETER J MAYER (Colorado) Biocultural Evolution: A Study of Human Longevity
9:30 JEAN M BRAINARD (SUNY-Binghamton) Settlement and Fertility in a Nomadic Pastoral Population
9:50 Break
10:05 EZRA ZUBROW (SUNY-Buffalo) Problems in Insular Demography
10:25 C OWEN LOVEJOY, RICHARD MEINDL, and ROBERT MENSFORTH (Kent State) Skeletal Age at Death: Accuracy of Determination and Implications for Human Demography
10:45 ANN M PALKOVICH (Maryland) A Consideration of Variations in Mortality Characteristics for Prehistoric Populations
11:05 FEKRI A HASSAN (Washington State) Biogeography, Population, and Cultural Patterns for Hunter Gatherers
11:25 Discussant: GEORGE ARMELAGOS (Massachusetts)

216 ETHNOGRAPHY OF HEALTH CARE DECISIONS Conservatory
Organizer: JAMES C YOUNG (East Carolina)
Chair: JAMES C YOUNG (East Carolina)
8:00 EVELYN A EARLY (New Mexico) The Logic of Well Being: Illness Narratives in Cairo, Egypt
8:20 JAMES N RILEY (Michigan State) Comparison Between Clients' Health Care Choices in Thailand and the USA: Theoretical and Methodological Implications
8:40 JAMES C YOUNG (East Carolina) A Comparison of Medical Decision Making in Two Mexican Communities
9:00 GEOFFREY M WHITE (East-West Center) Mental Health Beliefs and Health Care Decisions Among American and Hong Kong Chinese Students
9:20 SUSAN EMLEY KEEFE (Appalachian State) Help-Seeking Behavior Among Foreign-Born and Native-Born Mexican Americans
9:40 Break
9:55 CAROLYN SARGENT (Southern Methodist) The Implications of Role Expectations for Birth Assistance Among Bariba Women
10:35 DICK OTT (SUNY-Stony Brook) Health Care Choices and the Management of Meaning: The Tugen of Baringo, Kenya
10:55 BARBARA G DAGHLIAN (Connecticut) Distance and Culture: Determinants of Illness Behaviors in a Rural Community
11:15 Discussants: OTTO VAN MERING (Florida), SHEILA COSMINSKY (Rutgers)
11:45

217 FAMILY PLANNING, ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY, AND PERINATAL STUDIES Monroe East
Chair: LIESA STAMM AUERBACH (Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
8:00 LINDA WHITEFORD (Southern Methodist) To Whom You Speak: Natality Planning and Communication
8:20 GWEN STERN (Pilsen Community Mental Health Center) "Anything But the Pill": Birth Control and Mental Health In a Mexican-American Community
8:40 KEVIN R O'REILLY (Connecticut) The Role of Ideational Factors in Family Planning Usage in Dublin, Ireland
9:00 MERRILL R NAIMAN (Connecticut) Social Support Networks and Adolescent Pregnancy Outcomes
9:10 MARY ELAINE JONES (Southern Methodist) Mother-Infant Attachment: An Anthropological Assessment of Black and White Adolescent Mothers
9:20  Break
9:35  WENDA R TREVATHAN and LYNN L UDICK (Colorado) A Biocultural Approach to Human Birth Practices
9:55  JUDITH D GUSSLER (Ross) Modern Medicine and Mothering In St Kitts
10:15  JAMES S CHISHOLM (Harvard) Prenatal Biosocial Influences on Newborn Behavior
10:35  CAROLINE C NIELSEN (Connecticut) An Anthropological Perspective of the Use of Midtrimester Amniocentesis
10:55  LIESA STAMM AUERBACH (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Implications of the Decision-Making Model for Medical Anthropology: Factors Affecting the Utilization of Peri-Natal and Family Planning Services In a Tunisian City
11:15-11:45  Discussion

218  PERSPECTIVES ON DEVELOPMENT  Cabinet
Chair: JOHN VAN WILLIGAN (Kentucky)
8:00  PATRICIA S WEIBUST (Connecticut) Rethinking Development Theory
8:20  MARY M OVERBEY (Florida) The Military Meets the Community: Naval Base Development In a Southern, Coastal Community
8:40  DUNCAN M EARLE (SUNY-Albany) Highland Maya in the Lowlands: A Case of Self-Development
9:00  DOUGLAS J MERREY (Pennsylvania) Watercourse Reconstruction and Local Politics In Punjab, Pakistan
9:20  ARNOLD LEWIS (Tel Aviv) The Ritual Process and Community Development: A Case Study
9:40  BROOKE G SCHOEPF and CLAUDE SCHOEPF (Tuskegee) Beyond Farming Systems Research
10:00  Break
10:15  NANCY J OWENS (Northern Cheyenne Res Project) Institutional Barriers to Indian Reservation Economic Development
10:35  NANCY W JABBRA (Dalhousie) and JOSEPH G JABBRA (St Mary's) Can the Phoenix Be Reborn: Toward a New Political System for Lebanon
10:55  MADELINE LANDAU (California-Berkeley) Federal Policy and the Destabilization of Urban Broker Systems
11:15  ROBIN SHOEMAKER Oil Boom and Agricultural Bust In the State of Tabasco, Mexico
11:35-12:00  STANLEY E HYLAND (Memphis State) Anthropologists' Roles in Urban Policy Development: An Examination of the Community Development Block Grant Program

219  THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF CANNIBALISM  International Ballroom Center
Organizers: PAULA BROWN (SUNY-Stony Brook), DONALD TUZIN (California-San Diego)
Chair: PAULA BROWN (SUNY-Stony Brook)
8:00  ROSEMARY HARRIS (London) We Always Ask First to Make Sure They're Strangers
8:20  CAROL MacCORMACK (London) Human Leopards and Crocodiles: Political Meaning of Categorical Anomalies
8:40  GILLIAN GILLISON Cannibalism Among Women In the Eastern Highlands of New Guinea
9:00  FITZ JOHN PORTER POOLE (Rochester) Cannibals, Tricksters and Witches: Anthropophagic Images Among Bimbln-Kuskusmin
9:20  Break
9:35  DONALD F TUZIN (California-San Diego) Cannibalism: The Role of the Unthinkable In Arapesh Cosmology
9:55  MARSHALL SAHLINS (Chicago) Raw Women, Cooked Men and Other “Great Things” of Fiji
10:15  ALLEN L ABRAMSON (London) Fijian Cannibalism
10:35  PETER ESAINKO and VALERI WHEELER (California State-Sacramento) Beast or God: Attributions of Cannibalism as Plausible Reasoning
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>JOHN W CONNOR (California State-Sacramento) Cannibalism: Some Psychobiological Considerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15-</td>
<td>Discussant: SHIRLEY LINDENBAUM (New School)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>220 SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Meeting of the Executive Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>SOUTH AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Organizer: ARTHUR P SORENSEN, JR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>Chair: ARTHUR P SORENSEN, JR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>LAURENCE KRUTE-GEORGES (Columbia) What do Piaroa Classifiers Mean?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>M J HARDMAN (Florida) Jaq Data Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>HARRIET E MANELIS KLEIN (Montclair State) Deixis as a Semantic Category in Chaco Indian Languages: An Example of Areal Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>ARTHUR P SORENSEN, JR Suffixational Infelicities in Andean-Equatorial Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:35</td>
<td>L K CARPENTER (Florida) Quichua Postulates and Implications for Bilingual Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>WOLFGANG WOLCK (SUNY-Buffalo) and ALBERTO ESCOBAR (Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, Lima) Language Use and Attitudes Among Bilingual Highland Migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>LUCINDA HART-GONZALEZ (Georgetown) Language Shift, Language Attitudes and Bolivian Quechua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:35-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:50</td>
<td>HOW TO FIND AND OBTAIN A JOB WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (Washington Association of Professional Anthropologists with the American Anthropological Association)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Farragut Chairs: HAL VREELAND (NIMH), ROBERT WULFF (HUD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Attendance is by subscription. For Information, see staff at the advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm on Thursday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>NEW SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Meeting of the Board of Directors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>THE MARKETING OF INDIGENOUS ARTS State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Organizer: MICHAEL S LICHT (Texas-Austin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Chair: MICHAEL S LICHT (Texas-Austin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>RAYMOND L OWENS and MAHMUD SHAH QURESHI (Rajshahi) Bangladesh Art and Marketing Structure: The Nakshi Kantha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>GABRIELLE YABLONSKY (California-Los Angeles) and MANISH NANDY (Ethnic Arts Foundation) Developing a Marketing Structure to Sustain Himalayan Ethnic Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>ELAYNE L ZORN (Texas-Austin) and LINDA J SELIGMANN (Illinois) The Economics of Southern Andean Textile Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>IRENE PHILIP STOLLER (Colorado) The Artisan's Role: Anomaly or Viable Occupation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>224 TEACHING BIOCULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY Lincoln West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Organizers: J MICHAEL HOFFMAN (Colorado C), PAUL KUTSCHE (Colorado C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>Chair: PAUL KUTSCHE (Colorado C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:00 PAUL KUTSCH (Colorado C) Easy Fits and Hard Fits to Biocultural Anthropology
10:20 J MICHAEL HOFFMAN (Colorado C) Teaching Introductory Biocultural Anthropology: Time Perspectives and Audience Problems
10:40 A J KELSO (Colorado) A Cultural Perspective on Human Evolution
11:00 JOHN TERRELL (Field Mus of Nat Hist) Human Biogeography and the Cycle of Rediscovery in Research and Teaching
11:20 DAVYDD J GREENWOOD (Cornell) Introducing Bio-cultural Perspectives: An Integration or a Critique of Anthropology
11:40 Discussant: SHERWOOD L WASHBURN (California-Berkeley)
12:00

225 LABOR AND RESISTANCE: THE SHAPING OF CONFLICT IN COMPLEX SOCIETY International Ballroom East
Organizers: IDA SUSSER (Columbia), CELIA ORGEL (Columbia)
Chair: IDA SUSSER (Columbia)
10:05 ALLEN H BERGER (Columbia) Mode of Production Analysis and the Study of Social Conflict in the Sardinian Barbagia
10:25 JOHANNA LESSINGER (Barnard) Political Market Associations in a South Indian City
10:45 CELIA ORGEL (Columbia) Neighborhood Organization and Social Conflict
11:05 PATRICIA FERNANDEZ-KELLY (Rutgers) Multinational Industrialization and Labor Resistance: Women in Mexican Border Industries
11:25 Discussants: MARVIN HARRIS (Florida), JOHN KRENISKE (Columbia)
12:00

226 LEGAL SYSTEMS IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE Jefferson West
Chair: DOROTHY H BRACEY (John Jay)
10:10 J R MEISSNER (Columbia) The Relationship of Customary Law to Islamic Law in North Yemen
10:30 DOROTHY H BRACEY (John Jay) Corruption as a Response to Legal Innovation
10:50 FRANK H STEWART (Oxford) Sinai Bedouin Law
11:00 Discussion
11:30

227 XIXTH CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: COMPARATIVE SYNTAX Caucus
Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: DAVID ROOD (Colorado)
10:15 KAREN M BOOKER (Kansas) Another Look at Proto-Muskogean Negation
10:35 KAREN LUPARDUS (Kansas) Muskogean t's, k's, and n's
10:55 LAUREL J WATKINS (Colorado) Passives and Verb Agreement in Kiowa-Tanoan
11:15 ERIC P HAMP (Chicago) On Seri Articles
11:35 ALLAN R TAYLOR (Colorado) Variation in Canadian Assiniboine
12:00

228 IDEOLOGY AND VALUE: MARXIST THEORY AND THE STUDY OF MEANING International Ballroom West
Chair: RAYNA RAPP (New School)
10:15 J MICHAEL LONGTIN (Carleton) Rossel Island Shell Money: A Critical Reconsideration
10:35 GERALD M SIDER (CUNY-Staten Island) Folk Culture, Sectarian Divisiveness Forced Growth, and the Fragility of the Newfoundland State
10:55 SUSAN E DIDUK (Indiana) Symbols as Illusion and Allusion
11:15 RAYNA RAPP (New School) Marxism, Feminism, and the Anthropological Analysis of Women
11:35 CHRISTINE WARD GAILEY (Old Westbury) Changing Value in Tonga:
11:55 Social Reproduction and Commoditization
229 WORKING WOMEN AND WOMEN'S WORK: THE SEXUAL DIVISION OF LABOR IN EVOLUTIONARY, ETHNOGRAPHIC AND CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES Monroe West
Organizer: CAROLYN M CLARK (California-Santa Cruz)
Chair: JUNE NASH (CUNY-Graduate Center)
10:15 CAROLYN M CLARK (California-Santa Cruz) Land and Food, Women and Power Among the Nineteenth Century Kikuyu
10:35 NAOMI KATZ (San Francisco State) "Join the Future Now!" Women in the Electronics Industry: Sexism, Structure and Profit
10:55 HELEN I SAFA (Florida) Work and Women's Liberation: A Case Study of Garment Workers in New Jersey
11:15 MARGO L SMITH (Northeastern Illinois) Approaches to Women's Careers: Lima, Peru
11:35- Discussant: JUNE NASH (CUNY-Graduate Center)
12:00
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230 COUNCIL ON NURSING AND ANTHROPOLOGY Adams
12:00- Business meeting
1:30 Organizer: MOLLY DOUGHERTY (Florida)
Chair: PAM BRINK (California-Los Angeles)

231 MEETING OF HUNGARIANISTS Hamilton
12:00- Informal discussion
1:30 Chair: BELA C MADAY (American)

232 EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT—THE AGENCY VIEWPOINT (CAE Committee on Transnational Issues in Education) Map
12:00- Panel discussion. Social scientists who plan and evaluate programs for major development agencies share their understanding of the place of educational programs in current development efforts.
Chair: MITCHELL S RATNER (American)
Participants: RICHARD SHORTLIDGE (AID), MATT SEYMOUR (AID), STEVE HEYNEMAN (World Bank), JOHN SINGLETON (Pittsburgh)

233 WOMEN, POWER AND CAREER ADVANCEMENT (Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology) Military
12:00- Panel discussion on the various aspects of power and its importance in career advancement for women.
Organizer: CAROLE E HILL (Georgia State)
Chair: SHIRLEY GORENSTEIN (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst)
Participants: HELEN SAFA (Livingston, Rutgers), RAYNA RAPP (New School), LUCY GARRETSON SELBY (Austin American Statesman), MARY ELMENDORF (World Bank), LAURA NADER (California-Berkeley)

234 ANTHROPOLOGY AND CONGRESS Grant
12:00- Informal discussion by past and present AAA Congressional Fellows.
1:30 Chair: ALEX STEPICK (Texas-Dallas)
Participants: DAVID HOWELL (HHS-HEW), JOHN PETERSON (Mississippi), JEANNE GUILLEMIN (Boston), DON BILLINGSLEY (AAA Congressional Fellow), MARSHA RENWANZ (AAA Congressional Fellow)

235 ASSOCIATION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGISTS Monroe East
12:00- Business meeting and Distinguished Lecture
1:30 Chairs: STEFAN GOODWIN (Morgan State), MARIO D ZAMORA (Willam & Mary)

236 THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN INFLUENCING EDUCATION CHANGE (CAE Committee on Schools and Culture) Thoroughbred
1:30 Informal discussion
Chair: RICHARD ZIMMER (Hutchins School, SSU)

237 STUDYING UP: PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION Hemisphere
12:00-1:30 Organizing meeting for anthropologists and other scientists interested in studying governmental, industrial, legal and business institutions as they relate to public health, to environmental issues, and to local populations. Chairs: MIRIAM LEE KAPROW (Mt Sinai School of Med), PRISCILLA REINING (AAAS)

238 COMBINING MACRO AND MICRO APPROACHES IN THE ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF LANGUAGE AND COGNITION (CAE Committee on Cognitive and Linguistic Studies) Independence
12:00-1:30 Participants: PEGGY REEVES SANDAY (Pennsylvania), KATHRYN ANDERSON-LEVITT (Stanford), JAMES LYNN BUSCHMAN (Michigan State), DONALD DORR-BREMME (California-Los Angeles), LYNN GREGORY (TEMPLE), DAVID THORNTON MOORE (Washington-St Louis), WENDY ROSEN (Alaska-Fairbanks), SHIRLEY BRICE HEATH (Pennsylvania)

240 GRANT PRIORITIES AND FUNDING FOR AGING RESEARCH Georgetown West
12:00-1:30 Panel discussion by representatives from AOA, NIA, and NIMH Center for the Study of the Mental Health of the Aging on the problems and prospects for anthropologists seeking funds on aging research from governmental agencies.
Chair: JOY SOKOLOVSKY (Maryland)

241 ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY ROUND-TABLE LUNCHEON La Fonda Restaurant, 1639 R Street, NW
12:00-2:00 Attendance is by subscription. For more information see staff at advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm on Thursday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 pm will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
Organizer: RALPH BOLTON (Pomona)
1—Teaching Legal Anthropology, CAROL J GREENHOUSE (Cornell)
2—Anthropology and Law Schools, MICHAEL J LOWY (Northern California Public Interest Res Group)
3—Culture and Power, MARC SWARTZ (California-San Diego)

242 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION CAE Suite
1:00 Business meeting of the Committee on Cultural and Educational Futures Research
Chair: ROBERT TEXTOR (Stanford)

243 FINANCE COMMITTEE Chevy Chase
1:30 Executive session

244 AMERICAN RURAL AND URBAN NEIGHBORHOODS Lincoln East
1:30 A H ALEXANDER (Temple) Amish Adaptation to Regional Development: A Case Study in Human Ecology
1:50 KRISTINE M DEVER (Harvard) Neighborhood Identity as Adaptation to Social Change in an Urban Setting
2:00 JAGNA WOJCICKA SHARFF Exploring the Covert Economy of a Poor Neighborhood
2:10 ILES MINOFF (St Xavier) Dramaturgical Alienation: The Renewal of an Urban Neighborhood
2:30  ALEXANDER MOORE (USC) Metropolitan Shopping Malls: Positive Nodes in the Conurbation
2:50- Discussion
3:00

245  FRONTIER DEVELOPMENT BUT FOR WHOM? THE BRAZILIAN CASE
Thoroughbred
Organizer: MAXINE MARGOLIS (Florida)
Chair: MAXINE MARGOLIS (Florida)
1:30  DANIEL R GROSS (CUNY-Hunter) The Indians and the Brazilian Frontier
1:50  MARIANNE SCHMINK (Florida) An Amazon Community on the Eve of Change
2:10  JUDITH LISANSKY (Florida) Survival Strategies in the Brazilian Amazon
2:30  L GEORG VOLLWEILER (Arkansas-Little Rock) Agricultural Development, Not Social Development: The Case of a Southern Brazilian Frontier
2:50- Discussion: CHARLES WAGLEY (Florida)
3:05

246  ETHNOHISTORY AND ETHNOLOGY OF NATIVE NORTH AMERICA
Jefferson West
Chair: J ANTHONY PAREDES (Florida State)
1:30  KENNETH TOLLEFSON (Seattle Pacific) Northwest Coast Village Adaptations: A Case Study
1:50  SARAH ROBINSON (Chicago) Russians and Tlingit Walking Sunwise: An Analysis of the Formation of Tlingit and Russian Alliances in the Early 19th Century
2:10  LAURA F KLEIN (Pacific Lutheran) Native Alaskan to Alaskan: Change in Four Generations
2:30  PAMELA H OESTREICHER (Michigan State) Acculturation of the Cheyenne-Arapaho and Kiowa-Comanche Reservations, 1875 to Allotment Break
2:50  Break
3:05  JOHN H MOORE (Oklahoma) The Significance of Lineage for Southern Cheyenne Politics, 1840-1917
3:25  DAVID F ABERLE (British Columbia) A Re-examination of Navajo Patterns of Aggregation and Unilinear Organization
3:45  GARY B PALMER (Nevada-Las Vegas) Indian Pioneers: Coeur D'Alene Farming
3:55  DON E DUMOND (Oregon) Yucatecan Caste War Rebels after 1865
4:05- Discussion
4:20

247  CERROS: A LATE PRECLASSIC COMMUNITY IN BELIZE  Caucus
Chair: DAVID A FREIDEL (Southern Methodist)
1:30  VERNON L SCARBOROUGH (Southern Methodist) Examination of a Late Preclassic Settlement System
1:50  MAYNARD B CLIFF (Southern Methodist) Late Preclassic Mayan Nuclearization at Cerros, Belize
2:10  JAMES F GARBER (Southern Methodist) Patterns of Material Culture Consumption and Disposal from the Site of Cerros, Northern Belize
2:30  Break
2:45  ROBIN ROBERTSON-FREIDEL (Harvard) Late Preclassic Ceramics from Cerros, Belize
3:05  BEVERLY MITCHUM (Southern Methodist) Late Preclassic Lithics at Cerros, Belize
3:25  SUZANNE M LEWENSTEIN (Arizona State) Identifying Specialized Production at Cerro Maya: The Use of Chipped Stone
3:45- Discussion
4:15

248  TEACHING URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for Urban Anthropology) Map
249 ANTHROPOLOGY AND EVALUATION OF DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS (Institute for Development Anthropology) Conservatory Organizer: DAVID BROKENSHA (Inst Dev Anthro) Chair: DAVID BROKENSHA (Inst Dev Anthro)
1:30 DAVID BROKENSHA (Inst Dev Anthro) Social Impact Study of Rural Roads (Kenya) USAID
1:50 MICHAEL M HOROWITZ (Inst Dev Anthro) Evaluation of Development Interventions Among African Pastoralists
2:10 THAYER SCUDDER (Inst Dev Anthro) Global Evaluation of New Lands Settlements
2:30 DORENE R REYNOLDS (Washington) The Development Connection: Anthropologists as Procedural Brokers
2:50 Break
3:00 J ERIC REYNOLDS (Washington) Evaluator and Ethnographer
3:40 DENNIS M WARREN (Iowa State) The Role of Anthropology in the Evaluation of USAID Local Government Projects
4:05- Discussants: CONRAD ARENSBERG (Inst Dev Anthro) ROBERT J BERG (AID)
4:30

250 PANAMA IN TRANSITION: IMPLICATIONS OF GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS FOR TRADITIONAL POPULATIONS Georgetown East Organizers: JOHN R BORT (East Carolina), MARY W HELMS (North Carolina-Greensboro) Chair: MARY W HELMS (North Carolina-Greensboro)
1:30 CHRIS N GJORDING (New School) Guaymi and Cerro Colorado Copper Project
1:50 PHILIP D YOUNG (Oregon) Plan Guaymi and the Emergence of a Symbol of Solidarity
2:10 JOHN R BORT (East Carolina) Development Viewed From the Other Side: Guaymi Perspectives on the Implications of Impending Directed Change
2:30 ALAKA WALL (Columbia) The Bayano Corporation and Social Change
2:50 Break
3:05 LUZ GRACIELA JOLY (Florida) Kinship Control Versus Transcendence of Kinship In Development Projects in Rio Indio, Costa Abajo, Panama
3:25 RICHARD W COSTELLO (St Thomas) San Bias Cuna Migration: A Study In Interest, Strategy, and Political Process
3:45 GLORIA RUDOLF FRAZIER (Pittsburgh) It's Not Who Wins or Loses, But How the Game Is Played: Limitations and Possibilities in a Panamanian Social Democratic Reform Program
4:05- Discussants: DWIGHT B HEATH (Brown), RICHARD N ADAMS (Texas-Austin)
251 LAW AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN MELANESIA  
Georgetown West
Organizer: GEORGE WESTERMARK (Santa Clara)
Chair: GEORGE WESTERMARK (Santa Clara)

1:30 ROBERT GORDON (Vermont) Rituals of Governance and the Breakdown in Law and Order in Papua New Guinea
1:50 WILLIAM RODMAN (McMaster) Living Without Law: Political Autonomy and Legal Innovation in a New Hebridean Society
2:10 GEORGE WESTERMARK (Santa Clara) Access to Court: The Changing Role of Local Court in the Papua New Guinea Highlands

2:30 Break

2:45 RICHARD SCAGLION (Law Reform Commission) Formal and Informal Operations of a Village Court in Papua New Guinea
3:05 WARI IAMO (Law Reform Commission) Dispute Settlement in Paramana, Central Province, Papua New Guinea
3:25 ROBERT WELSCH (Washington) Elites and Inter-Ethnic Conflict in Klunga District, Western Province, Papua New Guinea
3:45 JOAN LARCOM (Mt Holyoke) The Justice of Emotions: Dispute Settlement Among the Mewun, Malekula, New Hebrides

4:05- Discussants: LEOPOLD POSPISIL (Yale) and PAULA BROWN (SUNY-Stony Brook)

252 REBELLIONS AND REVOLUTIONS IN AFGHANISTAN II (Middle East Research Group) Jefferson East
Organizers: ROBERT CANFIELD (Washington, St Louis), M NAZIF SHAHRANI (Nevada-Reno)
Chair: M NAZIF SHAHRANI (Nevada-Reno)

1:30 THOMAS BARFIELD (Harvard) Weak Links on a Rusty Chain—the Government Versus Local Political Structures in Northeastern Afghanistan
1:50 NANCY TAPPER (Kings) Causes and Consequences of the Abolition of Bridalprice in Afghanistan
2:10 NANCY DUPREE (Nebraska-Omaha) Revolutionary Rhetoric and Afghan Women

2:30 R LINCOLN KEISER (Wesleyan) The Sum Rebellion
2:50 Break
3:00 SCHUYLER JONES (Oxford) Nuristan: Factors Influencing Attitudes Towards the Kabul Government
3:40 ROBERT CANFIELD (Washington, St Louis) Bases for the Political Influence of Religious Authorities in Afghanistan
4:00 JON ANDERSON (Oslo) How Pakhtun Define Themselves in Relation to Islam
4:20- Discussants: GHOLAM ALI AYEEN (Nebraska-Omaha), ROBERT G NEUMANN (Georgetown)

253 NON-LINGUISTIC ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATION  
International Ballroom West
Chair: O MICHAEL WATSON (Purdue)

2:00 MILES RICHARDSON (Louisiana State) Material Culture as Text
2:20 JOHN BAUGH (Texas) Congratulations: Tracing the Development of a Black American Ritual
2:40 MADELEINE MATHIOT (SUNY-Buffalo) The Multiple Reality of Everyday Life: One Conversation, Several Viewpoints
3:00 THOMAS D BLAKELY (Indiana) To Gaze or Not to Gaze: Visual Communication in Eastern Zaire
3:20- Discussion
3:35

254 PREHISTORIC ADAPTATIONS: ECOLOGY AND ECONOMICS  
Cabinet
Chair: ALICE PORTNOY (Texas Tech)
2:00 ALLAN S GILBERT (Columbia) Quantification Experiments on Simulated Faunal Collections
2:20 ALICE W PORTNOY (Texas Tech) Man-Environment Studies and Their Implications for Archeology
2:40 ALAN T SYNENKI (Illinois-Carbondale) Evolution, Adaptation and Social Inferences
3:00 Break
3:15 PATRICIA J NETHERLY (SUNY-Fredonia) Exchange in the Lambayeque and Chimu States
3:35 ANABEL FORD (California-Santa Barbara) Classic Maya Settlement Patterns and Problems of Economic and Political Complexity
3:55 Discussion
4:30

255 LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE: PERSPECTIVES ON EVALUATION AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY (Council on Anthropology and Education) Monroe East
Organizers: ELAINE L SIMON (Temple), STEVEN SHERLOCK (Sherlock Consultants)
Chair: ELAINE L SIMON (Temple)
2:00 KATHRYN M BORMAN (Cincinnati) and HUNTER N MOORMAN (NIE) Regulations and Ethics In Field-Based Research: An Analysis of the Conflict Between Federal Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects and Ethics of Anthropological Research
2:20 JEANNE M FULGINITI (West Hartford Public Schools) A Critical Look at a Federal Policy from the Perspectives of a Local School District—Is PL 94-142 a Handicapping Condition?
2:40 ALICE IVEY SNYDER and NANCY M SPENCER (Old Dominion) (Non)Bases for Day Care Policy
3:00 Break
3:15 DAVID M FETTERMAN (RMC Research Corp) Ibsen’s Baths: A Mis-Application of the Treatment-Control Design
3:35 GERALD M BRITAN (Northwestern) Evaluation as Science or Politics: The Role of Ethnography In Policy Change
3:55 RAY C RIST (Cornell) On the Utility of Ethnographic Research for Federal Policy
4:15 Discussants: THOMAS G CARROLL (NIE), ALEX STEPICK (Texas-Dallas)
4:50

256 CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF "CULTURE" WHICH MAKE A DIFFERENCE
International Ballroom Center
Organizer: MORRIS FREILICH (Northeastern)
Chair: MORRIS FREILICH (Northeastern)
2:00 PAUL BOHANNAN (California-Santa Barbara) Principles on Which Non-Anthropologists Re-Invent Culture
2:20 DAVID SCHNEIDER (Chicago) A Concept of Culture
2:40 WARD GOODENOUGH (Pennsylvania) Culture: Concept and Phenomenon
3:00 Break
3:15 ANTHONY WALLACE (Pennsylvania) The Concept of Culture In Historiography
3:35 RALPH HOLLOWAY (Columbia) Culture on the Brain
3:55 MORRIS FREILICH (Northeastern) "Culture" Is "Proper" Not "Smart": A Conceptualization Which Makes a Difference
4:15 Discussion
5:00

257 CULTURAL DIALECTICS IN SOUTH AMERICA: COMPARISONS OF ANDEAN AND TROPICAL FOREST CULTURAL SYSTEMS
International Ballroom East
Organizer: BILLIE JEAN ISBEILL (Cornell)
Chair: BILLIE JEAN ISBELL (Cornell)

BILLIE JEAN ISBELL and ANN FAIRCHILD (Cornell) Moiety Systems and the Integration of Socioeconomic Space in the Andes: Reflections on Andean and Central Brazilian Systems

2:20 
TERENCE S TURNER (Chicago) Moiety Systems, Social Space and Political Structure in Central Brazil and the Andes

2:40 
BERND LAMBERT (Cornell) A Comparative Study of Andean and Tropical Forest Kinship Structures

3:00 
BRUCE MANNHEIM (Chicago) Tripartite Structures and Hierarchy

3:20 
Break

3:35 
STEPHEN HUGH-JONES (Cambridge) Stars and Seasons in Barasana Society

3:55 
GARY URTON (Colgate) A Comparison of Andean and Tropical Forest Systems of Astronomy

4:15 
R TOM ZUIDEMA (Illinois) The Myth of Huatiacuri: A Comparison of an Andean Myth With Ge and Bororo Myths

4:35-5:00 
Discussion

---

**258**  
**RHETORIC OF POLITICS AND RELIGION**  
Lincoln West

Chair: RUTH BORKER

2:00 
PETER G STROMBERG (Stanford) Disruption of Space and Time as a Ritual Technique in a Protestant Church

2:20 
LAWRENCE A PALINKAS (California-San Diego) Rhetoric and Social Change in a Chinese Christian Community

2:40 
WILLIAM E WORMSLEY (Illinois State) Notes on the Use of a Secret Language in Papua New Guinea

2:50 
EVE C PINSKER (Chicago) The Ideology and the Practice of Political Discourse: The Case of the Federated States of Micronesia Congress

3:10 
Break

3:25 
JANET KESTENBERG AMIGHI (Missouri) The Role of Zoroastrianism in Iranian Nationalism

3:45 
ELLEN B BASSO (Arizona) Uses of Mythology in Kalapalo Explanation

4:05 
MICHAEL HERZFELD (Indiana) On the Indexicality of Moral-Value Terms

4:25-5:00 
Discussion

---

**259**  
**RESEARCHING PLURAL MEDICAL SYSTEMS**  
Monroe West

Chair: JOSEPH BASTIEN (Texas-Arlington)

2:00 
DANIEL H WEISSBERG (Illinois) Northern Thai Health Choices

2:20 
J BASTIEN (Texas-Arlington) and J DONAHUE (Trinity) Andean and Western Medicine—A Strategy for Integration

2:40 
DIANA BROWN (Columbia) Utilization of Official and Alternative Medicine: Some Contradictions In Women’s Roles in Social Reproduction

3:00 
JON M COOK (Hawaii) Health-Seeking Among Samoan Immigrants in Hawaii

3:20 
Break

3:35 
KARAKAT S GOKULANATHAN and I V GOKULANATHAN (Georgetown) Traditionalism in Health Care by Asian Indians

3:55 
ROBERT T ANDERSON (Mills/Pacific States Chiropractic) A Chiropractic Contribution to Medicine: Cervical Biomechanics

4:15 
HANS A BAER (Michigan State) The Recent Organizational Growth of Osteopathic Medicine In the United States: A Social Structural Analysis

4:35-5:00 
Discussion

---

**260**  
**STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS OF INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION**  
Adams

Organizer: SARI THOMAS (Temple)

Chair: LARRY GROSS (Pennsylvania)
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2:00 SARI THOMAS (Temple) Audience Soundmaking
2:20 GEORGE CUSTEN (Western Michigan) Structural Components of Viewer Interaction With Film
2:40 STUART J SIGMAN (Pennsylvania) An Analysis of Conversational "Fission" and "Fusion"
3:00 DIANE D Saporito (Cincinnati) The Development of Turn-Taking in Mother-Infant Interactions
3:20 Break
3:35 DENNIS COKELY and SUSAN DE SANTIS (Gallaudet) Topic Maintenance and Turn Taking Behavior in Deaf Adolescents
3:55 REGNA DARNELL (Alberta) Greeting and Approach Among the Cree of Northern Alberta
4:15 JOHN CAREY (New York) Spanish Tie Signs
4:35- Discussants: ERVING GOFFMAN (Pennsylvania), ADAM KENDON (Connecticut)
5:00

261 BEYOND THE CLASSROOM: INFLUENCES OF HOME, COMMUNITY AND WORK ON LEARNING (Council on Anthropology and Education) State Organizers: JEFFREY SHULTZ (Cincinnati), CHRISTINE FINNAN (Stanford) Chair: JEFFREY SHULTZ (Cincinnati)
2:00 JOHN U OGBU (California-Berkeley) Cultural Differences vs Alternative Cultures: A Critique of "Discontinuity" Hypothesis in Classroom Ethnographies
2:20 EVELYN JACOB (Center for Applied Linguistics) Puerto Rican Children's Literacy Activities and Learning Events at Home
2:40 SHELLEY V GOLDMAN (Teachers College-Columbia) Arranging to Grow Up in the Social World: Analysis of an Adolescent's Talk
3:00 MARGARET A GIBSON (California State-Sacramento) Home-School-Community Linkages: A Study of Educational Equity for Punjabi Youth
3:10 Break
3:40 DAVID THORNTON MOORE (Washington) Dimensions of Education in Non-School Settings
4:00 CHRISTINE R FINNAN (Stanford) Community Influence on Occupational Identity Development
4:20- Discussants: THOMAS CARROLL (NIE), FREDERICK ERICKSON (Michigan State)
5:00

262 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION CAE Suite
3:00- Business meeting of the Committee on Transnational Issues in Education
4:00

263 XIXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: TEXT AND DISCOURSE Hemisphere
Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: MARLYS McCLARAN (California-Los Angeles)
3:00 HANNI WOODBURY (Columbia) Cohesive and Grammatical Functions of Selected Onondago Particles
3:20 ANTHONY C WOODBURY (California-Berkeley) Kin-Base Naming in Central Yup'ik Eskimo, and Its Origins in Discourse
3:40 THOMAS E LENGYEL Poetic Devices in Mayan Oral Narrative
4:00 Break
4:15 WALLACE L CHAFE (California-Berkeley) Ways in Which Oral Literature is Literary
4:35 SALLY McLENDON (CUNY-Hunter) The Rhetorical Structure of Eastern Pomo
4:55 GARY GOSSEN (SUNY-Albany) Upon Pauses and Enclitic E's in Maya Poetics
5:15- Discussion
5:30
ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES OF BREAST CANCER  Military
Organizer: ANITA SPRING (Florida)
Chair: ANITA SPRING (Florida)
3:00 JANE TEAS (Harvard) The Treatment of Breast Cancer: Past and Present
3:40 ANITA SPRING and SHAE KOSCH (Florida) Health Behavior Patterns of Women with Breast Cancer and Fibro-Cystic Disease
4:00 Break
4:15 THOMAS M JOHNSON (South Florida) and HOWARD E GENDELMAN (Montefiore Medical Center) Life Stress and the Development of Breast Cancer
4:35 NOREEN KINCAID (Texas) Ethnographic Evaluation of an Ultrasound Mammography Project
4:55- Discussion
5:30

PERSONAL NAMING SYSTEMS: INDIVIDUAL IDENTITY AND SOCIAL RELATIONS  Thoroughbred
Organizer: JEFFREY D BREWER
Chair: JEFFREY D BREWER
3:15 ALLEN R MAXWELL (Alabama) What's In a Name?—Rank and Status in Brunel
3:35 ROY BEHNKE Names and Self-Identity in Cyrenaica
3:55 JEFFREY D BREWER Bimanese Personal Names: Meaning and Use
4:15- Discussant: HILDRED GEERTZ (Princeton)
4:30

SOCIAL CLASS AND CHANGE IN MEXICO AND AMONG HISPANIC AMERICANS  Lincoln East
Chair: M ESTELLIE SMITH (SUNY-Oswego)
3:35 M ESTELLIE SMITH (SUNY-Oswego) Crisis: The 1918 Flu Epidemic as a Community’s Turning Point
3:55 M JEAN GILBERT (California) Systematic Variation in the Practice of Compadrazgo Among Second Generation Mexican Americans
4:15- MARTHA W REES (Colorado) Land Tenure: Large-to-Small Analysis
4:35

ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SOCIAL ORGANIZATION  International Ballroom West
Chair: CONRAD P KOTTAH (Michigan)
3:50 CHARLES A BISHOP (Oswego) Hunter-Gatherer Territoriality: The Northeastern Algonkian Perspective
4:10 BENSON SALER (Brandeis) Guajiro Matrilineages
4:30 DANIEL A BRADBURY (Virginia Polytechnic Institute) Easy Come, Easy Go? A New Look at the Question of Fluctuation in Herd Size Among Middle Eastern Nomads
4:50 NINA SWIDLER (Fordham) Overlord and Landlord: Class and Descent In the Chiefdom of Kalat
5:10- Discussion
5:30

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  CAE Suite
5:00- Business meeting of the Committee on Ethnographic Approaches to Evaluation
6:00 Chairs: STEVE SHERLOCK, RAE ALEXANDER-MINTER (Yale)
269  MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY WINE AND CHEESE ROUNDTABLE  
Fonda Restaurant, 1639 R Street, NW
5:30-7:00  Attendance is by subscription. For more information see staff at advance 
registration desk not later than 3:30 pm Friday. Those places unoccupied at 
5:45 will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be 
seated.
Organizer: SHEILA COSMINSKY (Rutgers)
1—Consumer Movement towards Home Birth: Who, Why and How? 
Coordinator: JOY CLAUSEN (Duke Med Ctr)
2—Herbal Medicine
Coordinator: MARGARITA KAY (Arizona)
3—Medical Ritualism in Industrial Society: Problems and Potentialities 
Coordinator: A K B PILLAI (Ramapo)
4—Chronic Illness and Health Care 
Coordinators: JUDITH GREENWOOD (West Virginia), GAY BECKER 
(California-San Francisco)
5—Alcohol Use and Alcoholism 
Coordinator: EDWARD FOULKS (Pennsylvania Med Sch)
6—Rural Health Care 
Coordinator: DARALYN FOODYM (Florida)
7—Culture and the Material Determinants of Fertility: An Integration 
Coordinator: PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt State)
8—Hot and Cold Revisited 
Coordinator: CHRISTINE WILSON (California-San Francisco)
9—Teaching Anthropology in Clinical Settings 
Coordinator: PAUL FRIEDMAN (Texas-San Antonio)
10—Community Health Workers in Nutrition and Health Programs: A 
Comparative Perspective 
Coordinator: MARTHA FERNANDEZ (Michigan State)
11—Cancer: Ethnomedical and Ecological Considerations 
Coordinator: JODY GLITZENBERG (Colorado Health Sci Ctr)
12—Global Environment of Health Planning and Training in Third World 
Countries 
Coordinator: BROOKE SCHIEFFELIN (California-San Francisco)
13—Ethnicity and Food Systems: Nutritional and Health Implications 
Coordinator: JUDY GOODE (Temple)
14—Catharsis, Drama and Healing 
Coordinator: EDWARD SCHIEFFELIN (California-San Francisco)
15—Anthropological Perspectives on Health Practices and Needs of the 
Elderly in the United States 
Coordinator: TONI TRIPP REIMER (Iowa)

271  ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS I  
Adams
5:30-7:00  Annual Meeting and Distinguished Lecture 
Chair: JOHNNETTA COLE (Massachusetts-Amherst)

272  RESEARCH GROUP: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK  
(Anthropology of 
Work Newsletter) Caucus 
5:30-7:00  Organizing meeting 
Chairs: THOMAS C GREAVES (Trinity), JUNE C NASH (CUNY)

273  COMMITTEE OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING  
Grant
5:30-7:00  Business meeting 
Chair: BARBARA J SIBLEY (Dalton Dalton Newport)

274  CONFERENCE OF DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES  
Lincoln West
5:30-7:00  Chair: WILLIAM C STURTEVANT (Smithsonian) 
The 1980 Survey of Departments, which reports declining enrollments, will
be discussed, followed by a panel discussion moderated by T Patrick Culbert on innovative courses and programs that attempt to counteract the decline.

275  SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  State
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: STAN WILK (Lycoming)

276  SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY  Monroe West
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: LEONARD PLOTNICOV (Pittsburgh)

277  NORTH AMERICAN COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE  Jefferson East
5:30- Business meeting followed by lecture by Rodney Needham.
Chair: STEPHEN GUDEMAN (Minnesota)

NEW  SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION  Lincoln East
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: CARROLL WILLIAMS (Anth Film Ctr)

278  AMERICA IN THE 1980's: ISSUES FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Anthropology Resource Center)  Georgetown West
5:30- Panel will discuss how anthropologists and other social scientists can con-tribute to an understanding of several critical issues facing American society in the coming decade.
Chair: SHELTON H DAVIS (Anth Resource Ctr)
Participants: RICHARD BARNET (Inst for Policy Studies), RALPH NADER (Ctr for the Study of Responsive Law), JAMES RIDGEWAY (Public Resource Ctr), ALICE TEPPER-MARLIN (Council on Economic Priorities), GERALD D BERREMEM (California-Berkeley), PEGGY R SANDAY (Pennsylvania)

279  CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES  Map
5:30- Organizing meeting
7:00 Chair: WICK R MILLER (Utah)

280  THE HUMOR AND JOY OF FIELD WORK—A SHARING  Thoroughbred
5:30- Informal discussion
7:00 Chair: DANA RAPHAEL (Human Lactation Ctr)
Participants: DOROTHY BILLINGS (Wichita), PAT GRINAGER

281  NATIONAL WOMEN'S ANTHROPOLOGY CAUCUS  Farragut
5:30- Informal discussion
7:00 Chair: CHRISTINE BRITTLE SMITH (NWAN)

282  SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES  Cabinet
5:30- Business meeting
7:00 Chair: RICHARD H FURLOW (Broward Community C)

283  ANTHROPOLOGICAL ROLES IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY EDUCATION (CAE Committee on Environmental Issues in Anthropology)  Independence
5:30- Informal discussion
7:00 Chair: STEPHEN D AUERBACH (Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

284  ANTHROPOLOGY APPLIED TO THE MASS MEDIA: QUALITATIVE RATINGS (CAE Committee on Mass Media in Education)  Hamilton
5:30- Informal discussion
7:00 Chair: WOODROW W CLARK JR (Clark Communications Inc)
FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 5

285 FESTSCHRIFT PRESENTATION TO EDWARD NORBECK  Conservatory
6:00-8:00
Reception and presentation of festschrift in honor of Edward Norbeck on
the occasion of his 65th birthday
Organizer: CHRISTINE M S DRAKE (Lafayette)

286 FILM SCREENINGS (Society for the Anthropology of Visual Communication) International Ballroom East
Organizer: ROBERT AIBEL (Drexel)
6:00-6:20
BEHIND THE SCENES AT THE PEKING CIRCUS (Joris Ivens, Marceline
Loridan)
6:20-7:15
HIGH GRASS CIRCUS (Torben Schioler, Tony Ianzelo)
7:15-8:45
DEAL (John Schott, E J Vaughn)

NEW UNITED STATES ASSOCIATION OF PHILIPPINE ANTHROPOLOGISTS
7:00-9:00
Dinner in honor of Fred Eggan, Alexander Spoehr, Rudolf Rahmann,
Marcelo Tangco, Arsenio Manuel and Timotee Oraclon
Organizer: MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

287 SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY  Monroe East
7:00
No-Host Cash Bar

288 COUNCIL OF THE ASSOCIATION International Ballroom Center
9:00
Annual Business Meeting
Chair: CONRAD M ARENSBERG (Columbia)

SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 6

300 NETWORK MODELS IN URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for Urban Anthropology) Lincoln East
Organizer: ALVIN W WOLFE (South Florida)
Chair: ALVIN W WOLFE (South Florida)
8:00
GARY HURD (Med C of Georgia), BARBARA W LEX (Harvard Med Sch), E
MANSELL PATISSON (Med C of Georgia) Three Styles of Involvement In
Personal Networks
8:20
STEPHEN B SEIDMAN (George Mason) and BRIAN L FOSTER (SUNY-
Binghamton) Network Structures Derived From Collections of Overlapping
Subsets
8:40
SUZANNE SALZINGER (New York State Psychiatric Inst) and SANDRA
KAPLAN (North Shore University Hospital) Dimensions of Mothers' Social
Networks that are Relevant to Child Maltreatment
9:00
DAVID JACOBSON (Brandeis) Network Mobilization In the Transition to
Parenthood
9:20
THOMAS NATIELL (Schenectady Shared Services) Friendship Networks:
Their Formation and Functions in a Social Club for the Mentally Disabled
9:30-
9:40
Discussion

301 OLD WORLD ARCHAEOLOGY  Adams
Chair: RICHARD H MEADOW (Harvard)
8:00
ANTONIO GILMAN (California State-Northridge) The Origins of Social
Stratification in Bronze Age Europe
8:20
KATHRYN MAURER TRINKAUS (Pennsylvania) Archaeological Evidence
for Highland-Lowland Integration in Medieval Northeast Iran
8:40 CLAUDIA CHANG (SUNY-Binghamton) Contemporary Herders' Sites in Greece
9:00 RICHARD POTTS (Harvard) Lower Pleistocene Home Bases
9:20- Discussion
9:45

302 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—FEDERAL ARCHAEOLOGY Grant
8:00- Leader: JANET FRIEDMAN (USDA)
The responsibilities of cultural resource managers in the federal government are examined in this workshop as well as training requirements for careers in CRM and agencies where CRM positions are available. Attendance is registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Exhibit Hall.

303 THE LIFE COURSE IN ANTHROPOLOGY AND HISTORY: LIVES IN INDIVIDUAL TIME AND HISTORICAL TIME Monroe West
Organizer: KATHLEEN J ADAMS (Central Washington)
Chair: KATHLEEN J ADAMS (Central Washington)
8:00 SHEPARD KRECH (George Mason) An Afro-American Life History: On Elicitation, Understanding, and Explanation
8:20 TAMARA K HAREVEN (Clark & Harvard Center for Population Studies) Lives in Historical Time: Phenomenology of the Life Course
8:40 ROBERT PORTER (Princeton) The Idiom of Migration in Garifuna Life History
9:00 DORICE TENTCHOFF (Oregon State) Missing Life Histories in the History of the Cajuns
9:40- 10:00 Discussants: ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard), DAVID PLATH (Illinois-Urbana)

304 PREHISTORIC HUMAN RESPONSES TO CLIMATIC CHANGE ON THE ATLANTIC COAST OF NORTH AND MIDDLE AMERICA Hemisphere
Organizers: JAY F CUSTER (Delaware), BRUCE DAHLIN (Catholic)
Chair: BRUCE DAHLIN (Catholic)
8:00 WILLIAM FITZHUGH (Smithsonian) and HENRY LAMB (Cambridge) New Evidence on the Relationship Between Environmental and Cultural Change in the Far Northeast
8:20 ROBSON BONNICHSEN and HAROLD W BORN, JR (Maine) Human Presence in an Ice Marginal Environment in Northern Maine
8:40 JAY F CUSTER (Delaware) Human Response to Holocene Climatic Episodes in the Northern Middle Atlantic
9:00 WILLIAM M GARDNER (Catholic) Settlement Subsistence Strategies in the Middle and South Atlantic Portions of the Eastern United States During the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene
9:20 Break
9:35 JOEL GUNN (Texas-San Antonio) Modern and Paleoclimate of the Gulf of Mexico Coastal Plain
9:55 VICTOR CARBONE (IAS-Atlanta) Cultural Paleoecology in the Caribbean
10:15 BRUCE DAHLIN (Catholic) Human Responses to Climatic Change on the Yucatan Peninsula: A First Approximation
10:35- Discussants: THOMPSON WEBB III (Brown), H E WRIGHT (Minnesota), REID BRYSON (Wisconsin)
11:00 JAMES B GRIFFIN (Michigan), REID BRYSON (Wisconsin)

305 XIXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: GRAMMAR Military
Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: WICK R MILLER (Utah)
8:00 M T DERRICK-MESCUA (Florida) Pitch-Accent in Mikasuki
8:20 JOHN W DuBOIS (California-Santa Barbara) Convergence of Sound and Meaning Units in a Mayan Language
8:40 E D COOK (Calgary) Chipewyan Diphthongs
9:00 LAURENCE C THOMPSON and M TERRY THOMPSON (Hawaii) Resonant Glottalization in Thompson Salish
9:20 Break
9:35 JOHN A DUNN (Oklahoma) Coast Tsimshian Contraction
9:55 HARVEY PITKIN (Columbia) Wintu Evidentials
10:15 C F VOEGELIN and F M VOEGELIN (Indiana) Lexical Entries in Hopi and Rules for Relating Them
10:35 Discussion
11:00

306 MYTH AND RITUAL IN ANDEAN SOCIETIES  
Georgetown East
Organizer: HENRIQUE URBANO (Laval)
Chair: HENRIQUE URBANO (Laval)
8:00 JEANNETTE SHERBONDY (Iowa) Water in the Ritual Calendar of Cuzco
8:20 LIONEL VALLEE (Montreal) The Mythical Discourse of Santa Cruz Pachacuti
8:40 HENRIQUE URBANO (Laval) Between Heroes and Lords: Priests in Andean Societies
9:00 IRENE SILVERBLATT (Michigan) Wives of the Gods: Institutionalized Virginity in the Pre-Columbian and Colonial Andes
9:20 Break
9:35 A HOCQUENGHEM (Musee de l'Homme) Contribution à l'Etude des Mythes et des Rites dans les Sociétés Andines
9:55 CATHERINE ALLEN (George Washington) Myth and History in an Andean Community
10:15 JACQUES MORISSETTE (CEGEP Lionel Groulx) Ancestor Cults and Andean Gods
10:35 JUDITH R DAVIDSON (UCLA) The Spondylus Shell: An Image of Ecological Regulation
10:55 Discussion
11:30

307 REANALYSIS OF NUER ETHNOGRAPHY  
Georgetown West
Organizer: JOHN W BURTON (Wheaton)
8:00 DOUGLAS JOHNSON (California-Los Angeles) Prophets of Peace Among the Nuer
8:40 T O BEIDELMAN (New York) Nuer Paternity
9:00 JOHN W BURTON (Wheaton) Ethnicity of the Hoof: The Economics of Nuer Identity
9:20 Break
9:35 T M S EVENS (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Twins are Birds and a Whale is a Fish, is a Mammal, is a Submarine
9:55 IVAN KARP and KENT MAYNARD (Indiana) Lire les Nuer: The Contemporary Significance of an Ethnographic Classic
10:15 W ARENS (SUNY-Stony Brook) Why the Nuer
10:35 Discussion
11:30

308 NUTRITION AND FOOD HABITS  
Thoroughbred
Chair: ANNE SHARMAN (Institute For the Study of Human Issues)
8:00 ANNE SHARMAN (Institute for the Study of Human Issues) Dietary Choice and Resource Allocation by Households and Household Members
8:30 FRANCES R R DAVIDSON and F A McCrackin (Georgetown) The Missing Dimension in an Accurate Calculation of Food Consumption of Urban American Children: The Contribution of an Ethnographic Methodology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:50</td>
<td>Janet M Bronstein (Kentucky)</td>
<td>Child Nutrition in Appalachian Kentucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>C Ritena (Arizona) Smith and G Harrison</td>
<td>Mexican-American and Anglo Infant Feeding Patterns: A Comparative Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Barry J Cerf (Columbia)</td>
<td>Child Malnutrition: An Operational Index of Adaptation in a Balinese Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:05</td>
<td>Mary Howard (Michigan State)</td>
<td>Nutrition Education: Problems With Educational Programs for the Malnourished, A Tanzanian Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>Kyung S Chun (Minnesota)</td>
<td>Ancestor Worship and Nutrition: A Case Study from a Korean Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Cynthia D Ferre (Illinois)</td>
<td>Cold Adaptations Reconsidered: A Nutritional and Physiological Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:05</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>CONVERSATION AND DISCOURSE COHESION Caucus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Monica A Maxwell (Georgetown)</td>
<td>Parent/Child Rules of Conversation—Yesterday and Today</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:20</td>
<td>Karen Larson (Gustavus Adolphus)</td>
<td>&quot;Keep Up the Chatter,&quot; Ritual Communication in American Summer Softball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:40</td>
<td>Sit A Suprapto (Georgetown)</td>
<td>Cultural Differences in the Use of Pre-.sequence by Americans and Indonesians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Anne Graffam Walker (Georgetown)</td>
<td>The First Five Minutes: A Study in Forensic Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>Michalina Bonanno (Georgetown)</td>
<td>Status and the Use of Women's Language in the Medical Interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:55</td>
<td>Deborah Tannen (Georgetown)</td>
<td>Silence: Anything But</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Anno Bower (Utah) Go and Tell and Repeat Complaints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:35</td>
<td>Deborah Schiffrin (Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>Making the Point: Evaluative Devices in Narrative and Argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55</td>
<td>La Magnetti (Georgetown)</td>
<td>The Function of Syntax Within the Focal System of Morl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Rochelle Cashdan (Oregon)</td>
<td>Pooled Speech: Oregon Indians in a State Governmental Setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:25</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>PHYSICAL AND MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Map</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>James J McKenna (Pomona)</td>
<td>Opportunism, Selection and Adaptation In Evolution: Working Toward a Compromise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:20</td>
<td>Morris W Foster (Oklahoma)</td>
<td>The Species Concept and Hominid Phylogeny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:40</td>
<td>R G Forsis (Calgary) Excavations at the Taber Hominid Site, Alberta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:50</td>
<td>Ina Jane Wundram (Georgia State)</td>
<td>Population Diversity in Cerebral Lateralization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>John H Reltehd and Francis C Lees (SUNY-Albany)</td>
<td>Aging and Secular Trend In Irish Adult Sature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Leslie Sue Lieberman (Florida)</td>
<td>Measurements of Body Composition in Children with Diabetes Mellitus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:55</td>
<td>Nora Ellen Groce (Brown)</td>
<td>The Social Ramifications of a Hereditary Disorder: The Case of Martha's Vineyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Jean Marcus (Northern Kentucky) and Janni Harrigan (Cincinnati)</td>
<td>Gorilla Handedness Revisited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:35</td>
<td>F A McCrackin, F R Davidson, Patricia J Bush and Regina D Pit-Chon (Georgetown)</td>
<td>Cultural Influences and the Development of Children's Perceptions of Medicines and Abusables Substances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:55  J BRYAN PAGE (Miami) Drug Use Among Cuban Exiles in Miami, Florida: Cultural Antecedents and Processes
11:15  BRIAN M DUTOIT (Florida) Drugs in High Schools
11:25  JAMES M WALTERS (Science Ctr) Adolescent Drug Use: Structure and Symbol
11:35  MITRA MAGBULEH (California-Los Angeles) Psychocultural Risk Factors
11:55  In Problem Drinking: The “Judeo-Chinese Case”

311  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EXPERIENCE: NARRATIVE AND PERFORMANCE International Ballroom Center
Organizers: EDWARD M BRUNER (Illinois), VICTOR TURNER (Virginia), BARBARA MYERHOFF (Southern California)
Chairs: EDWARD M BRUNER (Illinois), VICTOR TURNER (Virginia)
8:00  VICTOR TURNER and EDITH TURNER (Virginia) The Anthropology of Experience
8:20  BARBARA A BABCOCK (Arizona) Molded Selves: Helen Cordero’s “Little People”
8:40  BARBARA MYERHOFF (Southern California) Definitional Ceremonial: Life not Death in Venice
9:00  EDWARD M BRUNER (Illinois) Ethnography as Narrative
9:20  RENATA I ROSALDO (Stanford) Beyond the Rules of the Game
9:40  Break
9:55  JAMES A BOON (Cornell) Balinese Marriage Symbols
10:15  JOHN O STEWART (Illinois) Carnival as Fantasy
10:35  RICHARD SCHECHNER (NYU) Magnitudes of Performance
10:55  BRUCE KAPFERER (Adelaide) Ritual, Performance and the Objectification of Experience
11:15  Discussants: CLIFFORD GEERTZ (Princeton), ROGER D ABRAHAMS
12:00  (Scripps/Pitzer)

312  BEYOND URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY: EXPERIMENTS AND ICONOCLASMS IN URBAN THEORY AND MODELS (Society for Urban Anthropology)
Jefferson East
Organizer: ANTHONY LEEDS (Boston U)
Chair: ANTHONY LEEDS (Boston U)
8:30  ANTHONY LEEDS (Boston U) Introduction: Urban Anthropology, a Non-Field
8:45  PHILIP L KOHL (Wellesley) Diversity of Early Urban Centers
9:05  ANTHONY LEEDS (Boston U) A Peasant Is an Urban Man: The Urban Structure of Rural Sectors
9:25  MURRAY J LEAF (Texas-Dallas) Taxation and Social Values
9:45  Break
10:00  JUDITH A CHUBB (Holy Cross) The Social Bases of an Urban Political Machine
10:20  MICHAEL W ROHRBACH (International Market Services) New Computer Technology and the Disaggregation of Cities
10:40  Discussion
11:30  

313  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF LAW: NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN STUDY, TEACHING, AND APPLICATION (Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Jefferson West
Organizer: VIVIAN J ROHRL (San Diego State)
Chair: E ADAMSON HOEBEL (Minnesota)
8:30  CAROL J GREENHOUSE (Cornell) Teaching and UnTeaching with Legal Anthropology: Perceptions and Misperceptions of the Law
8:50  JAMES L GIBBS JR (Stanford) Law in Radically Different Cultures: An Experimental Course in Comparative Law
9:10  M E R NICHOLSON (Nevada-Reno) The Postulational Approach in Legal Anthropological Research and Teaching
9:30  VIVIAN J ROHRL (San Diego State) A Chippewa Trouble-Case: Towards an
   Expanded Model of Conflict Resolution
9:50  Break
10:05 DAVID J SAARI (American) Review of the 1980 Dispute Resolution Act and
   of Neighborhood Justice Center Projects
10:15 WILLIAM FELSTINER (Southern California), RICHARD MILLER
   (Wisconsin), and JILL ANDERSON (Southern California) The Civil Litigation
   Research Project as Large-Scale Anthropology
10:25 BARBARA B YNGVESSON (Hampshire) Mediation, "Persuasion," and
   Community Justice
10:45- Discussants: LAURA NADER (California-Berkeley), JOSEPH FREES (ABT,
   Inc)
10:30  BARBARA J SIBLEY (Dalton, Dalton, Newport) Implementing Carter's Ur­
   ban Policy: Another National Environmental Policy Act?
10:50  BETHE HAGENS (Kankakeeland CAP) Cooperative Ventures in Low-Income
   Area Energy Planning
9:10  STANLEY A WEST (Argonne National Laboratory) Environmental Impact
   Assessment of Highly Controversial Projects
9:30  G JAMES PATIERSON (East Oregon) The Effect of US Forest Service
   Policy on Social Change in Eastern Oregon: The Case of the Oregon Range
   Validation Area
9:50  Break
10:05  KATHLEEN KERWIN FUDA (Boston) Federal Energy Policy and its Local
   Implications: LNG and Political Autonomy
10:25  LYNNE C BURKHART Airport Noise, Suburban Sprawl, and Congressional
   Power: A Case Study in Federal Transportation Policy
10:45  WESLEY R STINSON (Commonwealth Associates) Federal Legislation and
   the Ownership of Archaeological Collections
11:05  JOSEPH G JORGENSON (California-Irvine) Native American Energy
   Resources and Federal Laws
11:25- Discussant: DANIEL DREYFUS (US Senate Committee on Energy)
12:00

315  PARTICIPANT STUDY AT WORK  State
   Organizer: MICHAEL MACCOBY (Project on Technology, Work and
   Character)
   Chair: MICHAEL MACCOBY (Project on Technology, Work and Character)
   8:30  MICHAEL MACCOBY (Project on Technology, Work and Character) Partici­
   pant Study in the Workplace
   8:50  ROBERT DUCKLES (Commerce) Participant Study in the Department of
   Commerce
   9:10  MARGARET M DUCKLES (Project on Technology, Work and Character)
   Auditors and Their Mission: Participant Study
   9:30  DOUGLASS CARMICHAEL (Washington) Participatory Research into the
   Work of the World Bank
   9:50  Break
10:05  BARBARA LENKERD (Project on Technology, Work and Character) Par­
   ticipative Study in the Action Agency
10:25  MAURICIO CORTINA (Montgomery County Health Department) Manage­
   ment Styles in a County Health Organization
10:45  GAY BECKER (California-San Francisco) Effecting Change in an Acute-
   Care Setting: Applied Anthropology in an Urban Hospital
11:25-  Discussion
12:00

316  THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

Conservatory
Chair: MARION LUNDY DOBBERT (Minnesota)
8:30  TONY LARRY WHITEHEAD and KAREN MARIE GENTEMANN (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) The Teacher Counselor as Cultural Broker: A Case Study in Bi-cultural Pedagogy
8:50  CARMEN SIMICH-DUDGEON (Georgetown) A Contrastive View of Teacher's Use of Verbal and Non-Verbal Strategies for Control of Student Behavior in a Bilingual School
9:10  LUCY T BRIGGS (Proyecto Educativo Integrado del Altiplano) Bilingual Education in Bolivia and Peru
9:40  KATHRYN M ANDERSON-LEVITT (Stanford) What Counts as Success in French First Grades
10:00  Break
10:15  P ZISMAN (Mary Washington) and VERNON WILSON (Montgomery County Schools) Ethnic Relations in Student Groups
10:25  JAMES LYNN BUSCHMAN (Michigan State) Finding Out How Students Show What They Know: Using Fieldwork to Determine Academic Learning and Ability in Ninth Grade Mathematics
10:45  KENDALL BLANCHARD (Middle Tennessee) The "Hidden Curriculum" in Higher Education
11:05  MARGARET RAMSEY GARBERINA (St John's) Rites of Passage for Novice Principals
11:25-  Discussion
12:00

317  ANTHROPOLOGY AND EVALUATION  Cabinet

Chair: SUE-ELLEN JACOBS (Washington)
8:30  STEVE SHERLOCK (Sherlock Consultants) Anthropological Approaches to Evaluation in Education
8:50  JUDITH L HANNA (Maryland) Not by Courts or Schools Alone: Evaluations of School Desegregation
9:10  ELLEN J STAHL (Cincinnati) A Qualitative Study of the Impact of a Government and University-Sponsored Continuing Education Project on Citizen Alienation
9:30  ARLENE ANANG (Michigan State) Using the Concept of Status to Study the Process of Staff-Development
10:00  Break
10:15  RICHARD H FURLOW (Broward Community C) Anthropology and Anthropologists in the Community College: A National Survey
10:35  THOMAS W COLLINS (Memphis State) An Applied Anthropology Curriculum for a Segmented Labor Market
10:55  MEREDITH LUDWIG (Evaluation Technologies) The Concept Paper: Bringing Ethnographic Data to Bear on Federal Program Policy
11:15  KEN KELLER (Center for Action Research, Inc) Evaluation Research: An Interdisciplinary Assessment of Law-Related Education
11:35-  Discussion
12:00
318 FOOD ENERGY IN TROPICAL ECOSYSTEMS International Ballroom West
Organizers: DOROTHY J CATTLE (California-Berkeley), KARL H SCHWERIN (New Mexico)
Chairs: DOROTHY J CATTLE (California-Berkeley), KARL H SCHWERIN (New Mexico)
8:30 DARNA L DUFOUR (SUNY-Binghamton) Manioc as a Dietary Staple: Implications for the Budgeting of Time and Energy
8:50 PETER KUNSTADTER (East-West Center) Rice Production and Household Composition
9:10 ELOIS ANN BERLIN (California-Berkeley) Energy Resources and Energy Sources: Three Peruvian Amazonian Communities
9:30 CHRISTINE S WILSON (California-San Francisco) Staples and Calories in Southeast Asia: The Bulk of Consumption
9:50 Break
10:05 JAMES B WATSON (Washington) Protein and Pigs in Highland New Guinea
10:25 JOEL M TEITELBAUM (USDA) A Model of Food-Energy Transactions in the African Sahel
10:45 KATHRYN G DEWEY (California-Davis) Food Resource Use and Nutrition in a Mexican Tropical Agroecosystem
11:05 MARY S MCCUTCHEON (Arizona) Changing Systems of Resource Procurement from the Lagoon and Reef in Palau
11:25 Discussants: ANTOINETTE B BROWN (Southern California), JOHN W BENNETT (Washington-St Louis)

319 THE EVOLUTION AND ORGANIZATION OF URBAN SYSTEMS (Society for Urban Anthropology) International Ballroom East
Organizers: RICHARD G FOX (Duke), CAROL A SMITH (Duke)
Chairs: RICHARD G FOX (Duke), CAROL A SMITH (Duke)
8:30 ALLEN ZAGARELL (Duke) The Temple Mode of Production and Mesopotamian Urbanization
8:50 RICHARD G FOX (Duke) The South Indian Temple: Node of Redistribution or Appropriation?
9:10 CRAIG MORRIS (American Mus of Natural History) The Economics of Inka Provincial Administration
9:30 JAMES L BOONE and CHARLES L REDMAN (SUNY-Binghamton) Alternate Pathways for the Growth of Cities
9:50 Break
10:05 ROSS HASSIG (Vanderbilt) Tenochtitlan: The Economic and Political Reorganization of an Urban System
10:25 MICHAEL BONINE (Arizona) Urban Dominance and the Primacy Model of Settlement: Alternatives to Central Place Theory in the Middle East
10:45 STEPHEN A KOWALEWSKI (Georgia) The Evolution of Primate Regional Systems
11:05 CAROL A SMITH (Duke) Modern and Premodern Urban Primacy
11:25 MARIO BICK (Bard) Voluntary Associations and Urban Class Structure in the State of São Paulo, Brazil
11:45 Discussion
12:00
COMMITTEE ON ETHICS

9:00 Executive session

BRIEF REPORTS ON RECENT RESEARCH

Chair: DANIEL D WHITNEY (San Diego State)

9:00 LINDA COLLIER JACKSON (Cornell) The Relationship of Certain Genetic Traits to the Incidence and Intensity of Malaria in Liberian Mothers and Children

9:05 ROBERT B ECKHARDT (Penn State) The Effects of Altitude and Ancestry on the Development of Thoracic Dimensions in a Highland Peruvian Population

9:10 MARCIA JORDAN THOMPSON (Tulane) and DAVID W HARSHA (LSU Medical School) The Tropical Origins of the Human Daily Activity Cycle

9:15 J PATRICK GRAY (North Texas State) and LINDA D WOLFE (Florida) Inheritance Practices and Human Sexual Dimorphism

9:20 DENNIS NORMAN (Harvard) Sex Differences and Interpersonal Relationships: A Cross-Cultural Sample in the US and India

9:25 JOHN C RUSSELL (Hawaii-Manoa) Identity, Social Alienation and Psychopathology Among Vietnam Veterans

9:30 JOSE CRISTOBAL COLON (Stanford) The Critical Moment of Independence: Risk Factors in Hispanic Males (IPSS Cal. Colombia)

9:35 CLIVE KILEFF (Tennessee-Chattanooga) Folk Medicine in the Rural South

9:40 Discussion

9:45 CAROL L JENKINS (Illinois State) Malnutrition and Spirits: Umeo Among the Garifuna (Black Carib) of Belize

9:50 EMIKO OHNUKI-TIERNEY (Wisconsin-Madison) Religious Healing—A Major Medical System in Urban Japan

9:55 GAIL KLIGMAN (Chicago) Ritual and Religion in a Transylvanian Village

10:00 GINI GRAHAM SCOTT (California-Berkeley) Status Deprivation and the Search for Power in a Secret Magical and Religious Society

10:05 DEBORAH L HARVEY (Rice) Dominican Political Independence: No Nation Is an Island

10:10 Discussion/Break

10:25 JOEL KUIPERS (Yale) The Ritual Language of West Sumba, Indonesia

10:30 MARVIN K MAYSERS (Texas-Arlington) Cognition and the Analysis of Pocomchi (Guatemala) Discourse

10:35 NIRA REISS (Haifa) Conceptual Structure of Requests

10:40 WILLIAM H CROCKER (Smithsonian) The Nature of Canela (Eastern Timbira) Dualism

10:45 Discussion

10:50 GREGORY F TRUEX (California State-Northridge) Project Consultation Services

10:55 CAROLYN HENNING BROWN (Washington) Use of Indigenous Experts in Reconstruction of Demographic History

11:00 WAYNE W ZACHARY (Analytics, Inc) Implementation and Validation of the CASPI 3 Language for Modeling and Simulating Anthropological Problems

11:05 ALLEN BASSING (Smithsonian) Anthropological Research in Guinea, West Africa

11:10 CAROL C MUKHOPADHYAY (SUNY-Plattsburgh) Applying a Decision-Making Approach to the Sexual Division of Labor in the Family

11:15 LAURIS A MCKEE (Cornell) Parental Use of Space for Socializing Gender-Appropriate Behavior

11:20 Discussion

11:25 DAVID G HOWE (North Carolina) Javanese Psychology: A Study of the Art of Living

11:30 ROLANDO A ALUM (Empire State) A Diachronic Study of Plantation Workers in the Latin Caribbean
11:35  JAMES G FLANAGAN (Pennsylvania) Parallel Cousin Marriage in the New Guinea Highlands
11:45  Discussion
11:50  WILLIAM A LONGACRE (Arizona) Recent Archaeological and Ethnoarchaeological Fieldwork in the Philippines
12:00  SCOTT PAUL LEWIS (Boston) The Error Analysis of Manufacturing Byproducts and its Relevance to the Archaeology of Craft and Industrial Production
12:05  STEPHEN A BRANDT (Georgia) An Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Somali Democratic Republic
12:10  THOMAS WEAVER (Arizona) The Uses of Peyote Among the Tarahumara
12:15  DIANE ZIOR WILHELM (Middlesex) An Encapsulated, Internal Prestige System, Irrelevant to the Occupational World in a Middle-Class American Community
12:20  JILL B R CHERNEFF (California-Los Angeles) Gender Roles and Economic Relations Among the Bontoc Igorot, Philippines
12:25  Discussion

325  TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY TO STUDENTS AND TEACHERS: REACHING A WIDER AUDIENCE (Council on Anthropology and Education) Lincoln West
Organizer: RUTH O SELIG (Smithsonian)
Chair: RUTH O SELIG (Smithsonian)
9:00  RUTH O SELIG (Smithsonian) Anthropology and the Secondary School: History and Potential
9:15  THOMAS L DYNESON (Texas-Permian Basin) Recent Trends in Pre-Collegiate Anthropology
9:30  PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh) Getting Anthropology into the Secondary Social Studies Classroom
9:45  ALISON S BROOKS and JOANNE LANOUETTE (George Washington) Teacher Development in Anthropology
10:00  Break
10:10  RICHARD P ABELL (Walt Whitman High School) Teaching High School Anthropology
10:25  BEATRICE S KLEPPNER (Beaver Country Day School) Fieldwork at the Secondary School Level
10:40  MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary) How to Bore Students and Get Away With It: The Creative Experiment in Anthropological Teaching at William and Mary
10:55  DENNIS E SHAW (Miami-Dade) Indians, Soldiers, Rednecks, and Prisoners: Teaching Anthropology at Community College Outreach Centers
11:10  Break
11:20  Discussant: JOHN CARAMIA (Georgia)
12:00  Break

326  THE EXPANSION OF INDUSTRIAL CAPITALISM: CASE STUDIES FROM ASIA AND LATIN AMERICA Lincoln East
Organizers: FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson State), EVA FRIEDLANDER (American Institute of Indian Studies)
Chair: EVA FRIEDLANDER (American Institute of Indian Studies)
9:50  KEVIN HEALY (Inter-American Foundation) Failed Industrialization of a Capitalist Co-operative
10:10  FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson State) Capitalist Industrialization and the Value of Children
10:30  EVA FRIEDLANDER (American Institute of Indian Studies) Industrializa-
tion: Some Implications for Domestic Life and Kinship Patterns in West Bengal

10:50 EUGENE COOPER (Hong Kong) Karl Marx’s Other Island
Discussants: HELEN I SAFA (Florida), GIDA SEN (New School)
11:30

327 CURRENT TRENDS IN EUROPEAN PREHISTORY: SETTLEMENT ARCHAEOLOGY Adams
Organizers: H ARTHUR BANKOFF (CUNY-Brooklyn), FREDERICK WINTER (CUNY-Brooklyn)
Chairs: H ARTHUR BANKOFF (CUNY-Brooklyn), FREDERICK WINTER (CUNY-Brooklyn)
10:00 PETER I BOGUCKI (Harvard) Patterns of Animal Exploitation in the Early Neolithic of the Polish Lowlands
10:10 PETER S WELLS (Harvard) Emergence of Economic and Political Centers in the Early Iron Age
10:20 H ARTHUR BANKOFF and FREDERICK WINTER (CUNY-Brooklyn) Novacka Cuprija: A Late Bronze Age Settlement of Central Serbia
10:30 BRAD BARTEL (San Diego State) Pattern Recognition of the Roman Colonial System: A Trial Formulation
10:50 CAROLE L CRUMLEY (North Carolina) A Diachronic Study of Regional Settlement
11:10 Discussion
11:45

328 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—DEVELOPMENT ANTHROPOLOGY Grant
Leader: PETER B HAMMOND (World Bank)
10:00 Topics include patterns of development consulting (e.g., finding a role for the development anthropologist, the organization of team/mission work, and the variety of consulting assignments), the nature of client agencies and firms, necessary skills for short-term fieldwork, the creation of networks in the development community, and the benefits and disadvantages of development consulting. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Exhibit Hall.
12:00

329 NEW DIRECTIONS IN VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY: DESCRIPTION, EVALUATION, AND INTERVENTION Monroe West
Organizer: ALLAN F BURNS (Florida)
Chair: ALLAN F BURNS (Florida)
10:15 SANDRA DAMICO (Florida) The World of the Class Clown: Visual Perceptions of School
10:35 P BETH BROKERING (Film In the Cities) Ethnocinematography: Implications for Labor, Education, Social Services, and Social Science
10:55 ALLAN F BURNS (Florida) Feds and Locals: Visual Anthropology in Policy Studies
11:15 JEAN GEARING (Florida) Whole Bodies: Videotape Intervention In a Women’s Health Clinic
11:35 Discussants: KARL HEIDER (South Carolina), JAY RUBY (Temple)
12:00

330 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION CAE Suite
10:30 Business meeting of the Committee on Cognitive and Linguistic Studies
11:30 Chair: SUSAN FLORIO (Michigan State)

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 6

331 ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON SOCIALIST SOCIETIES Farragut
12:00 Organizing meeting
1:30 Chair: DANIEL ROSENBERG (Wisconsin-Green Bay)

332 ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS II Hemisphere
12:00- Business meeting
1:30 Chair: JOHNNETTA COLE (Massachusetts-Amherst)

333 ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH GROUP ON HOMOSEXUALITY Military
12:00- Business meeting
1:30 Chair: KENNETH E READ (Washington)

334 LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS OF PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Minnesota Association of Professional Anthropologists) Independence
12:00- Organizing meeting
1:30 Chair: PAUL MAXWELL (United Way)

335 CURRENT RESEARCH IN THE PHILIPPINES (US Association of Philippine Anthropologists) Lincoln East
12:00- Informal discussion
1:30 Chair: MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

336 SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Thoroughbred
12:00 Business meeting
1:30 Chair: MELFORD E SPIRO (California-San Diego)

337 PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY Grant
12:00- Leaders: EVELYN JACOB (Ctr for Applied Linguistics), THOMAS CARROLL (NIE)
2:00 This session covers types of centers for educational research and implications of grants and contracts as funding sources, and research management positions in the federal government, including nature of the work and required skills. Some discussion will touch on Congressional positions. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Exhibit Hall.

338 TABLE TALK La Fonda Restaurant, 1639 R Street NW
12:00- Established anthropologists are hosts and hostesses at tables for eight.
2:00 Attendance is by subscription. For more information see staff at advance registration desk not later than 10:00 am on Saturday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 will be considered vacated, and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
1—CONRAD M ARENSBERG (Columbia)
   The Evolution of Social Behavior
2—MARLENE DOBKIN DE RIOS (NIMH)
   Urban Latin American Folkhealing
3—RAYMOND FIRTH (London)
   Economic Anthropology
4—CLIFFORD GEERTZ (Inst for Advanced Study)
   Symbolic Anthropology
5—VERA GREEN (Rutgers)
   Anthropology in the Third World—Healing the Breach
6—NANCY O LURIE (Milwaukee Public Mus)
   Museums and Anthropology
7—DOUGLAS W SCHWARTZ (Sch of Amer Res)
   Facilitating Anthropological Research
8—FRED WENDORF (Southern Methodist)
   Origins of Food Production in the Old World
9—B J WILLIAMS (California-Los Angeles)
   Genetics in Anthropology

339 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION CAE Suite
12:00- Business meeting of the Committee on Spanish Speaking Concerns
1:00 Chair: ROBERT L CARRASCO (Harvard)

**NEW**

**RURAL HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP** Caucus
12:00- Organizing meeting
1:00 Organizer: CAROLE HILL (Georgia State)
Chairs: TERRIE HAYNES (California-San Francisco), JUDITH GREENWOOD (West Virginia)

**340**

**WHO AND WHAT IS AN AMERICAN INDIAN** Adams
12:15- Informal discussion
1:45 Chair: ROSE OLDFIELD HAYES (SUNY)

**NEW**

**SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL ECONOMICS** Jackson
12:30- Organizing meeting
2:00 Chair: HAROLD SCHNEIDER (Indiana)

**341**

**COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION** CAE Suite
1:30- Business meeting of the Committee on Environmental Issues in Anthropology
2:30 Chair: STEPHEN AUERBACH (Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

**342**

**POLITICAL CODES AND PROCESSES** Jefferson West
1:30 Chair: BARBARA SCHWARTZ (Elmira)
JOHN L HALL (Victoria) Symbolic Structure and Political Participation in St Kitts, West Indies
DENNIS WERNER (CUNY) Leadership Inheritance in an Amazonian Society
G CARTER BENTLEY (Washington) Evolution of Muslim-Christian Relations in the Lanao Region, Philippines
WILLIAM P MURPHY (New Mexico) Deception in Kpelle Society
2:30 Discussion

**343**

**PARTICIPATORY DEVELOPMENT IN THEORY AND PRACTICE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES** Map
Organizers: A H BARCLAY, JR (Development Alternatives), TWIG JOHNSON (AID)
1:30 Chair: A H BARCLAY, JR (Development Alternatives)
GARRY THOMAS (Ithaca) Process-Oriented Development: The Impact of AID on the Tanzanian Development Model
RONALD A SCHWARZ (Development Alternatives) Applying Anthropology or, What Do You Do When the Boss Says No
ANTHONY J DIBELLA (Foster Parents Plan International) Evaluating Integrated Social Service Programs in the Philippines
MONA FIKRY (Louis Berger Associates) and JOHN GRAYZEL (USAID) Land Tenure and Development Planning in Mauritania: Oasis and River Areas, A Comparative Approach
2:40 Break
2:55 DAVID D GOW (Development Alternatives) Popular Participation and Rural Development: Wishful Thinking or Political Reality?
JAMES LOWENTHAL (AID) Mobilizing the Social Science Perspective in Implementing the New Directions Mandate
3:35- Discussion: TWIG JOHNSON (AID)

**344**

**THE LEXICON** Caucus
1:30 Chair: SUSAN PHILIPS (Arizona)
PHILIP K BOCK (New Mexico) Color Terms in Shakespeare
NICHOLAS A HOPKINS (Metropolitana-Iztapalapa) Amuzgo Ethnobotanical Structure and Terminology
2:10 JAMES ARMSTRONG and DAVID KRONENFELD (California-Riverside) Labelling Cups and Glasses in an Extensionist Semantic Theory
2:30 SUSAN U PHILIPS (Arizona) The Naming of and Reference to Crimes in American Courtroom Criminal Procedures
2:50 Break
3:05 PAUL B DOMINICK (SUNY-Buffalo) Culture, the Lexicon and State of Health
3:25 WILLIAM L RITTENBERG (Michigan State) Ceremonial Lexiplans
3:45 J BARRY GURDIN (Xavier) Quebecer and Quebecois: Same Meaning?
4:05 Discussion
4:15


347 POST-DEPENDENCY APPROACHES IN LATIN AMERICAN POLITICAL ECONOMY: EXPORT ECONOMIES, DOMESTIC PRODUCTION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT Thoroughbred Organizer: BENJAMIN ORLOVE (California-Davis) Chair: BENJAMIN ORLOVE (California-Davis) 1:30 THOMAS F LOVE (California-Davis) Smallholder Articulation 1:50 ROBERT WASSERSTROM (Columbia) Rural Labor and Income Distribution in Central Chiapas 2:10 KARL A YAMBERT (California-Davis) Peasant Politics in Piura, Peru 2:30 Break
2:45 BENJAMIN S ORLOVE (California-Davis) The Politics of Inland Fisheries Development In Two Nations: Lake Titicaca, Peru-Bolivia
3:05 PAUL S DI SENSO (California-Davis) Artisan Weavers, Textile Mills and Capital Accumulation
3:25 MARIO L DAVILA (California-Santa Cruz) Two Patterns of Capitalist Development and Proletarization In Rural Mexico
3:45 PHILIP J HANDRICK (Michigan State) Ethnic Markers as a Reactive Sub-system in Social Change
4:05-4:30 Discussants: WILLIAM ROSEBERRY (New School), JOHN WALTON (California-Davis)

348 WIDOWHOOD IN AFRICA Georgetown East
Organizer: BETTY POTASH (Medgar Evers)
Chair: BETTY POTASH (Medgar Evers)
1:30 PAMELA W LANDBERG (New York Law School) Widows and Divorced Women in Swahili Society
1:50 MONA ETIENNE (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales) Contradictions, Constraints and Choices: Widowhood Among the Baule (Ivory Coast)
2:10 ENID SCHILDKROUT (American Mus of Natural History) Widows in Hausa Society: Ritual Phase or Social Status?
2:30 BETTY POTASH (Medgar Evers) Widows in a Rural Luo Community
2:50 Break
3:05 JEAN-CLAUDE MULLER (Montreal) Female Widowhood Among the Rukuba (Central Nigeria)
3:25 FRANK A SALAMONE Levirate, Widows, and Types of Marriage Among the Dukawa
3:45 CHRISTINE OBBO (Wisconsin) Widows in Two East African Groups
4:05-4:30 Discussants: ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard), MARIAM SLATER (Queens)

349 ARCHAEOLOGY AND ART HISTORY: INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES FOR THE 1980s Conservatory
Organizers: FREDERICK W LANGE (Illinois State), MARK GRAHAM (California-Los Angeles)
Chair: FREDERICK W LANGE (Illinois State), MARK GRAHAM (California-Los Angeles)
1:30 CLEMENCY COGGINS (Harvard) Mesoamerican Archaeology and the Art Historian
1:50 TERENCE GRIEDER (Texas) Psychosocial Processes in Peruvian Religious Architecture
2:10 CECELIA F KLEIN (California-Los Angeles) The Relation of Art History to Archaeology in Mesoamerican Studies
2:50 FREDERICK W LANGE (Illinois State) A Re-Assessment of Jade In Pre-Columbian Costa Rica
3:10 Break
3:25 STACIE G WIDDIFIELD (California-Los Angeles) The Aztec Calendar Stone: A Study In Ideological Conflicts
3:45 DAVID C GROVE and RONNIE KANN (Illinois) Olmec Monumental Art: Heartland vs Frontier
4:05 JANE STEVENSON DAY (Colorado) and SUZANNE ABEL-VIDOR (Brown) The Late Polychrome Period, Guanacaste, Costa Rica
4:25 LYNETTE NORR (Illinois) Petroglyphs from Northwestern Costa Rica: Interpretation and its Limitations
4:45 ESTHER PASZTORY (Columbia) The Function of Art In the Pre-Industrial State
5:05-5:30 Discussants: PAYSON SHEETS (Colorado) and DAVID FREIDL (Southern Methodist)
350  PLACEMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP—PUBLIC ARCHEOLOGY Grant
2:00-4:00  Leader: PAMELA J CRESSEY (Alexandria Archaeological Research Ctr)
The focus of this workshop will be on the responsibilities of the archeological profession to the public, including the range of career options (from resource management to research, education, and interpretation), necessary and preferred skills, job searches at the state, local and private levels, and the nature of public constituencies. Attendance is by registration only. For further information see staff at the Placement Service registration desk in the Exhibit Hall.

351  ETHNIC VARIATION AND REGIONAL ADAPTATION  Lincoln East
Organizer: SHELDON SMITH (Wisconsin-La Crosse)
Chair: ARNOLD STRICKON (Wisconsin-Madison)
2:00  ARNOLD STRICKON (Wisconsin-Madison) Ethnic Group Response or Aggregate Decisions
2:20  HERB LEWIS (Wisconsin-Madison) Melting Pot and Pressure Cooker: Ethnicity in the US and Israel
2:40  GERALD L GOLD (York) Micro-level Ethnicity in a Cajun Community
3:00  Break
3:15  DEBORAH PADGETT (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) When Politics and Religion Do Mix: Ethnic Terrorism in America
3:55  LOUIS J DORAIS (Laval) Diglossia and Social Classes in French Louisiana
4:15-  Discussants: JOHN W CONNOR (California State-Sacramento), ARNOLD STRICKON (Wisconsin-Madison)

352  MODERNIZATION AND TRADITIONAL HEALING PRACTICES  Monroe East
Chair: WILLIAM W DRESSLER (Alabama)
2:00  E JEAN LANGDON (Cedar Crest) Adaptive and Attenuated Healing Roles in Southern Colombia
2:20  EVELYN L BARBEE (Washington) The Professionalization of Traditional Healing in Botswana
2:40  ANNE FERGUSON (Michigan State) The Role of Pharmaceuticals in the Process of Medicalization of Latin America
3:00  Break
3:15  JEANNINE COREIL (University of Texas Medical Branch-Galveston) Diversity in Traditional Healing Systems: Practitioners, Patients, and Costs in a Caribbean Region
3:35  NORMAN N MILLER (Dartmouth Medical/American Universities Field Staff) Traditional Medicine and the Supernatural Dimension in East Africa
3:55  WILLIAM W DRESSLER (Alabama) Humoral Principles in the Cognition of St Lucian Illness Terms
4:15-  Discussion
4:40  

353  DOES THE SWIDDEN APE THE JUNGLE?  International Ballroom East
Organizer: STEPHEN BECKERMAN (Southern Methodist)
Chair: STEPHEN BECKERMAN (Southern Methodist)
2:00  RAYMOND HAMES (Pennsylvania State) Diversity Within Monoculture: The Polyanomal Gardens of the Ye'kwana and Yanomamo
2:20  WILLIAM VICKERS (Florida International) Tropical Forest Mimicry in Swiddens: A Reassessment of Geertz's Model with Amazonian Data
2:40  ANTHONY STOCKS (Idaho State) Candoshi and Cocamilla Swiddens in Eastern Peru
3:00  JAMES BOSTER (California-Berkeley) Jivaroo Manioc Cultivation
3:20  Break
3:35  STEPHEN BECKERMAN (Southern Methodist) Bari Swidden Gardens: Crop Zonation Patterns  
3:55  DAVID THOMAS (Vanderbilt) Pemon Swiddening Practices: Variation In Space  
4:15  NANCY FLOWERS (CUNY) The Acceptance of Introduced Crops In Four Brazilian Indian Societies  
4:35-  Discussion  
5:00

354  THE ROLE OF LAW AND POLITICS IN AGRARIAN CHANGE  (International Ballroom West)  
Organizer: JUNE STARR (SUNY-Stony Brook)  
Chair: JUNE STARR (SUNY-Stony Brook)  
2:50  GEORGE COLLIER (Stanford) Land Reform and Local-Level Politics in Highland Chiapas  
2:20  DAVID GUILLET (Missouri) State Capitalism and Agrarian Relations: Limits to Proletarianization In the Peruvian Agrarian Reform  
2:40  BARBARA LEONS (Towson State) Juridical Competition In a Bolivian Community  
3:00  HERMANN REBEL (Iowa) The Bureaucratization of Peasant Property and Social Relations Under Early Hapsburg Absolutism  
3:20  Break  
3:35  WILLIAM ROSEBERRY and AYDEE GARCIA (New School) The Dialectics of Economy and Polity: A Comparison of Venezuelan and Colombian Attempts to Dissolve Indigenous Reserves  
3:55  JUNE STARR (SUNY-Stony Brook) Hierarchy, Social Control, and Land Reform In Contemporary India  
4:15  JOAN VINCENT (Barnard) Law and Agrarian Change In a Colonial Dependency: Teso, Uganda, 1912-1966  
4:35-  Discussant: DAVID GILMORE (SUNY-Stony Brook)  
5:00

355  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF LEARNING  (Council on Anthropology and Education)  (Lincoln West)  
Organizer: HARRY F WOLCOTT (Oregon)  
Chair: HARRY F WOLCOTT (Oregon)  
2:00  HARRY F WOLCOTT (Oregon) The Anthropology of Learning  
2:20  SOLON T KIMBALL (Florida) Learning to Learn  
2:40  JUDITH FRIEDMAN HANSEN From Background to Foreground: Toward an Anthropology of Learning  
3:00  FRANK E POIRIER and KAYE HUSSEY (Ohio) Nonhuman Primate Learning  
3:20  Break  
3:30  FREDERICK ERICKSON (Michigan State) Participation Structure as Learning Environment  
3:50  MICHAEL COLE (California-San Diego) A Cultural Practice Theory of Learning  
4:10  GEORGE D SPINDLER and LOUISE S SPINDLER (Stanford) Who Needs Psychological Learning Theory Models?  
4:30-  Discussant: JEAN LAVE (California-Irvine)  
5:00

356  FEMALE GENITAL OPERATIONS: RESEARCH AND POLICY ISSUES  (Monroe West)  
Organizer: CAROLE S VANCE (Columbia)  
Chair: CAROLE S VANCE (Columbia)  
2:00  CAROLE S VANCE (Columbia) Introduction  
2:15  ELLEN GRUENBAUM (Connecticut) The Movement Against Clitoridectomy and Infibulation In Sudan: Public Health Policy and the Women's Movement
2:35 KAREN ERICKSEN PAIGE (California-Davis) Female Genital Mutilations: World Patterns and the Case of Egypt
2:55 ROBERT McKinley (Michigan State) Clitoridectomy and Controversy: An Initiation into the Nature of Anthropological Critique
3:15 BARBARA L K PILLSBURY (San Diego State) Policy Responsibilities for Eliminating Female Circumcision
3:35 CAROLE S VANCE (Columbia) Assessing Physical and Psychiatric Consequences of Female Genital Operations
3:55 HARRIET D LYONS (Wilfred Laurier) Female and Male Genital Mutilations: Are They Sexual? Are They The Same?
4:15 Discussants: SAMUEL COLEMAN (North Carolina-Chapel Hill), ROSE OLD-FIELD HAYES (SUNY-Southampton)
4:35- Audience Discussion
5:00

357 THE HISPANIC HEALTH COUNCIL: A COMMUNITY-AND-UNIVERSITY TEAM APPROACH TO PROBLEM SOLVING (Hispanic Health Council) Cabinet
Organizers: MARIA GONZALEZ (Hispanic Health Council), STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut)
Chairs: MARIA GONZALEZ (Hispanic Health Council), STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut)
2:00 MARIA GONZALEZ (Hispanic Health Council) The Hispanic Health Council: Research, Training and Advocacy
2:20 EUGENIO CARO (Hispanic Health Council) The Puerto Rican Community of Hartford: Some Perspectives
2:40 PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut) Hispanic Health-Seeking Behavior: A Preliminary Model
3:00 L VICTORIA BARRERA (Hispanic Health Council) Health and Education: A Screening Program in an Urban Middle School
3:20 Break
3:35 JEAN J SCHENSUL (Hispanic Health Council) Training for Action Research: The Hispanic Health Council Model
3:55 STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut) Women and Their Health in Hispanic Community
4:35- Discussion
5:00

358 NEW DIRECTIONS IN COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY Adams
Organizer: NAOMI QUINN (Duke)
Chair: NAOMI QUINN (Duke)
2:00 NAOMI QUINN (Duke) Conceptualizations of American Marriage
2:20 DOROTHY CLEMENT (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Social Cognition and Cultural Knowledge
2:40 JEAN LAVE (California-Irvine) The Cultural Shaping of Mundane Problem-Solving Methods
3:00 Break
3:15 OLIVIA DE LA ROCHA, KATHERINE FAUST, and MICHAEL MURTAUGH (California-Irvine) Building an Atlas of Everyday Problem-Solving Events
3:35 ROY D’ANDRADE (California-San Diego) The Role of Informant Descriptions in Cognitive Anthropology
3:55 EDWIN HUTCHINS (California-San Diego) Micronesian Navigation
4:15- Discussion
5:00

359 PRIMATE REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES State
Organizer: DONALD LINDBURG (California-Los Angeles and San Diego Zoo)
Chair: DONALD LINDBURG (California-Los Angeles and San Diego Zoo)

2:00  JOHN G ROBINSON (National Zoo, Washington) Intrasexual Competition and Mate Choice In Non-Human Primates

2:20  LARRY EWING (Johns Hopkins) Reproductive Rhythms in Male Primates

2:40  DUANE QUIATT and JAMES EVERETT (Colorado-Denver) How Can "Sperm Competition" Work?

3:00  BILL LASLEY and SUSAN SHIDELER (San Diego Zoo) Primate Ovarian Cycles: An Evolutionary Approach

3:20  Break

3:35  ROBERT F WILLIAMS and GARY D HODGEN (NICHD/NIH) Ontogeny of Female Reproduction in Primates

3:55  DONALD LINDBURG (California-Los Angeles and San Diego Zoo) Primate Obstetrics: The Biology of Birth

4:15  SANDRA L HUFFMAN (Johns Hopkins) Lactation and Weaning in Primates and Associated Effects on Reproduction

4:35-  Discussant: NILES NEWTON (Northwestern)

5:00  HISTORY AND THEORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL METHODS

International Ballroom Center

Chair: ROY WAGNER (Virginia)

2:00  ROBERT J THORNTON (Cape Town) The Early Ethnography of Eastern and Southern Africa, 1890-1920

2:20  ANDREW P LYONS (Wilfrid Laurier) The Theme of Social Evolution In the Anthropological Reviews of Emile Durkheim

2:40  ROSEMARY ZUMWALT (Berkeley) Arnold Van Gennep: The Hermit of Bourg-La-Relne

3:00  NORRIS BROCK JOHNSON (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) The Protoanthropology of Michel de Montaigne: A Humanistic Approach

3:20  Break

3:35  CHRISTIAN E GUKSCH (Heidelberg) L A White—Is an Evolutionary Cutureology Possible?

3:55  MURIEL DIMEN (Lehman) The Problematic of Subjectivity and Objectivity

4:15  JAMES CLIFFORD (California-Santa Cruz) On Anthropological Authority

4:35  CHARLES LESLIE (Delaware) The Comic Muse in Cultural Anthropology

4:55  JOHN KRENISKE (Columbia) Use of Biological Models in Anthropology

5:15-  Discussion

5:30  NEW COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION

CAE Suite

Business meeting of the Committee on Culture and Bilingual Education

4:00  Policy

Chairs: MARGARET A GIBSON (California State-Sacramento), STEVEN F ARVIZU (California State-Sacramento)

361  STUDIES IN ANDEAN SOCIETIES

Jefferson West

Chair: THOMAS C GREAVES (Trinity)

3:15  ROGER RASNAKE (Cornell) Symbolism and Social Categories in Rural Highland Bolivia

3:35  ANTHONY OLIVER-SMITH (Florida) Agrarian Reform, Peasant Agriculture and Urban Marketing In Andean Peru

3:45  ROSALIND C GOW (Wisconsin) Millenarianism, Marxism and Indian Revolution in the 20th Century Southern Andes

4:05  WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth) Central Andean Work Organization

4:15  JAMES M WALLACE (North Carolina State) Urban Anthropology In Lima, Peru: A Theoretical Overview

4:35-  ChERYL S POMEROY (Illinois) Trying to Get Ahead In Two Highland Communities of Ecuador

4:45  CULTURAL SEPARATIONS AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PRE-MODERN AND MODERN AMERICA

Hemisphere
Organizers: MARK P LEONE (Maryland), RUSSELL G HANDSMAN (American Indian Archaeological Inst)
Chair: RUSSELL G HANDSMAN (American Indian Archaeological Inst)

3:00 RUSSELL G HANDSMAN (American Indian Archaeological Inst) Kinship and Family and Individualism: Cultural Separations In America
3:20 MARK P LEONE (Maryland) The Relation Between Object and Person In Eighteenth Century Virginia
3:40 CARMEL SCHRIRE (Rutgers) Continuity In Australian Prehistory
4:00 Break
4:15 MARY BEAUDRY (Brown) Pot-Shot, Jug-Bitten, Cup-Shaken: Object Language and Double Meanings
4:35 JOANN MAGDOFF (Maryland) Notes on a Theory of a Relation Between History and Structure
4:55 ANNE YENTSCH (Brown) Changing Images of Seventeenth Century Women
5:15- Discussion

363 XIXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: LANGUAGE AND CULTURE Military
Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago) Chair: FLORENCE M VOEGELIN (Indiana)
3:00 WILLIAM LEAP (American) Does Indian Math (Still) Exist?
3:20 WICK R MILLER (Utah) Possessing Pets in the Greater Southwest: A Problem in Areal Linguistics, and In Language and Culture
3:40 PAUL V KROSKRITY (California-Los Angeles) On "Linguistic Conservatism" in the Pueblo Southwest
4:00 Break
4:15 M DALE KINKADE (UBC) Salish and Other Kinship Terminology in Upper Chehalls and Other Tsamosan (Salish) Languages
4:35 BRENT D GALLOWAY (Coqualeetza) Halkomelem Ethnometeorology
4:55 JUDITH JOEL (Indiana Southeast) The Paipal-Yavapai Relationship
5:15- Discussion
7:00 Informal discussion  
Chair: JAMES SWAUGER (Carnegie Mus)

369 ARE DISSERTATIONS PUBLISHABLE? (Association of American University Presses) Adams  
5:30 Informal discussion  
Chair: CAROL ORR (Tennessee Press)  
Participants: T DAVID BRENT (Chicago Press), NICHOLAS ALTER (University Microfilms), DAVID OLMSTED (California-Davis)

370 THE AYMARA FOUNDATION INC Farragut  
5:30 Business meeting  
7:00 Organizer: ANDREW W MIRACLE JR (Texas Christian)  
Chair: LUCY T BRIGGS (Proyecto Educativo Integrado del Altiplano)

371 THE STATE AND DIRECTION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY Cabinet  
5:30 Informal discussion  
Chair: STEFAN GOODWIN (Morgan State), MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

372 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION Thoroughbred  
5:30 Business meeting and Presidential Address by ELEANOR BURKE LECOCK (City C-CUNY). Reception follows.  
Chair: COURTNEY B CAZDEN

NEW COUNCIL FOR MARXIST ANTHROPOLOGY Caucus  
5:30 Business meeting  
7:00 Chair: JOHN KELLER (Michigan-Ann Arbor)

NEW AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE Map  
5:30 Business meeting  
7:00 Chair: EDWARD FRY (Southern Methodist)

SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 6

373 FILM SCREENINGS (Society for the Anthropology of Visual Communication) International Ballroom East  
Organizer: ROBERT AIBEL (Drexel)  
6:00 POTO AND CABENGO (Jean-Pierre Gorin)  
7:20 KOKO, THE TALKING GORILLA (Barbet Schroeder)  
8:45

374 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY Georgetown East  
7:00 No-Host Cash Bar

375 PLENARY SESSION International Ballroom Center  
9:00 Chair: WILLIAM C STURTEVANT (Smithsonian)  
Presentation of Awards:

JAMES MOONEY AWARD  
Recipient: ELIZABETH ATWOOD LAWRENCE  
Presenter: MARY HELMS, President, Southern Anthropological Society

STIRLING AWARD FOR CULTURE AND PERSONALITY STUDIES  
Recipient: CATHERINE LUTZ (Harvard)  
Presenter: JOHN M ROBERTS, Chair, Selection Panel
ALFRED VINCENT KIDDER AWARD
Recipient: WILLIAM T SANDERS (Pennsylvania State)
Presenter: DAVID C GROVE, Member, Selection Panel

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
Recipients: GEORGE M FOSTER (California-Berkeley)  
RAYMOND H THOMPSON (Arizona)
Presenter: CONRAD M ARENSBERG, Chair, Selection Panel

1980 DISTINGUISHED LECTURE
Spiritual Aroma: Reflections on Religion and Politics  
SIR RAYMOND FIRTH (London)

SUNDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 7

400  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  Hamilton
8:00  Meeting of the Executive Committee

401  FORUM OF PRESIDENTS  Kalorama
8:00  Breakfast meeting

Organizer: MARIA LA VIGNA (California-Los Angeles)
Chair: THOMAS VENNUM, JR (Smithsonian)
8:00  ERIKA BRADY (Indiana) The Disembodied Voice: First Encounters With the Phonograph
8:20  RONALD H WALCOTT (California-Los Angeles) Francis La Flesche: The First American Indian Ethnomusicologist
8:40  MARIA LA VIGNA (California-Los Angeles) Helen Heffron Roberts: Musician As Anthropologist
9:00- Discussion
9:15

403  MUSEUM RESEARCH: WORKING WITH MUSEUM COLLECTIONS (Council for Museum Anthropology)  Lincoln West
Organizer: PHILLIP H LEWIS (Field Mus of Natural History)
Chair: PHILLIP H LEWIS (Field Mus of Natural History)
8:00  MARGARET A HARDIN (Maine) Design Structure and Symbolic Level: Resolution of the Meaning Controversy In Zuni Ceramics
8:20  DOLORES NEWTON (SUNY-Stony Brook) Decoding Technology: Some Examples from the Timbira of Brazil
8:40  PHILLIP H LEWIS (Field Mus of Natural History) A Diachronic View of a Melanesian Sculptured Image
9:00  GEORGE A CORBIN (CUNY-Lehman) Ethnographic Museum Collections and the Study of Baining Art in East New Britain, Papua New Guinea
9:20- Discussion
9:40

404  WEALTH DISTRIBUTION AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC HIERARCHIES IN ALPINE COMMUNITIES: TRADITIONAL AND MODERN PERSPECTIVES  Monroe East
Organizers: GENE MUEHLBAUER (Lake Forest), ROBERT NETTING (Arizona)
Chair: GENE MUEHLBAUER (Lake Forest)
8:00  RANDALL McGuire and ROBERT NETTING (Arizona) Levelling Peasants? The Demographic Implications of Wealth Differences in an Alpine Community
8:20 GERALD BERTHOUD (Lausanne) Community and Inequality: Historical Complexity in the Swiss Alps
8:40 JOHN FRIEDL (Ohio State) Power, Politics, and Economic Change in an Alpine Village
9:00 GENE MUEHLBAUER (Lake Forest) The Political Economy of an Alpine Community
9:20 Discussant: DANIELLA WEINBERG (Nebraska-Lincoln)

405 JEWISH IDENTITY AND INTERACTION WITH OUTSIDERS International Ballroom West
Chair: MORTON KLASS (Barnard)
8:00 KEVIN AVRUCH (Illinois-Chicago Circle) Entrepreneurship and Immigration: The Case of Americans in Israel
8:20 JACK M KUGELMASS (Max Weinreich Center) The Jew as Non-Jew: Aspects of the Non-Jew in the Consciousness of the Jew
8:40 SHLOMO DESHEN (Bar-Ilan) The Role of Social Differentiation in Cultural Transition: The Case of Sephardic Jewish Identity
9:00 HARVEY E GOLDBERG (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) The Itinerant Jewish Peddler in Rural Tripolitania, Libya
9:20 LAURENCE D LOEB (Utah) A Traditional Pattern of Urban Nomadism in South Arabia
9:40 ELAINE J SCHECHTER (Columbia) Problems of Identity Management in Sectarian Research
9:50 Discussion

406 DEMOGRAPHY International Ballroom East
Chair: HENRY ROSENFELD (Haifa)
8:00 CAROLINE B BRETTELL (Texas-Austin) Culture and Emics: The Contributions of Anthropology to Historical Demography
8:20 JOHN D EARLY (Florida Atlantic) Anthropology and the Study of Demographic Transition
8:40 WANDA MINGE-KLEVANA (Harvard) Changes in Family Production and Reproduction During Industrialization
9:00 JANET C EDMONDSON (Columbia) Fertility Transition in Bali: Population Adaptation and Family Planning
9:20 NANCY E LEVINE (California-Los Angeles) Social Structure and the Value of Children Among the Nylnba, Northwestern Nepal
9:40 DAVID A CLEVELAND (Arizona) Demographic and Agricultural Change in Northeast Ghana
9:50 Discussant: Art Hausen (Florida)

407 NEW PERSPECTIVES ON CHINESE ETHNOLOGY Georgetown West
Organizer: ANN MAXWELL HILL (Oberlin)
8:00 JUDITH STRAUCH (Harvard) Chinese Factionalism in a Rural Malaysian Town: National Politics Writ Small
8:20 CRISTINA BLANC SZANTON (Columbia) The Language of Politics in a Southeastern Thai Town
8:40 ANN MAXWELL HILL (Oberlin) A Comparative Analysis of Overseas and Overland Chinese in Thailand
9:00 DON M NONINI (Stanford) "Keep On Truckin": The Chinese Lorry Industry of a Malaysian Market Town
9:20 Break
9:35 JANICE E STOCKARD (Stanford) Kwangtung to Hong Kong: The Effect of Migration and Colonial Law on the Chinese Custom of Female Adoption
9:55 HENDRICK SERRIE (Eckerd) The Familial and the Familiar in Chinese Culture
10:15  PAUL STEVEN SANGREN (Stanford) Female Deities as Inclusive Symbols in Chinese Religion
10:35  STEVEN W MOSHER (Stanford) Collectivization and Personality: A View from a Chinese Commune
10:55- Discussion
11:15

**408**  
**THE BODY AND THE SELF: THE CONCRETE PHILOSOPHY OF PERSON, SELF, AND SOCIETY IN LOWLAND SOUTH AMERICA**  
Organizer: WAUD H KRACKE (Illinois)
Chair: WAUD H KRACKE (Illinois)
8:00  WAUD H KRACKE (Illinois) Moiety and the Kagwahiv Self
8:20  LUX VIDAL (São Paulo) Kayapó Body Painting
8:40  THOMAS A GREGOR (Vanderbilt) Boundaries of Self: The Culture of Identity Among the Mehinaku Indians of Brazil
9:00  RAFAEL JOSE DE MENEZES BASTOS (Fundação Nacional do Indio) The Nucleus-Periphery Structure and the Theory of Conception of the Kamayura Indians of the Upper Xingu (Central Brazil)
9:20  Break
9:35  SYLVIA CAIUBY NOVAES (São Paulo) Funeral and Identity in Bororo Society
9:55  KENNETH KENSINGER (Bennington) The Concepts of Person and Self in Dialectical Societies: The Cashinahua Example
10:15  ROQUE DE BARROS LARAIA (Brasília) The Concepts of Person and Normality in Suruí Society
10:35  JOAN M ABELOVE (Harvard) Three Shipibo Women
10:55  Discussant: PETER RIVIERE (Oxford)
11:30

**409**  
**STRESS AND MENTAL HEALTH**  
Thoroughbred
Chair: ROBERT C NESS (Connecticut)
8:00  HOLLADAY PITTS (Connecticut) Influences of Cultural-Ethnic Background on Mental Health Care
8:20  KENNETH T LaPENSEE (Connecticut) and ROBERT C NESS (Connecticut-Health Center) Stress, Illness and Coping in a Rural Connecticut Town
8:40  TIMOTHY READY (Children’s Heart Institute of South Texas) The Anthropological Investigation of Sociocultural Influences Upon Blood Pressure During Adolescence
9:00  MARILYN L POLAND (Wayne State) Biosocial Components of Stress Associated With Artifical Insemination
9:10  BILL TRUE (St Louis VA Hospital) Schizophrenic Relapse: Comparative Family Characteristics
9:20  Break
9:35  SAMUEL COOPER (Bar-Ilan [Israel]) Rituals of Reinclusion in a Psychiatric Environment
9:45  WILLIAM WEDENOJA (Southwest Missouri State) The Psychiatric Patient in Rural Jamaica
10:05  ROBERT C NESS (Connecticut-Health Center) Migration, Adaptation and Illness: An Empirical Study of Vietnamese Refugees
10:45  RALPH BOLTON (Pomona) Susto: The Myth of Folk Illness
11:05- Discussion
11:30

**410**  
**ISSUES IN PSYCHO- AND SOCIO-LINGUISTICS**  
Chair: GILLIAN SANKOFF (Pennsylvania)
8:00  ROBERT C ULIN (New School) Language and Cross-Cultural Interpretation: The Case of the Rationality Debates
8:20 ROBERT K HERBERT (SUNY-Binghamton) and KAREN Z WALTENSPELLER (Wayne State) Language in Psychopathology: Bilingual Auditory Hallucinations
8:40 CLIFTON PYE (Pittsburgh) Morpheme Acquisition in Quiche
9:00 STEVE QUAKENBUSH (Georgetown) Language and Identity in Appalachia: Speech as a Key to Attitudes Toward Self and Group
9:20 JAMES R JAQUITH (St Mary’s) Alphabet Design and Applied Low German Literacy in Spanish-Speaking Areas
9:40 Break
9:55 CAROLYN T ADGER (Georgetown) Linguistic Accommodation to Temporary Culture Contact: Language in “Little America”
10:15 ELIZABETH MERTZ (Duke) Economic Ideas and the Motivation of Linguistic Change: A Cape Breton Case
10:35 LUKAS 0 TSITSIPIS (Wisconsin-Madison) Syntactic Reduction in Albanian Language in Greece
10:55 JOHN D RHOADES (St John Fisher) Patterns of Trilingual Language Use in Nairobi
11:15 THOMAS MOYLAN (CUNY-Grad Ctr) Language Change in Oksapmin
11:25 Discussion
12:00

411 TOWARDS AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE EMOTIONS: RETHINKING GUILT AND SHAME Monroe West
Organizer: MICHELLE Z ROSALDO (Stanford)
Chair: MICHELLE Z ROSALDO (Stanford)
8:00 MICHELLE Z ROSALDO (Stanford) Affect, Morality and the Self: Shame Among the Ilongots
8:20 EDWARD SCHIEFFELIN (Inst for the Study of Human Issues) Anger and Shame in the Tropical Forest
8:40 BRADD SHORE (Sarah Lawrence) Shame, Guilt and Social Control in Samoa
9:00 ROBERT LEVY (California-San Diego) Horror and Tragedy as Contrasting Sociopsychological Genres
9:20 JANE FAJANS (Stanford) Shame, Social Action and the Person Among the Baining
9:40 Break
9:55 DONALD RUBENSTEIN (Hawaii) Suicide in Micronesia
10:15 TAKIE LEBRA (Hawaii) Guilt and Shame: The Psychocultural Space of the Japanese Self
10:35 SHELLEY ERRINGTON (California-Santa Cruz) Siri and Guilt
10:55 JANE COLLIER (Stanford) Responsibility for Conflict
11:15 Discussants: ARLIE HOCHSCHILD (California-Berkeley), AMELIE RORTY (Rutgers)
12:00

412 MANAGING THE FISHERIES: THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE Jefferson West
Organizer: PETER FRICKE (East Carolina)
Chair: PETER FRICKE (East Carolina)
8:30 PETER FRICKE (East Carolina) The Right to Fish
8:50 BONNIE J McCAY (Rutgers) The Culture of Piracy
9:10 SUSAN B PETERSON (Woods Hole) Social Science Research for Fisheries Management versus More Traditional Research Goals
9:30 STEVE LANGDON (Alaska) The Use and Non-Use of Social Science Information in Alaskan Fisheries Management
9:50 Break
10:05 MARCUS J HEPBURN (Florida) Oyster Rehabilitation, Practical Politics and Applied Research
10:45 JAMES ACHESON (Maine) Management of the Maine Lobster Industry: A Case Study in Fishery Regulation
11:05 Discussants: RAOUL ANDERSON (National Marine Fisheries Service), M ESTELLIE SMITH (SUNY-Oswego)

413 CHANGING ROLES: WOMEN AND MEN IN SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY (Council on Anthropology and Education) Georgetown East
Organizer: THELMA SHARP COOK (UBC)
Chair: THELMA SHARP COOK (UBC)
8:30 CYNTHIA PEARLMAN (Indiana) In and Out of Focus: Gender and Social Domain
8:50 JOY LELAND (Desert Research Inst, Nevada) Societies’ Sex Role Norms and Female Drinking
9:10 LOIS WEIS (SUNY-Buffalo) Women and Education in Ghana: Some Problems in Assessing Change
9:30 THELMA SHARP COOK (UBC) and JUNE WYATT (Simon Fraser) Increased Status and Increased Risk: B.C.’s Native Indian Women in Teacher Education

11:05 Discussant: ESTELLE FUCHS (Pennsylvania)

414 ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE UNITED STATES Caucus
Chair: JAMES J HESTER (Colorado)
8:30 JOHN M FRITZ The Great Kiva of Casa Rinconada and the Chacoan Phenomenon
8:50 DAVID R WILCOX (Arizona State) Changing Perspectives on the Protohistoric Pueblos, AD 1450-1700
9:10 RENATA B WOLYNiec (Edinboro State) An Information Model of Archaeological Features
9:30 ANDREA H MUEGO (DeLeuw, Cather/Parsons) NECIP: A Case Study in Planned Archeological Resource Management
9:50 JANICE G ARTEMEL (DeLeuw, Cather/Parsons) Industrial Archeology, Ethnographic Documentation and Engineering Project Implementation
10:10 Break
10:45 MICHAEL W GRAVES (Arizona) and SALLY J HOLBROOK (California-Santa Barbara) Aggregation and Abandonment at Grasshopper: Evolutionary Trends in the Late Prehistory of East-Central Arizona
11:05 RICHARD S LEVY (Kentucky) and ERIC C GIBSON (Texas) The Emergence of Northwest Coast Culture: An Integrated Approach
11:25 TIMOTHY K PERTTULA and ANN F RAMENOFSKY (Washington) An Archaeological Model of Caddoan Culture Change
11:45 Discussion

415 CONFLICT AND THE COMMON GOOD Conservatory
Organizers: DOROTHY WILLNER (Kansas), ROBERT S MERRILL (Rochester)
Chair: DOROTHY WILLNER (Kansas)
8:30 RONALD COHEN and JOHN PADEN (Northwestern) Nigeria’s New Capital City: A Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Public Good
8:50 HENRY P LUNDSGAARDE (Kansas) Predicting Differential Outcomes in Urban Homicide Cases
9:10 SERENA NANDA (John Jay College of Criminal Justice) Watching Out for the Bad Guys: Diversity, Deviance and Danger Management Among Urban Middle Class Families
9:30 ROBERT S MERRILL (Rochester) Planners, Householders and Fertility Reduction
9:50 Break
10:05 LISA R PEATTIE (MIT) Research, Policy and Ideas in Good Currency: The Squatter Settlement Phenomenon
10:25 ROBERT J SMITH (Cornell) The Reduction of Rates of Violent Crime: Japan in the Seventies
10:45 DOROTHY WILLNER (Kansas) Congress: Conflict and the Common Good
11:05 ORAN R YOUNG (Maryland) Conflict and Social Choice in a Dependent Community: The Aleut Community of St. Paul
11:25- Discussants: MAXWELL OWUSU (Michigan), FITZ JOHN PORTER POOLE (Rochester)

416 HEALTH CARE DELIVERY Military
Chair: J NEIL HENDERSON (East Central Oklahoma State)
8:30 PAUL C FRIEDMAN (HSC San Antonio) and VICTORIA JENNINGS (Virginia) Cross Cultural Aspects of Health Care Delivery
8:50 ENOS I COZIER (Columbia) Barriers to the Utilization of a Community Mental Health Resource
9:00 STEVEN S FOLDES (Chicago) The Ideology of Regulation in the Health Services Industry
9:20 SETHA M LOW (Pennsylvania) Community Health Planning in the Urban Environment
9:40 SUSAN B FRAMPTON (Connecticut) Sickle Cell Crisis Severity and Patient Response
9:50 Break
10:05 JAMES Y GREENE, MORRIS WEINBERGER and JOSEPH J MAMLIN (Indiana and the Regenstrief Institute for Health Care) The Relationship of Examining Room Events to Client and Clinician Satisfaction
10:25 G ELAINE BEANE (Wayne State) Status Maintenance Within an Obstetrical Hierarchy: Its Effect upon Patient Care
10:45 CHARLOTTE WEAVER (California-San Francisco) Role Functions of Language Interpreters in a Major Medical Center: The Cultural Middleman
11:05 J NEIL HENDERSON (East Central Oklahoma State) An Ethnomedical View of Nursing Home Care: Housekeeper Therapy
11:25 RANDY B REITER (District of Columbia) Passing the Word: Worker Networks and Occupational Health Awareness
11:45- Discussion
12:00

417 CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE International Ballroom Center
Chair: LAURIS MCKEE (Cornell)
8:30 WENDY REICH (Missouri-St Louis) and BARBARA HERJANIC (Washington Med School) Toward an Ethnography of Children: The Implications of Talking Directly to Children
8:50 MARIANNE BLOCH (Harvard) Senegalese Mothers and Their Children: Proximity Related to Child Sex, Age, and Maternal Activity
9:10 SHARIF KANAANA (Birzeit) Games and Social Change
9:30 DANIEL SCHEINFELD (Institute for Juvenile Research) Family Environment and School Achievement Among Boys of Lower-Income Black Families
9:50 SHIRLEY ACHOR (East Texas State) "Una Buena Maestra/A Good Teacher:" Continuing Research on Parental Views in a Texas School District
10:00 Break
10:15  JILL E KORBIN (California-Los Angeles) Caretaking Patterns in a Rural Hawaiian Community: Congruence of Child and Observer Reports
10:35  PATRICIA PHELAN (Stanford) The Process of the Breaking of the Incest Taboo in American Culture
10:45  MIRTA T MULHARE (Jefferson) The Uses of Violence
11:05  KATHRYN T MOLOHON (Laurentian) Child Socialization Among Urban Indians
11:25-  Discussion
12:00  

418  ARCHAEOLOGICAL HAMMERS AND THEORIES I  Hemisphere
Organizers: ARTHUR S KEENE (Massachusetts-Amherst) and JAMES A MOORE (CUNY-Queens)
Chair: JAMES A MOORE (CUNY-Queens)
9:00  JAMES A MOORE (CUNY-Queens) Information as a Socio-ecological Resource
9:20  ARTHUR S KEENE and JOHN J CURRY (Massachusetts-Amherst) Where Do Correct Ideas Come From?
9:40  H MARTIN WOBST (Massachusetts-Amherst) Buzzwords and Behavior—Simulation in Anthropological Archaeology
10:00  Break
10:15  MICHAEL JOCHIM (California-Santa Barbara) Emics, Etics, and Ecological Models
10:35  JOHN R CROSS (Massachusetts-Amherst) Twigs, Branches, Trees and Forests: Problems of Scale in Lithic Analysis
10:55  RICHARD W REDDING, JR (Michigan) Explanation of Changes in Species Use in Archaeological Faunas: Considerations, Problems and the Future
11:05-  Discussion
11:30  

419  NEW STUDIES IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY  Cabinet
Chair: DONALD DEGLOPPER (Cornell)
9:00  KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Minnesota) The Urban “Informal” Sector as a Development Issue: Zambian Women and Work Opportunity
9:20  JEAN-LUC CHODKIEWICZ (Manitoba) Gasoline and Proteins
9:30  MADELINE LATTMAN RITTER (CUNY) Labor Intensity and Domestic Family and Household Composition in Native Central Brazil
9:50  Break
10:05  BARBARA E GRANDIN (Stanford) Informant Rating of Wealth: A Useful Ethnographic Aid
10:25  D L DONHAM (Stanford) An Archaeology of Work Among the Malle of Southwest Ethiopia
10:45  MAHIR SAUL (Indiana) Labor Parties, Wages, and Accumulation
11:05-  Discussion
11:30  

420  XIXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: HISTORY WEST AND EAST  Adams
Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: JUDITH JOEL (Indiana Southeast)
9:00  VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington) Linguistics and Anthropology in California: 1900–1920
9:20  WILLIAM W ELMENDORF (Wisconsin) Models of Linguistic Prehistory in California
9:40  CATHERINE A CALLAGHAN (Ohio State) Metathesis in Proto Utian (Miwok-Costanoan)
10:00  WILLIAM H JACOBSEN, JR (Nevada-Reno) Reduplication in Washo: An Alternative Hypothesis
10:20  Break
10:35 MARIANNE MITHUN (SUNY-Albany) The Mystery of the Vanished Laurentians: Detecting the Source of the Cartier Vocabularies
10:55 ROBERT L RANKIN (Kansas) More on the Siouan Languages of the East
11:15 KAREN DAKIN (UNAM) Historical Morphophonemics and Palatalized Consonants in Nahuatl
11:35 Discussion
12:00

421 FAMILY AND PUBLIC POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES (Department of Anthropology, The American University) State Organizers: DAVID HAINES (American), LINDA GIRDNER (Divorce and Marital Stress Clinic) Chairs: DAVID HAINES (American), LINDA GIRDNER (Divorce and Marital Stress Clinic)
9:00 DAVID HAINES (American) Strengths and Needs of the American Family: A View of the Mainstream
9:20 ARNOLD ANDERSON-SHERMAN (George Mason) A Sociological View of Family and Public Policy: The Case of Status Offenders in Virginia
9:40 LINDA GIRDNER (Divorce and Marital Stress Clinic) When Power + Ideology = Policy: The Case of Child Custody
10:00 MONICA L HEPPPEL (American) Migrant Farm Workers and Public Policy
10:20 Break
10:35 PATRICK THOMAS (American) Vietnamese Families in the United States: The Effects of Implicit and Explicit Public Policy
10:55 JASPER INGERSOLL, MARY E CHAPMAN and NGUYEN VAN HIEU (Catholic) The Vietnamese Family System Under Stress: Changing Roles of the Middle-Aged Father and the Elderly in Refugee Families
11:15 TIMOTHY DUNNIGAN (Minnesota) The Role of Family Alliance Groups in Hmong Acculturation
11:35 GEORGE M SCOTT (California-San Diego) The Lao Among Refugees in San Diego: Current Research into Problems of Adjustment
11:45 Discussion
12:00

422 PRACTICUM ON ETHNOGRAPHIC FUTURES RESEARCH (Society for Applied Anthropology, Committee on Cultural Futures Research) Jackson Trainer: ROBERT B TEXTOR (Stanford)
Attendance is by subscription. For information, see staff at the advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm Saturday.

423 HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE, CLASS FORMATION, AND THE CAPITALIST WORLD SYSTEM Lincoln East Organizers: LINA L BROCK (Columbia), LOUISE LENNIHAN (Columbia) Chair: J BRIAN SHEEHAN (Columbia)
9:30 R GRIFFIN COLEMAN (Columbia) Household Structure and the Demand for Labor on the Periphery in North Sumatra
10:00 CHERYL MWARIA (Columbia) Household Structure in a Changing Economy: The Case of the Akamba
10:15 LOUISE LENNIHAN (Columbia) As the World Turns: Capital, Class, and the Household in Northern Nigeria
10:30 J BRIAN SHEEHAN (Columbia) Class, Household Structure, and Family Conflict in Boston, Massachusetts
10:45 BELA FELDMAN-BIANCO (Campinas) Capitalist Development and Petty Bourgeois Families in Matriz, Brazil
11:00 Discussants: MICHAEL D MERRILL (Institute of Labor Education and Research), WILLIAM G DALTON (New Brunswick)
EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  Chevy Chase
10:00 Executive session

ASSOCIATION OF THIRD WORLD ANTHROPOLOGISTS  Edison
10:00 Meeting of the Executive Board

CULTURAL IDENTITY IN MODERN MALAYSIA  Monroe East
Organizer: BARBARA S WRIGHT (Yale)
Chair: DOUGLAS A RAYBECK (Hamilton)
10:00 DOUGLAS A RAYBECK (Hamilton) The Elastic Rule: Deviance and Conformity in Kelantan Village Life
10:20 LOUIS GOLOMB (Hawaii) Ethnic Minorities as Magician/Medical Specialists in Malaysia and Thailand
10:40 BARBARA S WRIGHT (Yale) The Role of the Dalang in Kelantanese Malay Society
11:00 SHARON CARSTENS (Cornell) Gender Symbolism and Ethnic Identities in a Chinese Malaysian Community
11:20 DAVID J BANKS (SUNY-Buffalo) Islam and Malay Rural Society: The Novel as Data
11:40- Discussion
12:00

ETHNOPERSONALITY: ASSUMPTIONS, THEORIES, AND RESULTS (Society for Psychological Anthropology)  Lincoln West
Organizer: RAYMOND D FOGELSON (Chicago)
Chair: RAYMOND D FOGELSON (Chicago)
10:00 JAMES M REDFIELD (Chicago) Homeric Psychology
10:20 THOMAS BUCKLEY (Massachusetts-Boston) Yurok Definition of the Person
10:40 GRACE HARRIS (Rochester) Universal Elements in Theories of the Person: The Talta Case
11:00 ROBERTO DA MATTA (Museu Nacional) Individual and Person in Traditional Societies
11:20 McKIM MARRIOTT (Chicago) Hindu Dividuality: Alternative Human Natures and Theories of Social Organization
11:40- Discussant: ANNE S STRAUS (Illinois)
12:00

HIERARCHY AND PERSONHOOD IN SOUTH ASIA  International Ballroom East
Chair: GEOFFREY BURKHART (American)
10:20 ANTHONY GOOD (Edinburgh) The Actor and the Act: Categories of Prestation in South India
10:40 GEOFFREY BURKHART (American) Time Lived and Time Thought: Aspects of South Indian Kinship
11:00 KAREN L MERREY (Pennsylvania) A Case Study of Caste in Pakistan, or a Zat is not a Jati
11:20 CAROL PRINDLE (Chicago) Marriage, Transaction, and Rank Among Muslims of Chittagong, Bangladesh
11:40- Discussion
12:00

AGING, ETHNICITY, AND SUPPORT NETWORKS (Association for Anthropology and Gerontology)  International Ballroom West
Chair: CAROL S HOLZBERG (Massachusetts-Amherst)
10:20 KENNETH FRIEDMAN (Victim Services Agency, NYC) Neighborhoods, Networks and Networks of Support in New York City
10:30 JULEE RICHARDSON (San Francisco) Black Aging
10:45 RANDALL J KENDIS (Illinois State) Adept at Adapting: Cultural Elements
Influencing Adjusting of Elderly Japanese Americans
11:00 PAULINE T JOHNSON (Phil Geriatric Ctr and Bryn Mawr) Transactions in Aging Families: An Ethnic Comparison
11:30 CAROL S HOLZBERG (Massachusetts-Amherst) Ethnicity and Aging: More Than Just the Minority Elderly
11:45 Discussants: CHRISTINE FRY (Loyola-Chicago), VIRGINIA KERNS (Virginia Polytechnic Inst), BARBARA MYERHOFF (Southern California)

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 7

430 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION   Farragut
12:00 Meeting of the Board of Directors

431 CURRENT RESEARCH IN THE PHILIPPINES—II   (US Association of Philippine Anthropologists)
12:00-1:30 Cabinet
1:30 Informal discussion
Chair: MARIO D. ZAMORA (William & Mary)

NEW SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY   Edison
12:00 Meeting of the Executive Board

432 NILE ANTHROPOLOGY: CURRENT RESEARCH    Map
Organizer: FADWA EL GUINDI (California-Los Angeles)
Chair: FADWA EL GUINDI (California-Los Angeles)
1:30 LUCIE WOOD SAUNDERS (Lehman) Economic Change in the Egyptian Countryside
1:40 NICHOLAS HOPKINS (American-Cairo) Animal Husbandry and Small Farmers in Egypt
1:50 BARBARA K LARSON (New Hampshire) Rural Poultry Production and Marketing in Egypt: Its Significance for the Domestic, Local and National Economy
2:00 THOMAS W MIESSE (Wayne State) Investments and Business in Egypt: An Analysis of Elites and Economic Development
2:10 CYNTHIA NELSON (American-Cairo) Renewable Energies and Social Development in an Egyptian Rural Community
2:20 Break
2:35 WILLIAM C YOUNG (California-Los Angeles) Ritual and Residence Among Rashayda Bedowin
2:45 PATRICK D GAFFNEY (Chicago) The Egyptian Imam
2:55 FADWA EL GUINDI (California-Los Angeles) The Muslim Sisters and Brothers of Egypt: Islam as Liberation Movement
3:05 Discussants: ROBERT A FERNEA (Texas-Austin), BARBARA ASWAD (Wayne State), LAILA EL HAMAMS (United Nations)

433 ARTS, RITUAL AND COUNTING SYSTEMS   Lincoln East
Chair: JUDITH FRIEDLANDER (SUNY-Purchase)
1:30 YOUNGSOOK KIM HARVEY (Chaminade) Symbolic Communication Between Korean Shaman and Client: The Use of Proverbs in the Counselling Process
1:50 LAUREL KENDALL (Hawaii Med School) Let the Gods Eat Rice Cake: Women’s Ritual and Women’s World View in a Korean Village
2:10 TSU-PING HO (Virginia) Reflections on Feminine Roles in Contemporary Taiwanese Folk Drama KO-TSAI HSI
2:30 Break
2:45 WILLIAM K POWERS (Rutgers) The Transformation of Sacred Language
3:05 MARGARET BLACKMAN (SUNY-Brockport) Master Carpenter’s Daughters: Women Artists from the Northwest Coast
3:25 L McL MCDougall (Oxford) Australian Counting Systems: Further Consideration of the Category of Number
3:45 Discussion
4:00

434 CULTURAL PERFORMANCE AND THE DISPLAY OF COLLECTIVE IDENTITY Jefferson West
Chair: SUE ROARK-CALNEK (SUNY-Geneseo)
1:30 JILL D SWEET (New Mexico) Tourist Contact Within the Tewa Dance Realm
1:50 SUE ROARK-CALNEK (SUNY-Geneseo) Sacred Work or Secular Play: Symbolic Inversions in Oklahoma Indian Pow-Wow Performance
2:10 MARY H SELLERS (NCACC) Come See and Be an Indian: The White Pan-Indian Content of Mid-Atlantic Show Powwows
2:30 MICHAEL D MURPHY (Alabama) A Religious Rivalry in Seville, Spain
2:50 Break
3:05 FRANK E MANNING (Western Ontario) Celebrating Cricket: Sports Festival and Social Change
3:25 SIMON LICHMAN (Pennsylvania) The Gardener’s Story: Metalfolklore of a Mumming Tradition
3:45 JULIE TAYLOR (California-San Diego) Professional Symbol-Makers and Popular Symbolism: The Case of Brazilian Carnival
3:55 FRANK A DUBINSKAS (Stanford) Ritual on Stage: Performance as Culture
4:15 History

435 RENEWING THE NEW ETHNOGRAPHY Georgetown West
Organizer: JANET DOUGHERTY (Illinois)
Chair: JANET DOUGHERTY (Illinois)
1:30 TERENCE HAYS (Rhode Island) Looking for Culture Amidst Diversity: Old Assumptions and the New Ethnography
1:50 OSWALD WERNER (Northwestern) Foundations of Ethnoscientific Ethnography: A Multilevel Theory
2:10 ROBERT RANDALL (Houston) There’s More to Social Behavior than Naming Things: Some Notes on the Relation Between Verbs and Problem Solving
2:30 Break
2:45 MICHAEL BROWN (Michigan) Intracultural Variability in Andean Food Classification
3:05 JANET DOUGHERTY and CHARLES KELLER (Illinois) Taskonomy: A Practical Perspective on Knowledge Structures
3:25 EUGENE HUNN (Washington) Toward a Utilitarian Model of Folk Biological Classification
3:45 Discussants: PAUL KAY (California-Berkeley), STEPHEN TYLER (Rice)
4:15

436 ARCHAEOLOGY: CURRENT RESEARCH Conservatory
Chair: THOMAS H CHARLTON (Iowa)
1:30 CHARLES A SCHWARTZ (London) Cattle Domestication in the Balkan Neolithic
1:40 ELIZABETH F HENRICKSON (Toronto) Chogha Maran and the Zagros Chalcolithic
1:50 RICHARD H MEADOW (Harvard) From Hunting to Herding in Prehistoric Baluchistan
2:00 DONALD D HARTLE (Nigeria) The Cultural Chronology of Igboland
2:10 MICHAEL DiBLASI (Boston) Kwanzoo: An Early Iron Age Occurrence in the Eastern Highlands of Kenya
2:30 JEROME A OFFNER (North Carolina-Charlotte) Reconstruction Texcocan Land Tenure with Post-Conquest Legal Cases: The Failure of Spanish Jurisprudence
2:40 Break
2:55 CHARLES C KOLB (Behrend-Penn State) Analysis of the Culhua Mexica Tax-Tribute System ca AD 1520
3:05 GORDON BRONITSKY (Texas-Permian Basin) Technological Assessment of St Johns Polychrome: Phase I
3:15 M JANE YOUNG and ROBERT HENRY LEIBMAN (Pennsylvania) Zuni Rock Art
3:25 MARSHALL J BECKER (West Chester) Lenape Archaeology and Ethnohistory
3:35 JONATHAN BOWEN (Ohio Historical Society) Research at Miller’s Ridge: Let the Farmer Do the Work
3:45 SHARON WARNER (Cincinnati) Burial Customs
4:15 RONALD D ANZALONE (USDI SUNY-Binghampton) The Case for Architectural Analysis in Complex Archeological Sites

437 THE COMPARATIVE STUDY OF LOWLAND SOUTH AMERICAN INDIAN SOCIETIES THROUGH CONCEPTS OF SELF AND PERSON Jefferson East
Organizer: ANTHONY SEEGER (Museu Nacional)
Chair: ANTHONY SEEGER (Museu Nacional)
1:30 ANTHONY SEEGER (Museu Nacional) Why We Need to Discuss Self and Person in Lowland South America: What This Symposium is All About
1:50 ELMER MILLER (Temple) Contexts for Investigating the Individual Identity: An Example From the Gran Chaco Toba
2:10 JEAN E JACKSON (MIT) Bara Concepts of Self and Other
2:30 ARACY LOPES DA SILVA (São Paulo) Naming, Formal Friendship, and the Notion of Person Among the Shavante (Gê) of Central Brazil
2:50 Break
3:05 GREGORY P URBAN (Texas-Austin) Language, Agency, and the “Theory of Self” in Shokleng (Gê)
3:25 ALLEN JOHNSON (California-Los Angeles) Ecological Influences on the Boundaries of Self and Other Among the Machiguenga of the Peruvian Amazon
3:45 AURORE MONOD-BECQUELIN (Paris) The Metamorphosis
Discussant: VINCENT CRAPANZANO (CUNY-Graduate Center)
4:05-4:30

438 ARCHAEOLOGICAL HAMMERS AND THEORIES II Hemisphere
Organizers: ARTHUR S KEENE (Massachusetts-Amherst), JAMES A MOORE (CUNY-Queens)
Chair: JAMES A MOORE (CUNY-Queens)
1:30 GEORGE C FRISON (Wyoming) Faunal Studies in Archeology
1:50 WARREN R DeBOER (CUNY-Queens) The Archaeological Record as Preserved Death Assemblage
2:10 C WESLEY COWAN (Michigan) and PAUL E MINNIS (New Mexico) Structure and Meaning in the Paleoethnobotanical Record
2:30 RICHARD BLANTON (Purdue) The Growth of Ecological Approaches in Mesoamerican Archaeology
2:50 Break
3:05 VINCAS P STEPONAITIS (SUNY-Binghamton) Some Limitations of Central Place Theory and How to Get Around Them
3:25 ROBERT PAYNTER (CUNY-Queens) Extending the Scope of Settlement Analyses
3:45 ARTHUR A SAXE (Hawaii-Manoa) Mortuary Practices and Their Ecocultural Determinants: Theoretical Perspectives Evaluated
4:05-4:30 Discussant: HENRY T WRIGHT (Michigan)

439 ETHNICITY AND THE STATE Georgetown East
Organizer: WILLIAM G LOCKWOOD (Michigan)
Chair: WILLIAM G LOCKWOOD (Michigan)
1:30 RICHARD H THOMPSON (James Madison) Ethnicity vs State Ideology
1:50 DEVVA KASNITZ (Michigan) State Policy and Ethnic Mobilization in Australia
2:10 LESLIE M DOW, JR (Michigan) Ladino-Indian Relations and the Guatemalan State
2:30 WILLIAM G LOCKWOOD (Michigan) Croatian Citizen, Austrian State: The Political Integration of the Burgenland Croats
2:50 Break
3:05 GLENN MITCHELL (Wyoming) The Rise of a Regional Ethnic Group in the Spanish State
3:25 ELLEN WIEGANDT (Graduate Inst of International Studies) Integration and Dissension: Ethnicity in Switzerland and Belgium
3:45-4:30 Discussant: Cynthia Enloe (Clark)

THE MAKING OF HISTORY IN NEW GUINEA Thoroughbred
Organizers: DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst), RENA LEDERMAN (Columbia)
Chairs: DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst), RENA LEDERMAN (Columbia)
1:30 DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst) Of Things that Change: The Importance of Understanding History Among the Chambri of Papua New Guinea
1:50 RENA LEDERMAN (Columbia) Trends and Cycles in Mend
2:10 AMY BURCE (Stanford) Detusking Grandfather Boar: The Subversion of Warfare Among the Guhu-Samane
2:30 ROBERT GLASSE (CUNY-Queens) The Pacification of the Huil and Other Mysteries
2:50 Break
3:05 PETER HUBER (Princeton) Spiritual Stratigraphy in Wamu: Religious Ferment and Cold Culture
3:25 NANCY LUTKEHAUS (Columbia) Manipulating Myth and History: How Manams Maintain Themselves
3:45 NANCY MCDOWELL (Franklin and Marshall) Concepts of History in Bun
4:05-4:30 Discussants: MERVYN MEGGITT (CUNY-Queens), GENE OGAN (Minnesota)

SOCIOECONOMIC CHANGE IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPE International Ballroom West
Chair: WILLIAM DERNAN (Michigan)
2:00 RAINER L BAUER (Stanford) Depopulation and Agricultural Change in the Sierra Caurel (Spain)
2:20 BRIAN J O’NEILL (London School of Economics) Cooperative Labour and Equality In a Northern Portuguese Hamlet
2:40 DOUGLAS R HOLMES (Boston College) Contract and Coercion: Tenancy and Class In a Northern Italian Community
3:00 SUSAN B LUTON (Allegheny College) Integrating Anthropology and Political Economy through the Study of an Elite
3:20-3:30 Discussion

SOCIAL ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY TAIWAN Caucus
Organizers: PAMELA A DEVOE (Missouri Institute of Psychiatry), RONALD E MERTZ (St Louis Public Schools)
Chair: PAMELA A DEVOE (Missouri Institute of Psychiatry)
2:00 PAMELA A DEVOE (Missouri Institute of Psychiatry) The Changing Role of Women In Taiwan
2:20 RUTH ANN SANDO (Hawaii) The Social Impact of Depopulation In Taiwanese Farm Communities
2:40 RONALD E MERTZ (St Louis Public Schools) In the Face of Change: Aspirations and Concerns of Taiwanese Farmers
3:00 Break
3:15 MARTA J LEVITT-MERIN (Hawaii) Female Social Networks in a Taiwanese Urban Community
3:35 CHING-CHING CHEN (Massachusetts) And Then Come the Dragon Babies
3:55 GEORGE P CERNADA (Massachusetts) Fertility Control Policy, Cultural Context and Social Development Planning: The Case of Taiwan
4:15- Discussion
4:30

443 MIGRATION International Ballroom Center
Chair: BETTE DENICH (SUNY-Albany)
2:00 KATHERINE H SULLIVAN (Mt Holyoke) Moving Up in Lorca: Social Mobility Among Returned Spanish Migrants
2:20 MARK G WOJNO (Michigan State) The Effects of Emigration and Return Migration Upon Three Rural Donor Communities in Tras-Os-Montes Province Portugal: Modernization vs Economic Development
2:40 EWA K HAUSER (Johns Hopkins) Migration and Class Consciousness
3:00 OMEGA D'ADDARIO (Michigan) Migration: The Long and the Short
3:20 Break
3:35 JAMES SEWASTYNOWICZ (Jacksonville State) The Relationship Between Geographical and Social Mobility on the Latin American Frontier
3:35 FRANCES R STIER (Purdue) Migration Patterns in San Bias, Panama 1940-1976
4:15 CHARLES V CARNEGIE (Johns Hopkins) Cultural Models and the Study of Population Movement
4:35- Discussion
5:00

444 THE SOCIALIZATION OF AFFECT (Society for Psychological Anthropology) Lincoln West
Organizers: SARA HARKNESS (Harvard) and PHILIP L KILBRIDE (Bryn Mawr)
Chairs: SARA HARKNESS (Harvard) and PHILIP L KILBRIDE (Bryn Mawr)
2:00 SARA HARKNESS and CHARLES M SUPER (Harvard) Socialization, Cognition, and Affect Among the Kipsigis of Kenya
2:20 PHILIP L KILBRIDE and JANET KILBRIDE (Bryn Mawr) Socialization for High Positive Affect Among the Baganda of Uganda
2:40 SUSAN SEYMOUR (Pitzer) Household Structure and the Socialization of Affect in India
3:00 Break
3:15 CATHY LUTZ (Harvard) Emotion, Parental Goals, and Folk Psychological Beliefs on Ifaluk Atol
3:35 THOMAS S WEISNER (California-Los Angeles) Parent's Values and Children's Affect in Conventional and Non-Conventional American Families
4:15- Discussant: C E IZARD (Delaware)
5:00

445 ISLAMIC IDEOLOGY Monroe West
Organizer: RAYMOND SCUPIN (California-Santa Barbara)
Chair: RAYMOND SCUPIN (California-Santa Barbara)
2:00 AMAL RASSAM (CUNY-Queens) Sarif, Fqih, and Marabout; the Social Organization of Religious Culture in Morocco
2:20 NICHOLAS GAVRILIDES (SUNY-Cortland) Islamic Fundamentalism and Tribalism in the State of Kuwait
2:40 MARY ELAINE HOOGlund (SUNY-Binghamton) Accommodation and Revolution: Symbiotic Ideologies in Shiite Islam
3:00 RAYMOND SCUPIN (California-Santa Barbara) Transformations in Islamic Ideology: The Thai Muslim Case
3:20 Break
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:35</td>
<td>Richard Antoun (SUNY-Binghamton)</td>
<td>The Islamic Preacher and the Accommodation of Traditions: Four Views of the Prophet's Night Journey and Ascent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:55</td>
<td>D G Hatt (Calgary)</td>
<td>Legitimizing and Revolutionary Ideologies in the Muslim West: An Historical Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>Mark R Woodward (Illinois-Urbana)</td>
<td>Modern Ideology and Traditional Cosmology in Indonesian Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:35-</td>
<td>Discussants: M Jamil Hanifi (Northern Illinois), Philip Carl Saltzman (McGill)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 446 THE POLITICS OF SEX ROLES IN THE CARIBBEAN

(Association of Black Anthropologists) Monroe East

- Organizers: Victoria Durant-Gonzalez (Georgia Tech), Johnnetta B Cole (Massachusetts-Amherst)
- Chairs: Victoria Durant-Gonzalez (Georgia Tech), Johnnetta B Cole (Massachusetts-Amherst)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>Joan D Koss (California State-Haywood)</td>
<td>Sexual Politics and Healing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:20</td>
<td>Caroline Carmody-Friedman (Iona)</td>
<td>Sex Role Asymmetry in Antiguan Village Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:40</td>
<td>Alynn Bolles (Rutgers)</td>
<td>Jamaican Women in Groups: Urban Factory Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Johnnetta B Cole (Massachusetts-Amherst)</td>
<td>Socialism and Gender in Cuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:20</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:35</td>
<td>Victoria Durant-Gonzalez (Georgia Tech)</td>
<td>Gender and the Distribution of Social Rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:55</td>
<td>Olga Stavvakis (Minnesota)</td>
<td>Fertility, Sex and Power in a Changing Maya Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15-</td>
<td>Discussants: Vera Green (Rutgers), Helen Safa (Florida)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 447 POLICY AND RESPONSE: EAST EUROPEAN SOCIO-ECONOMIC ADAPTATIONS

Military

- Organizers: Marida Hollos (Brown), Michael Sozan (Slippery Rock State)
- Chair: Marida Hollos (Brown)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>Marida Hollos (Brown)</td>
<td>Ideology and Economics: Cooperative Organization and Attitudes Toward Collectivization in Two Hungarian Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:20</td>
<td>Michael Sozan (Slippery Rock State)</td>
<td>Domestic Husbandry in Socialist Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:40</td>
<td>Sam Beck (Massachusetts)</td>
<td>Articulating Modes of Production: Uncooperative Peasants in Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>David Kidekel (Central Connecticut State)</td>
<td>The Response to Collectivization in a Romanian Commune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:20</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:35</td>
<td>Carole Nagengast (California-Riverside)</td>
<td>Peasants and the State: Adaptive Strategies in a Polish Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:55</td>
<td>Frances Pine and Tom Bogdanowicz (London School of Economics)</td>
<td>Kinship and Socio-Economic Change in a Polish Highland Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>Marilyn Rueschmeyer (R I School of Design)</td>
<td>Work Collectives and the Personal Life of Professionals in the German Democratic Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:35-</td>
<td>Discussants: John Cole (Massachusetts-Amherst), Bela Maday (American)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 448 MEDICAL AND HEALTH BELIEFS

Cabinet

- Chair: Clarissa S Scott (Miami)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>Joseph W Bastien (Texas-Arlington)</td>
<td>Callawaya Herbal Curing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10</td>
<td>Philip Singer (Oakland)</td>
<td>Sense Data vs Filmed Data: Observer Reactions to a Filippo Psychic Surgery Demonstration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2:30  KAJA FINKLER (Eastern) The Therapeutic Effects of Non-Medical Practitioners
2:50  BYRON J GOOD and MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD (California-Davis) Spiritualist Realities: A Symbolic Analysis of Spiritualist Clinical Practice
3:10  MARGERY Q FOX (Fairleigh Dickinson) The Christian Science Nurse: Contradiction or Contrast?
3:30  Break
3:45  PATRICIA A MARSHALL (Kentucky) A Cross-Cultural Study of Perception of Illness Control: Rural Haiti and Southern Appalachia
4:05  CLARISSA S SCOTT (Miami) The Influence of Health Cultural Beliefs and Practices on Compliance with the Diabetic Regimen
4:25  EMILY B MASSARA (Hahnemann Med College) Obesity and Cultural Weight Valuations: An Emic/Etic Approach
4:45-
5:00

449  EDUCATION, LITERACY AND ETHNICITY: TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY INTERFACES (Council on Anthropology and Education) State Organizer: DANIEL A WAGNER (Harvard)
2:00  CAROL REIDLER-BERGER and PHYLLIS KOLING (Yeshiva) The Acquisition and Retention of Biliteracy in Bilingual Schools of Four Ethnolinguistic Groups in New York
2:20  AMY SHUMAN (Pennsylvania) “Sometimes I Wish I Didn’t Know English”: Complementary Uses of Literacy Among Puerto Rican Adolescents
2:40  JO ANNE BENNETT (Cambridge) Social Uses and Supports for Arabic Literacy in a West African Society
3:00  DANIEL A WAGNER (Harvard) and ABDELHAMID LOTFI (Pennsylvania) Learning to Read by “Rote” in Quranic Schools for Yourn Children
3:20  Break
3:35  SIDNEY R JONES (Ford Foundation) Pesantrens, Politics, and Modernization
3:55  M J RICE (Georgia) Affirmative Action in Higher Education in India
4:05  RICHARD A NAVARRO (Stanford) Oral History in Educational Research: A Chicana’s Experience in Integration
4:15  JAMES W STIGLER (Michigan) and AI-LAN TSAO (Taiwan) Language Use and Literacy in a Bilingual Context
4:35-
5:00  Discussant: SYLVIA SCRIBNER (Center for Applied Linguistics)

450  XIXth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: SYNTAX Adams
Organizer: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
Chair: MARIANNE MITHUN (SUNY-Albany)
2:00  NORA C ENGLAND (Iowa) Ergativity in Mamean (Mayan) Languages
2:20  BARBARA W EDMONSON (Tulane) Potosino Huastec Pronouns
2:40  KATHRYN JOSSERAND (CISINAH) Morphological and Syntactic Variation in Mixtec
3:00  AMY ZAHARLICK (Ohio State) Passives in Picuris (Tiwa)
3:20  Break
3:35  SUSAN STEELE (Arizona) The “Optional” Copula
3:55  ROSS SAUNDERS (Simon Fraser) and PHILIP W DAVIS (Rice) Control and Stem Derivation in Bella Coola
4:15  SUZANNE ROSE (Victoria) Kuyquot Nominal Relations
4:35-
5:00  Discussion

451  ETHNIC MARKERS AND THEIR MEANING International Ballroom East
Chair: DANIEL MALTZ
2:00 ALEXIS M GARDELLA-MICHAEL (London School of Economics) Social Structural Transformation in Rodrigues
2:20 LEE DRUMMOND (McGill) A Semiotic of Guyanese Ethnic Categories: Internal Variation and Cultural Theory
2:40 JANE MONNIG ATKINSON (Lewis and Clark) Taking Tucks in the Sacred Canopy: The Construction of Wana Religion
3:00 MARY O'CONNOR (California-Santa Barbara) Ethnic Identity in Southern Sonora, Mexico
3:20 Break
3:55 ATWOOD GAINES (Duke) Race and Culture as Cultural Systems
4:15 INGRID P O'GRADY (Catholic) Semantic Variation as a Mechanism for Armenian Immigrant Adaptation
4:35 CATHERINE L MACKLIN (Berkeley) A Critique of Frederick Barth's Approach to Ethnicity
4:55- Discussion
5:15

452 SOCIOECONOMIC HISTORY International Ballroom West
Chair: EMILIO F MORAN (Indiana)
3:45 JAMES J PHILLIPS (Franklin Pierce) Jamaican Sugar Workers: Class Consciousness, Systems of Production and Emotional Discharge
4:05 DAVID FEINGOLD (ISHI) The Poppy Revolution: Social Concomitants of Agricultural Innovation
4:25 RICHARD P LANDO (Rockefeller Foundation) Local Irrigation Systems and Social Structure: The Question of New Construction
4:45 ROBERT C HUNT (Brandeis) Community and Centralization in Canal Irrigation
5:05- Discussion
5:15

453 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND DIPLOMACY Caucus
5:00- Informal discussion on the relevance of anthropology to diplomacy with emphasis on current international issues and problems
6:00 Chair: MARIO ZAMORA (William & Mary)
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<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRVINGTON PUBLISHERS, INC</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J F BERGIN PUBLISHERS/PRAEGER PUBLISHERS</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN WILEY AND SONS</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITTLE BROWN AND COMPANY</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS/SCHOOL OF AMERICAN RESEARCH</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA PRESS</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRENTICE-HALL</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS/YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDGRAVE PUBLISHING COMPANY</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTLEDGE, KEGAN PAUL</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAMES AND HUDSON, INC</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTVIEW PRESS</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Your Students Will Discover What It Means to Be Human...

with these Latest Wiley Anthropology Titles

Forthcoming titles...

TO BE HUMAN: An Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
Alexander Alland, Jr., Columbia University
Using the question "What is human nature?" as the unifying theme, this text provides a humanistic view of cultural anthropology in which culture is seen as both a system of signs and as a code for behavioral adaptation. It begins by introducing concepts in a gradual fashion, enabling students to acquire a good grasp of the fundamentals before confronting the chapter on theory. The closing chapter examines two case studies of humans under extreme deprivation (The Ik of Uganda and the Holocaust victims), demonstrating how responses to these conditions are based on cultural and historical facts.


ANTHROPOLOGY: An Introduction, 3rd Ed.
Lowell D. Holmes & Wayne Parris both of Wichita State University
This book examines the physical, cultural, archeological, and linguistic attributes of mankind. It begins with an analysis of the nature of anthropology and its relation to other disciplines, continues with a lucid outline of the history of anthropology, and then covers such topics as human evolution, fossil man, race, and prehistory. The emphasis is on the concept of culture, and the book defines it, explains how it is analyzed, and presents a description of American culture.


Recently published titles...

TO BE HUMAN: An Introduction to General Anthropology
Alexander Alland, Jr., Columbia University
Here is a balanced presentation of the four fields of anthropology: physical anthropology, archeology, linguistics, and cultural anthropology. The text deals with the evolution of the human species and the evolution of culture as well as the place of anthropological studies in the modern world. Although Alland approaches the field from a basically humanistic point of view, the biological foundations of humans are not neglected.

(0 471 01747-7) 1980 657 pgs.

CULTURE: The Anthropological Perspective
Marc J. Swartz & David K. Jordan, both of The University of California, San Diego
A cultural anthropology text that employs the concepts of culture, social structure, and personality as a basis or theme for explaining human behavior. Each chapter begins with a detailed ethnographic case from a different society, involving actual people.

(0 471 03333-2) 1980 paper 476 pgs.

ANTHROPOLOGY: The Cultural Perspective, 2nd Ed.
James P. Spradley & David W. McCurdy, both of Macalester College
This basic text teaches traditional concepts of cultural anthropology through detailed ethnographic situations, demonstrating how the concept of culture may be employed by students to understand life in their own and other societies. Uses extensive American ethnographic material.

(0 471 04601-9) 1980 paper 400 pgs.

Prices subject to change without notice.
In the Land of the Olmec
VOLUME 1. THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF SAN LORENZO TENOCHTITLAN
VOLUME 2. THE PEOPLE OF THE RIVER
By Michael D. Coe and Richard A. Diehl
Presents the results of a large-scale expedition to explore the age and nature of the Olmec, Mesoamerica's first complex society. Reports on landscape, excavations, magnetometry, ceramics, lithics, monuments, faunal remains, radiocarbon samples, and petrography in volume 1 provide data to begin to explain why and how Olmec civilization first arose here. Volume 2 presents one of the most detailed investigations yet carried out of human adaptation to the New World tropics.
640 pp., 19 color and 327 b&w photos. 1575 line drawings. 14 maps. 68 tables, $80.00 boxed set

Mexican Masks
By Donald Cordry
This magnificent book preserves the crucial link to Mexico's past represented by Indian ritual dance masks. It contains a wealth of information about mask-making and mask use, describing materials and techniques, regional and ethnic variations, and shamanistic, symbolic, and social functions. Each of the hundreds of illustrations is accompanied by a detailed description.
304 pp., 201 color and 84 b&w photos. 28 line drawings. 2 maps, $39.95
Skywatchers of Ancient Mexico
By Anthony F. Aveni
Combining as it does the romance of space with the mystery of the past, the study of pre-Columbian skywatchers of the New World has drawn increasing scientific and popular attention in recent years. Aveni, one of the pioneers in the emerging interdisciplinary field of archaeoastronomy, couples basic astronomy with archaeological and ethnological data to synthesize what is known of ancient astronomy in this hemisphere.
360 pp., 26 tables, 116 figures, 1 map. $25.00

The Territorial Experience
HUMAN ECOLOGY AS SYMBOLIC INTERACTION
By E. Gordon Ericksen
224 pages, illustrated. $18.95

Palenque Round Table Series
General Editor Merle Greene Robertson
Volume I, First Palenque Round Table, 1973: Part 1
173 pages, illustrated. $15.00 paper
Volume II, First Palenque Round Table, 1973: Part 2
143 pages, illustrated. $15.00 paper
Volume III, Second Palenque Round Table, 1974
230 pages, illustrated. $25.00 paper
Volume IV, Third Palenque Round Table, 1978: Part 1
232 pages, illustrated. $25.00 paper
Volume V, Third Palenque Round Table, 1978: Part 2
270 pages, illustrated. $30.00 paper

HLAS No. 41 Offprint
ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY
Edited by Dolores Moyano Martin
280 pages. $19.95 paper

Books forthcoming in Spring and Fall 1981
Mosque and Pagoda
THE MUSLIM CHINESE
By Barbara L. K. Pillsbury
344 pages. $19.95

The Ancient Future of the Itza
THE CHILAM BALAM OF TIZIMIN
By Munro S. Edmonson
price to be announced

The Indian Christ, the Indian King
THE HISTORICAL SUBSTRATE OF MAYA MYTH AND RITUAL
By Victoria Reifler Bricker
price to be announced

Supplement to the Handbook of Middle American Indians
VOLUME I, ARCHAEOLOGY
Edited by Jeremy A. Sabloff,
Series editor Victoria Reifler Bricker
price to be announced
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY, Third Edition
William A. Haviland, University of Vermont

A best-selling introduction to the principles and processes of cultural anthropology. The Third Edition features two new chapters devoted to the nature and future of anthropology, information on careers in anthropology, and two new full-color photo essays (portfolios). It offers more material on complex, modern societies, giving students an overall view of U.S. culture within a cross-cultural context. In addition, boxed biographies of anthropologists and their contributions, interspersed throughout the text, now replace the chapter on the history of anthropology.

October 1980/528 pages, paper
ISBN 0-03-057882-5
Instructor's Manual with Test Bank (800 objective questions)
ISBN 0-03-057883-3

THE FIRST AMERICANS: Then and Now
William H. Hodge

A study of 13 North American Indian groups before and after white domination. Utilizing photographs, maps and a minimum of technical terms, Hodge presents the Indians as living, believable people as he examines the survival of the Indian culture in adverse circumstances.

January 1981/698 pages, cloth
ISBN 0-03-056721-1

LAKOTA OF THE ROSEBUD: A Contemporary Ethnography
Elizabeth S. Grobsmith, University of Nebraska

Describes the modern reservation life of the Sioux (Lakota), and how the society resists assimilationist pressures. Includes historical background and shows the process of culture change.

January 1981/160 pages, paper
ISBN 0-03-057438-2

ALEUTS: Survivors of the Bering Land Bridge
William S. Laughlin, University of Connecticut, Storrs

Using the results of a number of anthropological and other scientific methodologies to decipher their origins, Laughlin has integrated many perspectives to describe the Aleuts in the context of their 9,000-year history.

1980/128 pages, paper
ISBN 0-03-081269-0
two valuable finds

Chad Oliver's
THE DISCOVERY OF HUMANITY
An Introduction to Anthropology

Marvin Harris's
CULTURE, PEOPLE, NATURE
An Introduction to General Anthropology
Third Edition

To request examination copies, write to Suite 3D, Harper & Row, 10 East 53rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10022. Please include course title, enrollment, and present text.

Introducing a new series

BEHAVIOR:
BRAIN, BIOLOGY, and CULTURE
Edited by Melvin J. Konner
with Alexander J. Morin, consultant

For further information please visit booth No. 2 or submit proposals directly to:
John M. Wander, editorial director.

ALDINE PUBLISHING CO.
200 Saw Mill River Road
Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532
Man, The Promising Primate
The Conditions of Human Evolution
Peter J. Wilson
"A brilliant book, full of original insights and stimulating ideas concerning the origin of the family, marriage, kinship, fatherhood, and much else relating to human evolution." — Ashley Montagu  $12.95

Ethnographic Atlas of Ifugao
Harold C. Conklin
"I have long considered the Atlas one of the most important large scale enterprises in anthropological research in this country. I think it will prove to be an absolutely fundamental reference work for all those interested in the ethnography and ecology of the tropics in general and of Southeast Asia in particular." — Clifford Geertz  153 full color maps + 170 black-and-white photographs  $75.00

Now available in paper
The Horse of Pride
Life in a Breton Village
Pierre-Jakez Hélias
translated and abridged by June Guicharnaud
Foreword by Laurence Wylie
"A marvelous book.... As Hélia recounts it, his own youth was so paradigmatic of the life of Breton peasants that autobiography and anthropology, memoir and history all merge." — Audrey C. Foote, Washington Post Book World Illus.  $6.95

A World Like Our Own
Man and Nature in Madagascar
Alison Jolly
Photographs by Russ Kinne
"This book should be read by everyone who is entranced and intrigued by the beauty, variety, wealth, promise — yet fragility and vulnerability — of our beautiful planet."
— Barbara Ward  194 illus.  $29.95

Biosocial Mechanisms of Population Regulation
edited by Mark Nathan Cohen, Roy S. Malpass, and Harold G. Klein
Foreword by G. Evelyn Hutchinson
In sixteen original papers of great theoretical as well as practical importance, researchers in biology, anthropology, and psychology address vital questions on the issue of overpopulation.  $22.50

Yale University Press  Booth 46
The Art of War
By CHRISTIAN FEEST. Above all an account of the weapons that proliferate in all tribal societies, this book discusses the ceremonies that surround war, the strategies adopted, and the mechanisms that different tribes have for making peace. With 48 color and 48 monotone illustrations. $9.95 paper

The Art of Benin
By PAULA BEN-AMOS. Drawing on recent archaeological discoveries, the fascinating accounts of European travelers which date back to the sixteenth century, and the folklore of the Beni themselves, this book shows how the ancient crafts of Benin were transformed through contact with neighboring Yoruba tribes. With 48 color and 48 monotone illustrations. $9.95 paper

The Maya
Revised and Enlarged Edition
By MICHAEL D. COE. In a new format with additional illustrations, the author has taken into account all new information that has come to light. With 141 illustrations. $9.95 paper; $19.95 cloth

The Archaeology of North America
American Indians and Their Origins
By DEAN SNOW, with photographs by Werner Forman. “Valuable photographs and maps illuminate a most readable text.” - The Art Callery. With 202 illustrations. $12.95 paper

The Beaker Folk
Copper Age Archaeology in Western Europe
By R. J. HARRISON Illus./$19.95

Foundations in the Dust
The Story of Mesopotamian Exploration
By SETON LLOYD Illus./$19.95

The Maya
By MICHAEL D. COE Illus./$9.95 paper; $19.95 cloth

The Archaeology of North America
American Indians and Their Origins
By DEAN SNOW Illus./$12.95 paper

The Archaeology of Mesopotamia
From the Old Stone Age to the Persian Conquest
By SETON LLOYD Illus./$8.95 paper

Mistra
By STEVEN RUNCIMAN Illus./$17.50

The Spartans
By L. F. FITZHARDINGE Illus./$16.95

Babylon
By JOHN OATES Illus./$16.95

Image of the New World
The American Continent Portrayed in Native Texts
By GORDON BROTHERSON Illus./$19.95

The Cave Artists
By ANN SIEVEKING Illus./$16.95

A History of Mexican Archaeology
The Vanished Civilizations of Middle America
By IGNACIO BERNAL Illus./$17.95

HUMAN BIOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE, 3rd Edition, by Mark L. Weiss & Alan E. Mann. Cloth/c. 592 pages/$16.95 tentative. The evolutionary framework that’s used to survey the major sub-fields of physical anthropology hasn’t changed in the new edition of this popular text. However, the material on genetics and genetic mechanisms has been moved forward where it’s more useful—and there’s expanded coverage of hominid evolution, recent fossil finds, modern variations and HLA types, and human growth, development, and variation.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>African Apostles</strong></td>
<td>by Bennetta Jules-Rosette</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ritual and Conversion in the Church of John Maranke</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Australian Religions</strong></td>
<td>by Mircea Eliade</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>An Introduction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black Clubs in Bermuda</strong></td>
<td>by Frank E. Manning</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnography of a Play World</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors</strong></td>
<td>by Victor Turner</td>
<td>$5.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symbolic Action in Human Society</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karavar</strong></td>
<td>by Frederick Karl Errington</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Masks and Power in a Melanesian Ritual</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lethal Speech</strong></td>
<td>by Roy Wagner</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Daribi Myth as Symbolic Obviation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peyote Hunt</strong></td>
<td>by Barbara G. Myerhoff</td>
<td>$22.50 cloth; $5.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Sacred Journey of the Huichol Indians</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Predicament of Homecoming</strong></td>
<td>by Shlomo Deshen and Moshe Shokeid</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cultural and Social Life of North African Immigrants in Israel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revelation and Divination in Ndembu Ritual</strong></td>
<td>by Victor Turner</td>
<td>$22.50 cloth; $5.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ritual of Battle</strong></td>
<td>by Alf Hiltzebeitel</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Krishna in the Mahābhārata</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Reversible World</strong></td>
<td>edited by Barbara A. Babcock</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symbolic Inversion in Art and Society</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Ritual Process</strong></td>
<td>by Victor Turner</td>
<td>$5.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure and Anti-Structure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symbol and Conquest</strong></td>
<td>by Ronald L. Grimes</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Ritual and Drama in Sante Fe, New Mexico</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symbol and Politics in Communal Ideology</strong></td>
<td>edited by Sally F. Moore and Barbara G. Myerhoff</td>
<td>$19.50 cloth; $5.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cases and Questions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symbols</strong></td>
<td>by Raymond Firth</td>
<td>$23.50 cloth; $5.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public and Private</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transformation of the Hummingbird</strong></td>
<td>by Eva Hunt</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cultural Roots of a Zinacantecan Mythical Poem</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walbiri Iconography</strong></td>
<td>Graphic Representation and Cultural Symbolism in a Central Australian</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Society</strong></td>
<td>by Nancy D. Munn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Drums of Affliction</strong></td>
<td>A Study of Religious Processes among the Ndembu of Zambia</td>
<td>$7.95 paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forthcoming:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These and many other fine books on display at booth #37.
Now Complete

WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY
An Interdisciplinary Series

The distinguished wide-ranging series of books drawn from papers presented at the IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences is now complete in 92 hardcover volumes.

The following volumes have just been published:

Early Native Americans • West African Culture Dynamics
Peasants, Primitives and Proletariats • Spirits, Shamans and Stars
The Fabrics of Culture • Physical Anthropology of European Populations

The complete set of volumes in the
WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY SERIES
is on display at Booth No. 1

MOUTON PUBLISHERS
200 Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532

Negara
The Theatre State in Nineteenth-Century Bali
CLIFFORD GEERTZ
Cloth, $17.50 Paper, $5.95

Ritual Kinship
The Structure and Historical Development of the Compadrazgo System in Rural Tlaxcala
HUGO G. NUTINI and BETTY BELL
Cloth, $28.50
Limited Paperback Edition, $11.50

Liptako Speaks
History from Oral Tradition in Africa
PAUL IRWIN
$16.00

Creative Man
Five Essays
ERICH NEUMANN
Translated from the German by EUGENE ROLFE
Bollingen Series LX1:2
$13.50

Someone, No One
An Essay on Individuality
KENELM BURRIDGE
$17.50

Local Religion in Sixteenth-Century Spain
WILLIAM A. CHRISTIAN, JR.
$15.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Everything in its Place
Social Order and Land Use in America
CONSTANCE PERIN
$4.95

The Private Worlds of Dying Children
MYRA BLUEBOND-LANGNER
$4.95

Visit us for a 20%
Convention Discount
SHADOW OF THE HUNTER
Stories of Eskimo Life
Richard K. Nelson
In this collection of stories, ethnographer Richard Nelson explores the human genius for adapting to challenge and adversity, in a land where every moment of life is an utmost expression of that genius.
Cloth 272 pages $12.50 October Available

THE PLAY OF THE GODS
Locality, Ideology, Structure, and Time in the Festivals of a Bengali Town
Ákos Östör
The first sustained study of Indian festivals, with detailed descriptions and interpretations of two of the most popular and complex of these Bengali rituals. "The theoretical thrust of Östör’s presentation amounts to a striking development of Dumont’s insights about hierarchy, relation, and structure in South Asia."
—Steve Barnett
Cloth 264 pages $27.00 Available

TRIBE AND STATE IN BAHRAIN
The Transformation of Social and Political Authority in an Arab State
Fuad I. Khuri
A study of the profound effects of the sudden prosperity occasioned by the discovery of oil in Bahrain. Khuri examines change in the social, political, economic, and cultural life of Bahrain.
Cloth 304 pages $15.00 Available

EVERYTHING THAT LINGUISTS HAVE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT LOGIC*
*BUT WERE ASHAMED TO ASK
James D. McCawley
An introduction to areas of logic relevant to the analysis of natural language. A broad range of topics is covered, and extensive exercises are provided.
Paper 520 pages $12.50 Available
Also available in cloth.

MEHINAKU
The Drama of Daily Life in a Brazilian Indian Village
Thomas Gregor
A vivid anthropological portrait of the Mehinaku Indians that shows them to be performers of roles, engaged in an ongoing improvisational drama of community life.
Paper 398 pages $7.95 Available
TUHAMI: PORTRAIT OF A MOROCCAN
Vincent Crapanzano

Crapanzano presents the fascinating account of Tuhami, a Moroccan tilemaker who believes himself—and is generally believed to be—married to the camel-footed she-demon, 'Aisha Qandisha. In a bold experiment in interpretive ethnography, Crapanzano probes the limits of anthropology itself by addressing the difficulties inherent in all cross-cultural ethnographic encounters.
Cloth 187 pages $17.50 Available

FEAR THY NEIGHBOR AS THYSELF
Psychoanalysis and Society among the Anyi of West Africa
Paul Parin, Fritz Morgenthaler,
Goldy Parin-Matthey
Translated by Patricia Klamerth

The authors conducted psychoanalytically oriented interviews to examine the conflicts that arise in Anyi society where the possessive claims of the maternal lineage clash with a male, hierarchical social order.
Cloth 416 pages $28.00 Available

BASIC PROBLEMS OF ETHNOPSYCHIATRY
George Devereux
Translated by Basia Miller Gulati and George Devereux

Devereux argues that the understanding of all human behavior requires the application of both psychological and sociocultural methods of explanation. This unique approach, which differentiates sanity and insanity from social adjustment and maladjustment, provides a rigorous foundation for a general theory of psychoanalytic ethnopsychiatry.
Cloth 384 pages $22.00 Available

Forthcoming Spring 81

MEDUSA'S HAIR: AN ESSAY ON PERSONAL AND RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS
Gananath Obeyesekere

RULES AND PROCESSES
The Cultural Logic of Dispute in an African Context
John Carnoff and Simon Roberts

CALUS
Symbolic Transformation in Romanan Ritual
Gail Ann Kligman

Chicago Press Chicago 60637
The !Kung San
Men, Women and Work in a Foraging Society
RICHARD B. LEE, co-winner of the Herskovits Award for 1980.

Comrades and Christians
Religion and Political Struggle in Communist Italy
DAVID I. KERTZER

Nomads of South Siberia
The Pastoral Economies of Tuva
SEVYAN VAINSHTEIN
Caroline Humphrey, Editor Michael Colenso, Translator
Cambridge Studies in Social Anthropology 25

Minangkabau Social Formations
Indonesian Peasants and the World-Economy
JOEL S. KAHN
Cambridge Studies in Social Anthropology 30

Hunter and Habitat in the Central Kalahari Desert
GEORGE B. SILBERBAUER

Deadly Words
Witchcraft in the Bocage
JEANNE FAVRET-SAADA Catherine Cullen, Translator
copublished with Les Editions de la Maison des Sciences de l'Homme

Pattern of the Past
Essays in Honor of David Clarke
I. HODDER, G. ISAAC, N. HAMMOND, Editors

Stylistic Variation in Prehistoric Ceramics
Design Analysis in the American Southwest
STEPHEN PLOG
New Studies in Archaeology

CAMBRIDGE

Booths 27 & 28
Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
The Tapestry of Culture
Abraham Rosman / Paula G. Rubel
Barnard College, Columbia University

Available December 1980
©1981. 352 pages, soft, illustrated
Includes Instructor's Manual with test items

This introduction to cultural anthropology presents current concepts and major theories and how they were developed. Using an holistic approach, the authors introduce symbolic, ideational, economic, political, and material aspects of culture, providing students with an in-depth study of the richness and complexity of culture and its evolution through the ages. The text considers development and change among Third and Fourth World peoples, programs of planned change, and the anthropology of complex societies. Providing the conceptual framework necessary for reading and understanding ethnographies, The Tapestry of Culture can be supplemented by any type of ethnography or reader.

Contents
1 The Central Questions in Anthropology
2 The Structuring of Ceremonial Events in Small-Scale and Complex Societies—A Contrast
3 Family, Marriage, and Kinship
4 Age, Sex, and Common Interest Groups
5 Provisioning Society: Production, Distribution, and Consumption
6 Political Organization: Politics, Government, Law, and Conflict
7 Symbolic Systems and Meanings
8 Religion and the Supernatural
9 Myths, Legends, and Folktales
10 The Artistic Dimension
11 Culture and the Individual
12 Culture and Development Among Fourth-World Peoples
13 Peasants, Modernization, and Urbanization
14 Epilogue—End of a Journey
Bibliography
Index

Scott, Foresman and Company

For further information write
Jennifer Toms, Department SAP
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60025
Schools of Linguistics

Geoffrey Sampson. A critical analysis and engaging history of the main schools of linguistic thought in 20th-century Europe and the United States, ranging from an examination of major intellectual trends to discussions of such influences as de Saussure, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, Chomsky and generative grammar, and J. R. Firth and the English School. $23.50

Language and Cultural Description

Essays by Charles O. FRAKE. Edited by Anwar S. Dil. Seventeen seminal essays by an anthropologist well known for his pioneering work in ethnoscience and componential analysis. Based on years of field study among various culture groups in the Philippines, the essays reflect the development of the author's unique methodological repertoire. $17.50

NOW IN PAPERBACK

Quantification in Cultural Anthropology


Women

From the Greeks to the French Revolution. Edited by Susan Groag Bell. An anthology of 31 readings designed to integrate the history of women into traditional academic courses, particularly into surveys of Western civilization and culture. 1973, a reissue. Cloth, $17.50; paper, $5.95

Kurusu


Stanford University Press
Long Engagements

MATURITY IN MODERN JAPAN. David W. Plath. Through a series of vivid case studies, this work shows how the qualities of the mature person evolve across the adult years in contemporary middle-class Japan, and how a person and his consociates—those who grow older along with him—sustain long engagements of interaction in which they shape the direction and pace of one another’s individual development. $17.50

Dojo

MAGIC AND EXORCISM IN MODERN JAPAN. Winston Davis. Combining ethnographic description and theoretical analysis, this study traces the history, teachings, and practices of Sukyo Mahikari, an exorcistic sect in contemporary Japan, whose tenets attribute illness and misfortune to evil spirits. Illus. $18.50

A Jesuit Hacienda in Colonial Mexico

SANTA LUCÍA, 1576–1767. Herman W. Konrad. Despite their lack of experience in rural economics, the Jesuits created in Santa Lucía one of the largest and most prosperous haciendas in colonial Mexico. This richly detailed study reconstructs the history of Santa Lucía, and provides new insights for recasting basic views of the nature of haciendas and colonial society. $28.50

Women and Marriage in Kpelle Society

Caroline H. Bledsoe. An examination of the ways in which economic and political opportunities for men and women influence marriage patterns among the Kpelle of Liberia, this study focuses in particular on women’s use of domestic and marital institutions to acquire the wealth and status needed to gain independence for themselves, yet maintain control over others. Illus. $16.50

Illogot Headhunting, 1883–1974

A STUDY IN SOCIETY AND HISTORY. Renato Rosaldo. Challenging the fashionable view that so-called primitives live in a timeless present, this study combines historical and ethnographic method to show that the practice of headhunting among the Illogots of Northern Luzon was not an unchanging ancient custom, but a cultural practice that has shifted dramatically over the course of the past century. Illus. $18.50

Stanford University Press
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Folsom Tools and Technology at the Hanson Site, Wyoming</td>
<td>George C. Frison &amp; Bruce A. Bradley</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Navajo Language: A Grammar and Colloquial Dictionary</td>
<td>Robert W. Young &amp; William Morgan</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tijeras Canyon: Analyses of the Past</td>
<td>Linda S. Cordell, Editor</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Second Long Walk: The Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute</td>
<td>Jerry Kammer</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhi Tombs and Textiles: The Persistence of Pattern</td>
<td>Ethel Jane W. Bunting</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the School of American Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dying Community Art</td>
<td>Gallaher, Jr., &amp; Harland Padfield,</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowland Maya Settlement Patterns</td>
<td>Wendy Ashmore, Editor</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern Indian Ritual Drama</td>
<td>Charlotte J. Frisbie, Editor</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock Art in New Mexico</td>
<td>Polly Schaafsma</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PUBLICATIONS SALE**

Up to 60 Percent Off

Be sure to visit the AAA Membership Desk for details and a price list.
Convention Discounts at Booth #15
Paperbacks for Spring Courses . . .

Women & Colonization
Etienne & Leacock, Editors
340 pp. $9.95
A World of Women
Bourguignon and contributors
364 pp. $9.95

Sex & Class in Latin America
Nash & Safa, Editors
352 pp. $9.95

Aging in Culture & Society
Fry and contributors
352 pp. $12.95

And in Cloth . . .
Dimensions: Aging, Culture, Health
Fry and contributors
352 pp. $24.95

Entrepreneur as Culture Hero: Preadaptations in Nigerian Economic Development
Bernard Belasco 256 pp. $18.95
Aging in Culture & Society
Fry and contributors
352 pp. $24.95

When Nomads Settle
Salzmann and contributors
192 pp. $18.95

Ethnic Drinking Subcultures
Andrew Greeley, William McCready, Gary Theisen
144 pp. $16.95

Logic of Culture: Advances in Structural Theory & Methods
Rossi and contributors
(Spring 1981) 320 pp. $23.95

To Order:
* J.F. BERGIN PUBLISHERS, INC.
One Hanson Place
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11243
(212) 638-0729

PRAEGER PUBLISHERS
521 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10012
(212) 599-8400

Announcing a New Series

PHILOSOPHY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

Offers useful texts for teaching and research on the foundations of anthropology and the impact of philosophy on anthropology and vice versa. The series will be of special value to all those interested in theoretical anthropology, philosophical anthropology and the methodology of the social sciences.

Vol. 1: On Going Beyond Kinship, Sex and the Tribe, by Rik Pinxten, Series Editor. $19.00 paper

Vol. 2: African Philosophy, Myth or Reality?, by L. Apostel In preparation

Booth # 33
Humanities Press
Atlantic Highlands, N.J. 07716
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Illustrations</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understanding Evolution</td>
<td>EARL HANSON, Wesleyan University</td>
<td>OXFORD</td>
<td>March 1981</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>231 figs., 50 halftones</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal Play Behavior</td>
<td>ROBERT FAGAN, University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>OXFORD</td>
<td>January 1981</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>45 illus.</td>
<td>cloth $25.00 paper $11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Ethology</td>
<td>S.A. BARNETT, The Australian National University</td>
<td>OXFORD</td>
<td>March 1981</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>476 illus.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterns in Prehistory</td>
<td>Mankind's First Three Million Years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal Play Behavior</td>
<td>ROBERT FAGAN, University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
<td>January 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Ethology</td>
<td>S.A. BARNETT, The Australian National University</td>
<td></td>
<td>March 1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterns in Prehistory</td>
<td>Mankind's First Three Million Years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociobiology Examined</td>
<td>Edited by ASHLEY MONTAGU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Man-Eating Myth Anthropology and Anthropophagy</td>
<td>WILLIAM ARENS, State University of New York, Stony Brook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome of Tears The Tapirapé Indians of Central Brasil</td>
<td>CHARLES WAGLEY, University of Florida</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Evolution of Human Sexuality</td>
<td>DONALD SYMONS, University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You Gotta Deal With It Black Family Relations in a Southern Community</td>
<td>THEODORE R. KENNEDY, State University of New York, Stony Brook</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Pages</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Selfish Gene</td>
<td>Richard Dawkins</td>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Hunt in the Morning</td>
<td>Janet Siskind</td>
<td>1973 (paper, 1975)</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man and Aggression</td>
<td>Ashley Montagu</td>
<td>Second Edition</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nature of Human Aggression</td>
<td>Ashley Montagu</td>
<td>1976 (paper, 1978)</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Non-Aggression</td>
<td>Ashley Montagu</td>
<td>The Experience of Non-Literate Societies</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American Tribalism</td>
<td>D'Arcy McNickle</td>
<td>Indian Survivals and Renewals</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and IQ</td>
<td>Ashley Montagu</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man's Most Dangerous Myth</td>
<td>Ashley Montagu</td>
<td>The Fallacy of Race</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices are subject to change.

Many of these fine books are also available in cloth.

Visit the Oxford exhibit, booth #43.
ANTHROPOLOGICAL LITERATURE
AN INDEX TO PERIODICAL ARTICLES AND ESSAYS—QUARTERLY

A unique index of more than 1,000 serial publications and collections of essays received by the Tozzer Library of the Peabody Museum. The index is produced under the guidance of a distinguished Advisory Board representing all major subfields of anthropology: Cyril S. Belshaw, Eugene Giles, Mary Haas, Frank Hole, June Nash, Sol Tax, and Richard B. Woodbury. The editor is Nancy J. Schmidt.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL LITERATURE is the most comprehensive index of current articles available to anthropologists and researchers in tangent disciplines. It lists significant materials in all languages. Collections of anthropological essays—such as symposia, colloquia, festschriffts, and collections of readings—are also indexed. The 9,000 to 10,000 entries compiled each year are organized into five classified sections:

1. cultural/social anthropology
2. archaeology
3. biological/physical anthropology
4. linguistics
5. general, method, and theory

The index appears quarterly in winter, spring, summer, and fall editions. Volume 1, No. 1 was published in the winter of 1979. Issues are perfect bound and approximately 6 x 9 inches in size. A single issue price is $10.00. Subscription rates are: Individuals $28.00 per year, Institutions $38.00 per year.

Other Redgrave Publications in Anthropology

REVIEWS IN ANTHROPOLOGY—Quarterly Journal
Editors: Nancie L. Gonzalez and Michael H. Logan
Now in Volume 7
Individuals $17.00, Institutions $25.00 for one year

MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY—Quarterly Journal
Editors: Robert Ness, Gretel H. Pelto, and Pertti J. Pelto
Now in Volume 4
Individuals $17.00, Institutions $25.00 for one year

ANTHROPOLOGY IN USE: A Bibliographic Chronology of the Development of Applied Anthropology
John van Willigen
Published 1980
146 pages $8.90

NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY: Contemporary Approaches to Diet and Culture
Jerome, Kandel, and Pelto, eds.
Published 1980
422 pages, index $12.80

MEDICAL MERRY-GO-ROUND: A Plea for Reasonable Medicine
M. Glasser, M.D. and G. H. Pelto, Ph.D.
Published 1980
168 pages $6.90

Send your check or purchase order. Write for full descriptive brochure.

REDGRAVE PUBLISHING COMPANY
430 Manville Road, Pleasantville, New York 10570 (914) 769-3629
Our Latest Findings in Anthropology

SOCIOBIOLOGY: BEYOND NATURE/NURTURE?
Reports, Definitions, and Debate
edited by George W. Barlow and James Silverberg
627 pages • May 1980 • $32.50 (hc) • $15 (pb)

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE CONDUCT OF FIELD RESEARCH IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Elliot J. Feldman
ca. 135 pages • December 1980 • ca. $13.75 (hc) • ca. $6.95 (pb)

VILLAGE VIABILITY IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
edited by Priscilla Copeland Reining and Barbara Lenkerd
355 pages • March 1980 • $23.50

THE DYNAMICS OF AGING
Original Essays on the Processes and Experiences of Growing Old
Forrest J. Berghorn, Donna E. Schafer, and Associates
510 pages • November 1980 • $30 (hc) • $13.50 (pb)

VIOLENCE AND THE FAMILY
edited by Maurice R. Green
134 pages • August 1980 (hc) $17.50 • December 1980 (pb) ca. $8

HEALTH FOR THE WHOLE PERSON
The Complete Guide to Holistic Medicine
edited by Arthur Hastings, James Fadiman, and James S. Gordon
529 pages • July 1980 • $30 (hc) • $12.95 (pb)

ACCULTURATION
Theory, Models, and Some New Findings
edited by Amado M. Padilla
165 pages • January 1980 • $16

WOMEN AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
edited by Roslyn Dauber and Melinda L. Cain
266 pages • November 1980 • ca. $18.50

TRANSNATIONAL ENTERPRISES: THEIR IMPACT ON THIRD WORLD SOCIETIES AND CULTURES
edited by Krishna Kumar
337 pages • August 1980 • $26.50

Visit us at Booth #39

Westview Press
5500 Central Avenue • Boulder, Colorado 80301 • Frederick A. Praeger, Publisher
Columbia enriches the records of man

Exploring The City: Inquiries Toward an Urban Anthropology
Ulf Hannerz. A stimulating first attempt to relate influential ideas about urbanism to anthropological theory and method. $15.00

Left-Handed: Sequel to Son of Old Man Hat
Walter Dyk and Ruth Belcher Dyk. The continuation of Walter Dyk's classic work, acclaimed by American Anthropologist as "still the finest single account of the Navajo life and culture." $25.00

Totems and Teachers: Perspectives on the History of Anthropology
Sydel Silverman, editor. Illuminates the lives and contributions of eight seminal figures in modern anthropology. $20.00 cloth, $8.00 paper

Soviet and Western Anthropology
Ernest Gellner, editor. This timely comparative study probes the relationship of Marxism to anthropology, history, and ethnic identity. $37.50

Omnivorous Primates: Gathering and Hunting in Human Evolution
Robert S. O. Harding and Geza Teleki, editors. Tests and challenges the importance of hunting in human evolution against three different sources of evidence. $35.00

The Foraging Strategy of Howler Monkeys: A Study in Economics
Katherine Milton. An important account of how tropical mammals develop complex dietary strategies to survive despite scant food sources. $20.00
GORDON CHILDE
Revolutions in Archaeology
Bruce G. Trigger. A much-needed study of the life and work of the driving force in modern Marxist archaeology. $22.50

HUMAN NATURE
AND HISTORY
A Response to Sociobiology
Kenneth Bock. A well-reasoned and persuasive refutation of the methods and goals of sociobiology and comparative ethology. $18.95

WE EAT THE MINES
AND THE MINES EAT US
Dependency and Exploitation in Bolivian Tin Mines
June Nash. "An excellent ethnographic/economic/political book... for all anthropology and Latin American collections."—Library Journal. C. Wright Mills Award, runner-up. $22.50

HOGANS
David P. McAllester and Susan W. McAllester. Juxtaposes ritual prayers and chants with photographs of contemporary dwelling places (hogans) to portray the spirit and mythology of the Navajo people. $16.95 Distributed in the U.S. and Canada for Wesleyan University Press.

MESOLITHIC PRELUDE
The Paleolithic-Neolithic Transition in Europe and the Near East
J. G. D. Clark. An elegant essay by one of the most distinguished European prehistorians since Gordon Childe. Illustrated, $15.00

Announcing for Spring 1981:

THE ARCHAEOLOGY
OF BERINGIA
Frederick Hadleigh West. A first synthesis of recent data from the region—now Alaska and Siberia—of the earliest ancestors of American Indians. $30.00 tentative.

Now in paperback for course use:

THE BROKEN FOUNTAIN
Thomas Belmonte. $6.00

THE HIGH VALLEY
Kenneth E. Read. $6.00 A Morningside Book.

THE DIALECTICS
OF SOCIAL LIFE
Alarms and Excursions in Anthropological Theory
Robert Murphy. $6.00 A Morningside Book.

ETHNOARCHAEOLOGY
Implications of Ethnography for Archaeology
Carol Kramer, editor. $10.00

CHINESE FAMILY
AND KINSHIP
Hugh D. R. Baker. $6.00

Come see these and other outstanding titles at Booth #29. Our representatives will be there to help you.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Address for orders: 136 South Broadway, Irvington, New York 10533
The Southern Anthropological Society and the University of Tennessee Press offer an award of $1,000 for the book-length manuscript that best describes and interprets the culture of a New World population. The population may be prehistoric, historic, or contemporary and may be of any ethnic or racial composition. The judges will welcome works in ethnography, linguistics, archaeology, physical anthropology, history, folklore, sociology and other disciplines, and especially scholarship that crosses the traditional lines separating these areas. Manuscripts are to be sent to the Chairperson of the Awards Committee, from whom additional information may be obtained: Professor Harriet J. Kupferer, Department of Anthropology, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, NC 27412. The award-winning manuscript will be published by the University of Tennessee Press.

Winner of the 1980 James Mooney Award—
Elizabeth Atwood Lawrence, The Wild and the Tame: A Study of American Rodeo (to be published in 1981 by the University of Tennessee Press)

The Wood Carvers of Córdova, New Mexico
Social Dimensions of an Artistic “Revival”
Charles L. Briggs
264 pages. Illustrations. $19.95

The Tape-Recorded Interview
A Manual for Field Workers in Folklore and Oral History
Edward D. Ives
144 pages. $9.75 cloth, $5.50 paper.

The Cherokee Indian Nation
A Troubled History
Duane H. King, editor
268 pages. Illustrations. $12.50

We’re All Kin
A Cultural Study of a Mountain Neighborhood
F. Carlene Bryant
1979 James Mooney Award winner. $9.50 (tentative)

Slavery and the Evolution of Cherokee Society, 1540-1866
Theda Perdue
220 pages. $12.50

The Southeastern Indians
Charles Hudson
596 pages. Illustration. $23.50 cloth, $9.50 paper.

Visit with us in Washington.
Explorations in African Systems of Thought
Edited by Ivan Karp and Charles S. Bird
$22.50 (African Systems of Thought Series)

See So That We May See
Performances and Interpretations of Traditional Tales from Tanzania
By Peter Seitel
cloth $32.50 paper $12.50

Sixteen Cowries
Yoruba Divination from Africa to the New World
By William Bascom $37.50

African Furniture and Household Objects
By Roy Sieber
paper $20.00 cloth $37.50

Major Rock Paintings of Southern Africa
Facsimile reproductions by R. Townley Johnson
Edited by Tim Maggs $50.00

An Annotated Bibliography of the Visual Arts of East Africa
By Eugene C. Burt $20.00 (Traditional Arts of Africa Series)

now in paperback
The Anthropology of Dance
By Anya Peterson Royce
paper $6.95 cloth $15.00

The Art of the Pacific Islands
By Peter Gathercole, Adrienne L. Kaeppler, and Douglas Newton
$45.00 (Published in association with the National Gallery of Art)

Inca Architecture
By Graziano Gasparini and Luise Margolies
Translated by Patricia J. Lyon $32.50

Interpreting Folklore
By Alan Dundes
paper $9.95 cloth $25.00

Speech, Writing, and Sign
A Functional View of Linguistic Representation
By Naomi S. Baron $22.50
VisiT California
Booth 44

Gaylene Becker
Growing Old in Silence
$10.00

Abner Cohen
The Politics of Elite Culture
Explorations in the Dramaturgy of Power in a Modern African Society
Cloth $20.00, paper $6.95

Wayland D. Hand
Magical Medicine
The Folkloric Component of Medicine in the Folk Belief, Custom, and Ritual of the Peoples of Europe and America
$14.95

Ake Hultkrantz
The Religions of the American Indians
Translated by Monica Setterwall
New in paper, $5.95

Arthur Kleinman
Patients and Healers in the Context of Culture
An Exploration of the Borderland between Anthropology, Medicine, and Psychiatry
$25.00

A.L. Kroeber and E.W. Gifford
Karok Myths
Edited by Grace Buzaljko, with a Foreword by Theodora Kroeber, and Commentary by Alan Dundes
$25.00

C. Scott Littleton
The New Comparative Mythology
An Anthropological Assessment of the Theories of Georges Dumezil
Third edition, new in paper, $5.95

Deryck O. Lodrick
Sacred Cows, Sacred Places
Origins and Survivals of Animal Homes in India
$25.00

Donald F. Tuzin
The Voice of the Tambaran
Truth and Illusion in Ilahita Arapesh Religion
$20.00

Christopher von Furer-Haimendorf
A Himalayan Tribe
From Cattle to Cash
$12.50

Deborah Goleman Wolf
The Lesbian Community
Updated edition, new in paper $4.95
Anishinabe: 6 Studies of Modern Chippewa
J. Anthony Paredes, editor

1980. xi, 436 pp. Illustrations; index. $27.50


* Detailed accounts of the lifeways of diverse populations of northern Minnesota Chippewa in the late 1960s.

"Anishinabe is a truly remarkable volume ... perhaps the most scientific study yet reported of one of the most difficult-to-study ethnic groups in the United States. ... It tellingly illustrates how applied anthropological research can modify theory, successfully integrating contributions by six authors carrying out a unified policy of research design. It provides chapters eminently useful as fresh readings for social science courses of many kinds: anthropology of religion, urban anthropology, anthropological theory, minorities, culture change. ... Applied anthropology at its best, clearly reported."

— Henry F. Dobyns, Senior Fellow
Center for the History of the American Indian, Newberry Library

The Craft of Community Study: Fieldwork Dialogues
by Solon T. Kimball and William L. Partridge

1979. x, 260 pp. Illustrations; index. $16.00 casebound; $7.50 paper

* An apprentice social scientist, in letters and field notes and retrospective syntheses of his experiences studying the role of marijuana in a Latin American community, discloses the doubts and fears and hopes and plans that overlie his work in the field and reveals the stages of his coming to maturity in his profession.

"... a refreshing and important account and analysis of fieldwork experience in anthropology."

— Alexander Moore, Professor of Anthropology
University of Southern California

Aboriginal Subsistence Technology on the Southeastern Coastal Plain During the Late Prehistoric Period
by Lewis H. Larson


* The environmental resources of the prehistoric Indians of the southeastern Coastal Plain—and how they used them.

"... a major tool for persons interested in the subsistence, settlement, and adaptive systems of the protohistoric and Historic Period Indians of the Southeast. Archaeologists, historians, and biologists will find it immediately useful. Persons in other fields—and the general reader—will find that this well-written account of how the Indians made a living makes fascinating reading."

— Stephen J. Gluckman, Professor of Anthropology
University of South Florida

"... Larson's volume sets out to provide the factual background of what one needs to know about the coastal environment in great detail and then gives us from archeology and ethnography the aboriginal means used to exploit or utilize this quite diverse coastscape."

— Stephen Williams, Curator of North American Archaeology
Peabody Museum, Harvard University
Aleut and Eskimo Art  
Tradition and Innovation in South Alaska  
*Dorothy Jean Ray*  
This encyclopedic reference work, based on the author’s observations and research in Alaska for more than thirty years, constitutes the fullest description and interpretation of South Alaskan Eskimo art available. 224 pp., 210 illus., map, bibliog. $29.95

Edward S. Curtis in the Land of the War Canoes  
A Pioneer Cinematographer in the Pacific Northwest  
*Bill Holm and George Irving Quimby*  
In 1914 Edward Curtis made the first full-length motion picture of an aboriginal North American society. The authors’ “salient discussion of Curtis’ career as ethnologist and peripatetic movie producer make their book a notable contribution to ethnic studies.” —*Publishers Weekly*. 128 pp., 54 illus., bibliog. $19.95

Gathering What the Great Nature Provided  
Food Traditions of the Gitksan  
*The People of ’Ksan*  
A richly illustrated guide to the gathering, storing, cooking, and preserving methods that nourished the sophisticated art and culture of the ’Ksan people of the Northwest Coast. 160 pp., 50 illus. $17.95

Salish Weaving  
*Paula Gustafson*  
The art of Coast Salish Indian weaving of the Pacific Northwest reflects not mere skill but also beauty, balance, and harmony. This book explores the origins and current state of this thriving art form. 160 pp., 60 illus. $24.95

Artists of the Tundra and the Sea  
*Dorothy Jean Ray*  
‘‘The development of [the contemporary] art style, its relation to traditional Eskimo art, and its place in the life of Eskimos today is the subject of this excellent book.’’ —James VanStone, *Arctic*. 192 pp., 112 illus., map, bibliog. Paper only, $8.95
The Ancestors
Native Artisans of the Americas
Ed. by Anna Curtenius Roosevelt and James G. E. Smith
Brings together information about the social context of seven different categories of Native American artisan, with each category being represented by a specific, outstanding, regional craft. Dist. for the Museum of the American Indian. 230 pp., 12 color plates. 175 b&w photos. maps. Paper only. $17.50

Hopi Kachina
Spirit of Life
Ed. by Dorothy Washburn
This authoritative and handsome catalogue brings the reader closer to the spirit of the Hopi people through its exploration of kachinas, the supernatural messengers who mediate between the harsh realities of Arizona’s environment and the daily needs of the Hopi. Dist. for the California Academy of Sciences. 160 pp., 230 illus., 25 in color. glossary. bibliog. Paper only. $14.95

Now available in paperback:

Black Carib Household Structure
A Study of Migration and Modernization
Nancie L. Sohien Gonzalez. Foreword by David F. Aberle
188 pp., illus., tables, bibliog. Paper only. $7.50

Tiwi Wives
A Study of the Women of Melville Island, North Australia
Jane C. Goodale
392 pp., tables, figures, bibliog., glossary. Paper only. $7.50

Valley of the Spirits
The Upper Skagit Indians of Western Washington
June Collins
264 pp., illus., bibliog. Paper only. $8.50

The Social Economy of the Tlingit Indians
Kalervo Oberg. Foreword by Wilson Duff
144 pp., illus., bibliog. Paper only. $7.50

See these and many other titles at Booth # 9 or order from

University of Washington Press
Seattle, Washington 98105
Books from University Presses

Aboriginal Subsistence Technology
on the Southeastern Coastal Plain
During the Late Prehistoric Period
By Lewis H. Larson
Florida, November 1980, $20.00

American Indian Environments
Ecological Issues and Native
American History
By Christopher Vecsey and Robert Venables
Syracuse, January 1981, $18.00 cl., $9.95 p.

Appalachia's Children
By David H. Looff
Kentucky, 1971, $6.50

The Ceramics of Kaminaljuyu
Edited by Ronald K. Wetherington
Penn State, 1978, $23.50

Cowboy Cave
By Jesse D. Jennings
Utah, 1980, $20.00 p.

Cross-Cultural Samples and Codes
Edited by Herbert Barry III and Alice Schlegel

The Devil and Commodity Fetishism
in South America
By Michael Taussig
North Carolina, 1980, $19.50

Excavations at Kaminaljuyu, Guatemala
By A.V. Kidder, J.D. Jennings and
E.M. Shook
Penn State, 1977, $23.50

L'Histoire d'une migration polaire
By Guy Mary-Rousseliere
Montréal, 1980, $13.95

Hopewell Archaeology
The Chillicothe Conference
By David S. Brose and N'omi Greber

The Horse in Blackfoot Indian Culture
By John C. Ewers

Maritime Adaptations
Essays on Contemporary
Fishing Communities
Edited by Alexander Spoehr
Pittsburgh, 1980, $12.95

Medical Choice in a Mexican Village
By James Clay Young
Rutgers, 1981, $19.50

Le Nègre dans le roman blanc
By Sébastien Joachim
Montréal, 1980, $21.50

Privacy
A Vanishing Value?
Edited by W.C. Bier, S.J.
Fordham, 1980, $17.50

Savages and Scientists
The Smithsonian Institution and the
Development of American Anthropology,
1846-1910
By Curtis M. Hinsley
Smithsonian, February 1981, $15.00 tentative

The Social Bond
An Investigation into the Bases of
Law-abidingness, Vol. II—Antecedents of
the Social Bond: The Ontogeny of Sociality
By Werner Stark
Fordham, 1978, $15.00 cl., $7.50 p.

Sudden Shelter
By Jesse D. Jennings, Alan R. Schroedl and
Richard N. Holmer
Utah, 1980, $15.00 p.

"We Come to Object"
The Peasants of Morelos and the
National State
By Arturo Warman, translated by
Stephen K. Ault
Johns Hopkins, January 1981, $20.00

Yesterday's People
Life in Contemporary Appalachia
By Jack E. Weller
Kentucky, 1965, $3.50

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
SERVICES, INC.
One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016
NEW EDITION

Over 500 pages

Complete listings for 416 U.S. and foreign Departments of Anthropology, Museums, Research Departments, and Government Agencies

Listings detail:
- Degrees offered in anthropology
- Degree requirements
- Number of students in residence
- Academic year system
- Special programs and resources
- Names, degrees, and subfields of faculty and staff
- Graduate student support available

Additional information:
- Index of over 5000 individuals with affiliations
- Distribution of faculty degree sources
- Geographic locations of departments with highest degree offered
- Distribution of graduate and undergraduate students in residence, 1979-80, by institution
- PhD dissertations (1978-79 and 1979-80) listing institution, anthropological subfield, and breakdown by sex

AVAILABLE NOW

$10.00 (paper)
$7.50 (AAA individual members)
please enclose payment with order

address all orders to
American Anthropological Association
Publications Department
1703 New Hampshire Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20009
Organize your days and share vivid moments of anthropological interest in the 1981 Anthropologist's Appointment Calendar. Edited by Karl G. Heider of the University of South Carolina, the calendar features thirteen photographs taken in the field by David Gillison, J. B. Colson, George Gmelch, Nold Egenter, Miriam Sharma, M. Lionel Bender, Doranne Jacobson, Paul Bohannan, Paul Doughty, and Renate Lellep Fernandez. Each duotone reproduction is suitable for framing. The calendar provides ample space for appointment notes as well as reminders of meeting places and dates of anthropological associations and societies.

AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
1703 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009

$5.00 members
$7.50 nonmembers
Please include payment with order.
Once in a great while a concept changes the course of history.

The Entropy Law states that all energy flows from orderly to disorderly, from usable to unusable. In his new book “ENTROPY”, Jeremy Rifkin explains how this inexorable process governs every aspect of our life.

“It describes with clarity the intellectual wreckage that must be cleared away before human beings can construct a social order that is at peace with the natural order.”
—Quest 80

“It has compelled me to re-evaluate much of the safe and comfortable thinking which governs our day to day lives.”
—Senator Mark Hatfield

“A cogent and urgent argument...sobering and hard hitting.”
—Publisher’s Weekly

“...most articulate and comprehensive...I do believe the book should be widely read and taken to heart...”
—Hugh Downs, ABC-News

“...penetrates to the heart of the energy equation in human history. Rifkin has painted a picture of the moral order that must eventuate.” —Theodore A. Wertime, Smithsonian Institution

On Sale Now at Your Book Store. VIKING. $10.95
For Your Paperback Bookshelf

**new**

**Four Women**  
Living the Revolution: An Oral History of Contemporary Cuba  
Oscar Lewis, Ruth M. Lewis, and Susan M. Rigdon  $10.00

**Theory of Culture Change**  
The Methodology of Multilinear Evolution  
Julian H. Steward  $3.45

**Contemporary Change in Traditional Communities of Mexico and Peru**  
Charles J. Erasmus, Solomon Miller, and Louis C. Faron  $4.95

**Mathematical Models of Social and Cognitive Structures**  
Contributions to the Mathematical Development of Anthropology  
Paul A. Ballonoff, Editor  $5.95

**The Cubeo**  
Indians of the Northwest Amazon Second Edition  
Irving Goldman  $8.95

**The Ecology of North America**  
Victor E. Shelford  $10.00

**Evolution and Ecology**  
Essays on Social Transformation  
Julian H. Steward  $7.95

**Modern Transformations of Moenkopi Pueblo**  
Shuichi Nagata  $10.95

**Baegu**  
Social and Ecological Organization in Malaita, Solomon Islands  
Harold M. Ross  $8.95

**Ngawbe**  
Tradition and Change among the Western Guaymi of Panama  
Philip D. Young  $9.50

**Sacha Runa**  
Ethnicity and Adaptation of Ecuadorian Jungle Quichua  
Norman E. Whitten, Jr.  $6.95

Now available in a clothbound text edition for classroom use

Ask about our convention discount at booth 13

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS  
Box 5081, Station A, Champaign, IL 61820